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ABSTRACT
Food recognition has received more and more attention in the multimedia community for its various real-world applications, such
as diet management and self-service restaurants. A large-scale ontology of food images is urgently needed for developing advanced
large-scale food recognition algorithms, as well as for providing
the benchmark dataset for such algorithms. To encourage further
progress in food recognition, we introduce the dataset ISIA Food500 with 500 categories from the list in the Wikipedia and 399,726
images, a more comprehensive food dataset that surpasses existing
popular benchmark datasets by category coverage and data volume.
Furthermore, we propose a stacked global-local attention network,
which consists of two sub-networks for food recognition. One subnetwork first utilizes hybrid spatial-channel attention to extract
more discriminative features, and then aggregates these multi-scale
discriminative features from multiple layers into global-level representation (e.g., texture and shape information about food). The
other one generates attentional regions (e.g., ingredient relevant
regions) from different regions via cascaded spatial transformers,
and further aggregates these multi-scale regional features from
different layers into local-level representation. These two types
of features are finally fused as comprehensive representation for
food recognition. Extensive experiments on ISIA Food-500 and
other two popular benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, and thus can be considered as one
strong baseline. The dataset, code and models can be found at
http://123.57.42.89/FoodComputing-Dataset/ISIA-Food500.html.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Image representations; Object recognition.
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INTRODUCTION

Food computing [38] is emerging as a new field to ameliorate the
issues from many food-relevant fields, such as nutrition, agriculture and medicine. As one significant task in food computing, food
recognition has received more attention in multimedia and beyond
[15, 25, 36, 41] for its various applications, such as visual food diary [36], health-aware recommendation [42] and self-service restaurants [2].
Despite its great potential applications, recognizing food from
images is still a challenging task, and the challenge derives from
three-fold:
• There is a lack of large-scale food dataset for food recognition. Existing works mainly focus on utilizing smaller datasets for food recognition, such as ETH Food-101 [6] and Vireo
Food-172 [7]. For example, Bossard et al. [6] released one food
dataset ETH Food-101 from western cuisines with 101 food
categories and 101,000 images. Chen et al. [7] introduced the
Vireo Food-172 dataset from 172 Chinese food categories. These
data-sets is lack of diversity and coverage in food categories
and do not include a wide range of food images. Therefore, they
are probably not sufficient to construct more complicated deep
learning models for food recognition.
• There are larger intra-class variations in the global appearance, shape and other configurations for food images. As shown in Fig. 1, there are different shapes for the
butter pecan and different textures appear in the mie goreng
dish. Although numerous methods have been developed for
addressing the problem of food recognition, most of these methods mainly focus on extracting features with certain type or
some types while ignoring other aspects. For example, works
on [4] mainly extracted color features while Niki et al. [32]
designed a network to capture certain vertical structure for
food recognition.
• There are subtle discriminative details from food images,
which are harder to capture in many cases. Food recognition belongs to fine-grained recognition. Therefore, discriminative details are too subtle to be well-represented by existing
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CNNs in many cases. As shown in Fig. 1, global features are
not discriminative enough to distinguish between corn stew
and leek soup. Although local regional features are probably
more useful, we should carefully design one network to capture
and represent such subtle difference. In order to improve the
recognition performance, additional context information, such
as location and ingredients [4, 41, 51, 59] is utilized. However,
when these information is unavailable, these methods probably
do not work.

Table 1: Summary of available datasets for food recognition.
Dataset
PFID [9]
UEC Food100 [34]
UEC Food256 [27]
ETHZ Food-101 [6]
UPMC Food-101 [48]
UNIMIB2015 [12]
UNIMIB2016 [13]
ChineseFoodNet [10]
Vireo Food-172 [7]
KenyanFood13 [23]
Sushi-50 [44]
FoodX-251 [26]
ISIA Food-200 [41]
ISIA Food-500

#Images
4,545
14,361
25,088
101,000
90,840
2,000
1,027
192,000
110,241
8,174
3,963
158,846
197,323
399,726

#Categories
101
100
256
101
101
15
73
208
172
13
50
251
200
500

#Coverage
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese
Western
Western
Misc.
Misc.
Chinese
Chinese
Kenyan
Japanese
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.

via combining hybrid spatial-channel attention and multi-scale
strategy for food recognition.
• We conduct extensive evaluation on our proposed dataset and
other two popular food benchmark datasets to verify the effectiveness of our approach. As one strong baseline, code and
models will also be released upon publication to support future
research.
Figure 1: Some samples from ISIA Food-500
In this work, we address data limitations by introducing a new
large-scale dataset ISIA Food-500 with 399,726 images and 500 categories. In contrast with existing popular benchmark datasets, it
is a more comprehensive food dataset with larger category coverage, larger data volume and higher diversity. To solve another two
challenges, we propose a Stacked Global-Local Attention Network
(SGLANet) to jointly learn complementary global and local visual
features for food recognition. This is achieved by two sub-networks,
namely Global Feature Learning Subnetwork (GloFLS) and LocalFeature Learning Subnetwork (LocFLS). GloFLS first utilizes hybrid
spatial-channel attention to obtain more discriminative features
for each layer, and then aggregates these features from different
layers with both coarse and fine-grained levels, such as shape and
texture cues about food into global-level features. LocFLS adopts
cascaded Spatial Transformers (STs) to localize different attentional
regions (e.g., ingredient-relevant regions), and aggregates fused regional features from different layers into local-level representation.
In addition, SGLANet is trained with different types of losses in
an end-to-end fashion to maximize their complementary effect in
terms of discriminative power.
The contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce a new large-scale and highly diverse food image
dataset with 500 categories and about 400,000 images, which
will be made publicly available to further the development of
scalable food recognition.
• We propose a stacked global-local attention network architecture to jointly learn food-oriented global and local features
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RELATED WORK

Food-centric datasets More and more food datasets have been
developed [6, 7, 26, 27, 34, 41] in recent years. Table 1 summarizes
statistics of publicly available datasets for food recognition. The first
benchmark is the PFID dataset [9] with only 4,545 images from 101
fast food categories. ETHZ Food-101 dataset [6] and VIREO Food172 dataset [7] consist of more food images. However, these datasets
failed in term of more comprehensive coverage of food categories,
like object-centric ImageNet [14] and place-centric Places [58]. We
hence introduce a new large scale food dataset ISIA Food-500 with
399,726 images and 500 food categories, and it aims at advancing
multimedia food recognition and promoting the development of
food-oriented multimedia intelligence.
There are some recipe-relevant multimodal datasets, such as
Yummly28K [39], Yummly66K [37] and Recipe1M [45]. Recipe1M
is the most known dataset, which contains about 1 million structured cooking recipes and their images for cross-modal retrieval. In
contrast, the goal of our proposed ISIA Food-500 is for advancing
multimedia food recognition.
Food Recognition Recently, Min et al. [38] gave a survey on
food computing including food recognition. In the earlier years,
various hand-crafted features are utilized for recognition [6, 53]. For
example, Lukas et al. [6] utilized random forests to mine discriminative image patches as visual representation. Recent advances
in deep learning have gained significant attention due to its impressive performance. As a result, existing methods resort to deep
learning for food recognition [18, 25, 32]. There are also literatures,
which utilize additional context information, such as ingredients
and location [7, 41, 59] to improve the recognition performance.
For example, Zhou et al. [59] exploited rich relationships among
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ingredients and restaurant information through the bi-partite graph
for food recognition. Different from these works, our work does
not introduce additional context information, and design a twobranch network to jointly learn food-oriented global features(e.g.,
texture and shape) and local features (e.g.,ingredient-relevant regional features) to enable comprehensive and discriminative feature
representation for food recognition.
In addition, our work is also very relevant to fine-grained image recognition [49], which aims to classify subordinate categories.
Food recognition belongs to fine-grained image recognition. However, compared with other types of fine-grained objects, we should
take characteristics of food images into consideration, and design
the targeted network for food recognition.

the test set. The trained model is then used to filter out non-food
images from downloaded images. After automatic cleaning, we
then conduct manual verification by crowd-sourcing the task to 20
Lab members.
(4) Scaling Up the Dataset. After image collection and annotation, there are still many food categories with few images. To
further increase the number of the candidate dataset, we translated
the name of these food categories into different languages, such as
Chinese and French, and then crawled images from three search
engines. We also crawled more food images from other recipe/food
shared websites, such as Allrecipes.com and foodgawker.com. We
finally selected 500 categories with more than 500 images per category as our resulting dataset.

3 ISIA FOOD-500
3.1 Dataset Construction

3.2

In order to obtain one high-quality food dataset with broad coverage,
high diversity and density of samples, we build ISIA Food-500 from
the following four steps:
(1) Constructing the Food Category List. In order to guarantee high-coverage of the categorical space, we resort to Wikipedia
to construct the food concept system. Particularly, we built the food
list according to “Lists of foods by ingredient" from Wikipedia1 . The
Deep-First-Search algorithm is used to traverse links of the website
to find food categories more completely. After that, we obtained
the original food list with 4,943 types. We then removed redundant
food types and conducted the combination for synonyms. Finally,
we obtained 3,309 food categories.
(2) Collecting Food Images. Using a query term from the constructed food category list, we crawled candidate images from
various search engines (i.e., Google, Bing and Baidu) for broader
coverage and higher diversity of food images compared with other
datasets from only one data source. In order to ensure that crawled
images are less noisy, we expanded search terms by adding keywords, such as “food" and “dish". In this case, images for each term
are retrieved and these images are then combined from different
search engines. Because some images crawled from different search
engines are repeated, we conducted hash based duplication detection to remove repeated ones.
(3) Cleaning and Pre-processing Food Images. Images are
cleaned up through both automatic and manual processing. For
automatic data cleaning, we removed candidate images with incomplete RGB channels, and the length or width of an image less than
100 pixels. We next trained a food/non-food binary classifier to
further remove non-food images. Particularly, we combined images
from the training set of both ETHZ Food-101 (western dishes) and
VireoFood-172 (eastern dishes) as positive samples of the training
set. We then randomly selected about 400,000 non-food images from
both ImageNet and Places365 as negative samples of the training
set. All the test samples of both ETHZ Food-101 and VireoFood-172
and the other 100,000 non-food images randomly selected from
both ImageNet and Places365 constitute the test set. We trained a
deep network (VGG-16 in our work) on the constructed training set
and the classification accuracy of the network achieved 99.48% on
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Lists_of_foods

Dataset Statistics and Characteristics

ISIA Food-500 consists of 399,726 images with 500 categories. The
average number of images per category is about 800. Fig. 2 shows
sorted distribution of the number of images from sampled classes
while Fig. 3 shows some samples. Note that we represented the food
category with more than two words by concatenating them using ‘-’.
ISIA Food-500 is a more comprehensive food dataset that surpasses
existing popular benchmark datasets, such as ETH Food-101 and
Vireo Food-172 from the following three aspects: (1) Larger data
volume. It has 399,726 images from 500 food categories, which has
created a new milestone for the task of complex food recognition.
(2) Larger category coverage. It consists of 500 categories, which
is about 3 ∼ 5 times that of existing datasets, such as Food-101
and Vireo Food-172. (3) Higher diversity. Food categories from
this dataset covers various countries and regions including both
eastern and western cuisines. Fig. 4 provided the comparisons of
distributions of food categories on food types, such as ETH Food101 (western food), Vireo Food-172 (eastern food) and ISIA Food-200
(Misc. food). According to the GSFA standard2 , the food from our
dataset and existing typical ones mainly belongs to the following
11 categories: Meat, Cereals, Vegetables, Fish, Fruits, Dairy, Bakery,
Fats, Confectionary, Beverages and Eggs. We can see that for most
of food types, the number of food categories from ISIA Food-500 is
larger than these existing datasets. Furthermore, some food types
are covered in ISIA Food-500, but missing in other ones, such as
Dairy and Beverages.

4

FRAMEWORK

Fig. 5 illustrates the proposed Stacked Global-Local Attention Network (SGLANet), which can jointly learn complementary global
and local features for food recognition. SGLANet mainly consists
of two components, namely Global Feature Learning Sub-network
(GloFLS) and Local-Feature Learning Sub-network (LocFLS). GloFLS first adopts hybrid Spatial-Channel Attention (SCA) to obtain
more discriminative features from each layer of the network, and
then aggregates a set of features from these layers to capture different types of global level features, such as shape and texture cues
about food. LocFLS adopts cascaded STs to localize different local
regions for each layer, and then aggregates fused features with
different regions from different layers into final local feature representation. Finally, SGLANet fuses both global and local features
2 http://www.fao.org/gsfaonline/index.html?lang=en
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Figure 2: Sorted distribution of the number of images from sampled classes in the ISIA Food-500.
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Spatial-Channel Attention (SCA) The combination of both
spatial and channel attention can capture discriminative features
comprehensively from different dimensions, and thus have been
successfully applied in many tasks, such as image captioning [8]
and person ReID [29]. Different from these works, we apply SCA to
the food recognition task by capturing food-oriented discriminative
features.
The input to a SCA module is a 3-D tensor Xl ∈R h×w ×c with
width w, height h, channels c and the layer of GloFLS l, respectively.
The output of this module is a saliency weight map Al ∈R h×w ×c
of the same size as X. We calculate Al ∈R for SCA learning [29]:
Al = Sl × C1

Profiterole

Garlic_bread

Toad_in_the_hole

Black_pepper_crab

Cured_salmon

Fish_head_curry

Sl =

Figure 3: Image samples from the ISIA Food-500 dataset
for food recognition. In addition, SGLANet is trained with different
types of losses, including global loss, local loss and joint loss in an
end-to-end fashion to maximize their complementary benefit in
terms of the discriminative power.

4.1

GloFLS

Given the whole input image, GloFLS first learns more discriminative features via hybrid Spatial-Channel Attention (SCA) for each
layer, and then aggregates these discriminative features from different layers into global level representations via multi-layer feature
fusing. Considering features extracted from different layers contain
low-level, mid and high ones, GloFLS can capture various types of
global level features, such as shape, texture and edge cues about
food.

(1)

where Sl ∈Rh×w ×1 and Cl ∈R1×1×c mean spatial and channel attention maps, respectively.
The Global Averaging Pooling (GAP) is used to calculate the
spatial attention as follows:
c
1 l
X
c i=1 1:h,1:w :i

(2)

The channel attention from the squeeze-and-excitation block [19]
is computed as follows:
Cl1 =

h w
1  l
X
h × w i=1 j=1 i, j,1:c

(3)

ca l
Cl = ReLU (Mca
2 × Relu(M1 C1 ))
c

c

r ×c and Mca ∈ Rc× r represent the parameter
where Mca
1 ∈ R
2
matrix of 2 conv layers respectively, and r denotes the bottleneck
reduction rate.
Multi-Layer Feature Fusing By extracting attentional features
from multiple layers, we can obtain low, mid and high-level features,
which include various types of global features, such as texture,
shape and edge information [54]. Such global features are important
cues for food recognition. Therefore, we aggregate discriminative
attentional features from different layers into global level feature
representation for food recognition via a concatenation layer and a
fully connected layer.
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Figure 4: Comparison on distributions of categories on ISIA Food-500 and other existing typical ones.

Figure 5: The proposed framework. GAP: Global Average Pooling layer. SCA: Spatial-Channel Attention. ST: Spatial Transformer. FC: Full-Connected layer.

4.2

LocFLS

4.3

LocFLS localizes discriminative regions with different positions and
scales to capture local features. It uses stacked STs [22] to localize
regions from different layers. For each layer, one inception block is
introduced to extract regional features, and followed by a global
average pooling layer and a max-pooling layer for fusing these
regional features. The features from each layer are fused to final
local features via a concatenation layer and a fully connected layer.
Spatial Transformer (ST) For each layer, we adopt ST to locate
latent T regions, and model this regional attention by a transformation matrix as:

s
A = h
0
l

0
sw

tx
ty



(4)

which allows for image cropping, translation, and isotropic scaling
operations by varying two scale factors (sh , sw ) and 2-D spatial
position (t x , ty ).

Learning with Multiple Losses

SGLANet is jointly optimized by three types of losses, i.e., joint loss
L J oi , global loss LGlo , and local loss L Loc respectively, leading to
the final loss function:
L = L J oi + γ 1 LGlo + γ 2 L Loc

(5)

where γ 1 and γ 2 are balance parameters, and the cross-entropy
classification loss function is used for all three types of losses.
Such learning with different types of losses can maximize their
complementary benefit in terms of the discriminative power.

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Experimental Setup
Our model is implemented on the Pytorch platform. The images
are resized to 224×224. The models are optimized using stochastic
gradient descent with a batch size of 80 and momentum of 0.9.
The learning rate is set to 10−2 initially and divided by 10 after 30
epochs. For GloFLS, we selected SENet [19] as the backbone, and
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Table 2: Evaluating individual modules in GloFLS on ISIA
Food-500 (%).
Method
SENet-154
SENet-154+SCA
SENet-154+Multi-scale
GloFLS

Top-1 acc.
63.83
64.42
64.60
64.63

Top-5 acc.
88.61
89.05
89.08
89.14

Table 3: Ablation experiments on ISIA Food-500 with global
& local-level features (%).
Method
GloFLS
LocFLS
SGLANet

Top-1 acc.
64.63
64.10
64.74

Top-5 acc.
89.14
88.86
89.12

the bottleneck reduction rate r = 16. For LocFLS, we selected simple
Inception-B unit as basic building block. For each layer, T = 4 and
the scale of ST is fixed as sh = sw = 0.5. We set γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.5 in
Eq. 5. Top-1 accuracy (Top-1 acc.) and Top-5 accuracy (Top-5 acc.)
are used as evaluation metrics.

5.2

Experiment on ISIA Food-500

ISIA Food-500 is divided into 60%, 10% and 30% images for training,
validation and testing, respectively. All the experiments adopt a
single centered crop (1-crop) at test time in the defaulting setting.
Ablation Study We first evaluated the effect of each individual
component in GloFLS in Table 2. It shows that: (1) Any of two
components in isolation brings recognition performance gain; (2)
The combination of SCA and Multi-scale gives further accuracy
boost, which suggests the complementary effect. We then evaluated
the effect of joint global and local feature learning by comparing
their individual global and local features. Table 3 shows that a
performance gain is obtained in Top-1 accuracy by joining two
representations, which validates the complementary effect of jointly
learning global and local features from GloFLS and LocFLS.
We finally evaluate the effect of different losses as shown in
Table 4. The experimental results demonstrate that we obtain the
best recognition performance when different losses are utilized. The
reason is that different loss functions can regulate the deep network
from different aspects and work together to improve the recognition
performance. Another observation is that the performance with
one additional loss does not improve the performance compared
with the baseline without both global and local losses. The probable
reason is that the performance improvement needs joint work from
two losses.
Comparisons with State-of-the-Art We evaluated SGLANet
against different baseline methods on Table 5. These baselines
include not only various typical deep networks, such as VGG16
and SENet, but also some recently proposed fine-grained methods,
such as NTS-NET [55] and WS-DAN [20]. Note that for these finegrained methods, we followed the same setting in their mentioned
papers. We observed that the performance superiority of SGLANet
over all the state-of-the-arts in both Top-1 accuracy and Top-5

Table 4: Evaluating individual losses on ISIA Food-500 (%).
Method
λ1 = λ2 = 0
λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0.5
λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 0
λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 0.5

Top-1 acc.
64.16
63.95
64.02
64.74

Top-5 acc.
88.94
88.57
88.59
89.12

Table 5: Performance comparison on ISIA Food-500 (%).
Method
VGG-16 [47]
GoogLeNet [36]
ResNet-152 [17]
WRN-50 [46]
DenseNet-161 [21]
NAS-NET [60]
SE-ResNeXt101_32x4d [19]
NTS-NET [55]
WS-DAN [20]
DCL [11]
SENet-154 [19]
SGLANet

Top-1 acc.
55.22
56.03
57.03
60.08
60.05
60.66
61.95
63.66
60.67
64.10
63.83
64.74

Top-5 acc.
82.77
83.42
83.80
85.98
86.09
86.38
87.54
88.48
86.48
88.77
88.61
89.12

accuracy. Compared with best baseline SENet-154, there is the performance improvement of about 0.9 percent in Top-1 accuracy for
the test set. These results validate the advantage of joint global and
local feature learning of SGLANet.
Visualization of GloFLS and LocFLS We visualized both SCA
from GloFLS and STs from LocFLS at three different layers of SGLANet. Fig. 6 shows: (1) in GloFLS, SCA captures different global
level features at different layers, such as shape information for
Boiled_beef and texture information from Pumpkin_bread. Meanwhile, with increased depth of SGLANet, SCA captures more focused and discriminative features (2) in LocFLS, STs capture different local regions with less background at different layers from
LocFLS, such as Crudites. This again verified complementary effect
of joint global and local feature learning.
Qualitative Analysis We selected 20 classes in the test phase
to further evaluate our method. Particularly, we listed the Top-1
accuracy of both 10 best and 10 worst performing classes in Fig.
7. We can observe that some categories can be easily recognized,
such as Chakli and Edamame, and their Top-1 accuracy is above
97%. However, there are some categories, which are very hard to
recognize, such as Curry_rice and kebab, and their Top-1 accuracy
is below 10%. We further demonstrate some challenging recognized examples from the 10 worst performing classes, and Fig. 8
shows that too small inter-class variations is the main reason for
bad performance. We have shown that existing methods are far
from tackling large-scale recognition task with high accuracy like
ImageNet, pointing to exciting future directions.
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(a) The 10 best performing classes

Figure 6: Visualization of SCA in GloFLS and STs in LocFLS
from (a) The 2th layer,(b) The 3th layer and (c) The 4th layer.
Table 6: Performance comparison on ETHZ Food-101 (%).
Method
AlexNet-CNN [6]
SELC [33]
ResNet-152+SVM-RBF [35]
DCNN-FOOD [52]
LMBM [50]
Ensemble Net [43]
GoogLeNet [3]
DeepFOOD [30]
ILSVRC [5]
WARN [31]
CNNs Fusion(I2 ) [1]
Inception V3 [16]
SENet-154 [19]
WRN [32]
SOTA[28]
DLA[57]
WISeR [32]
IG-CMAN [41]
PAR-Net [44]
PAR-Net [44]
Inception-Resnet-v2 SE [56]
MSMVFA [24]
SGLANet
SGLANet
SGLANet(Pretrained)
SGLANet(Pretrained)

Setting
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
10-crop

Top-1 acc.
56.40
55.89
64.98
70.41
72.11
72.12
78.11
77.40
79.20
85.50
86.71
88.28
88.62
88.72
90.00
90.00
90.27
90.37
89.30
90.40
90.40
90.59
89.69
90.33
90.47
90.92

Top-5 acc.
91.61
93.70
94.11
96.88
97.57
97.92
98.71
98.42
98.25
98.01
98.20
98.21
98.24

(b) The 10 worst performing classes

Figure 7: Selected categories from (a)The 10 best and (b)The
10 worst performing classes.

Figure 8: Some confused classes, where the first column denotes some classes from the 10 worst performing classes and
for each class, 3 more confused classes are listed for each
row.

5.3

Experiment on Other Benchmarks

We further conduct extensive evaluation on other two popular food
benchmark datasets to verify the effectiveness of our approach, and
also assessed the generalizability of our model learned using ISIA
Food-500 to the two datasets. Considering some evaluations from
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Table 7: Performance comparison on Vireo Food-172 (%).
Method
AlexNet
VGG-16 [47]
DenseNet-161 [21]
MTDCNN(VGG-16) [7]
MTDCNN(DenseNet-16) [7]
SENet-154 [19]
PAR-Net [44]
PAR-Net [44]
IG-CMAN [41]
MSMVFA [24]
SGLANet
SGLANet
SGLANet(Pretrained)
SGLANet(Pretrained)

Setting
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
1-crop
1-crop
10-crop
1-crop
10-crop

Top-1 acc.
64.91
80.41
86.93
82.06
87.21
88.71
89.60
90.20
90.63
90.61
89.88
90.30
90.78
90.98

Top-5 acc.
85.32
94.59
97.17
95.88
97.29
97.74
98.40
98.31
97.83
98.03
98.16
98.35

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a new large-scale dataset ISIA Food-500
with larger data volume, larger category coverage, and higher diversity compared with existing typical datasets. We then propose
a stacked global-local attention network to jointly exploit complementary global and local features via the designed two subnetworks
for food recognition. Extensive evaluation on ISIA Food-500 and
another two benchmark datasets have verified its effectiveness, and
thus can be considered as one strong baseline.
Future work includes: (1) We are expanding ISIA Food-500 dataset, and aim to complete the construction of about 1.5 million food
images spread over about 2,000 food categories. We expect it will
serve as a new challenge to train high-capacity models for largescale food recognition in the multimedia community. (2) We plan
to collect rich attribute information, e.g., ingredients, cooking instructions and flavor information [40] to support multimodal food
recognition.
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existing works are conducted in the setting of 10-crop test, we show
the experimental results of our method in the setting of both 1-crop
and 10-crop at test time.
Experiments on ETHZ Food-101 ETHZ Food-101 contains
101,000 images from 101 food categories. There are 1,000 images
including 750 training images and 250 test images for each category [6]. We evaluated SGLANet against existing methods on
Food-101. Table 6 shows that our method exceeds many baseline
methods except some ones, such as MSMVFA [24], IG-CMAN [41]
and Inception-Resnet-v2 SE [56] under the 1-crop test setting. The
reason is that MSMVFA and IG-CMAN require multiple stages
training for feature extraction and introduced additional ingredient
information as the supervision. Inception-Resnet-v2 SE used additional data and adopted transfer learning method. When we used
the pretrained model on ISIA Food-500, namely SGLANet(Pretrained), there is the performance improvement of about 0.8 percent
and 0.6 percent in Top-1 accuracy on 1-crop and 10-crop test respectively. These results also verify the generalization of models
learned using ISIA Food-500.
Experiments on Vireo Food-172 Vireo Food-172 consists of
110,241 food images from 172 categories. In each food category, 60%,
10%, 30% of images are randomly selected for training, validation
and testing, respectively [7]. Table 7 shows experimental results on
Vireo Food-172. We can see that the performance from SGLANet is
better than many baselines, except that few ones, such as IG-CMAN.
This is because that these methods, such as IG-CMAN introduced
additional ingredient information for food recognition. In addition,
these methods generally need multi-stage feature learning. When
we fine-tuned SGLANet pre-trained on ISIA Food-500, there is the
performance improvement of about 0.9 percent and 0.7 percent
in Top-1 accuracy on 1-crop and 10-crop test respectively, and
achieved the best performance under the 1-crop setting. These
results again demonstrate the generalization of our model learned
using ISIA Food-500.
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Abstract

Scene text detection is one of the most challenging
problems in computer vision and has attracted great
interest. In general, scene text detection methods are
divided into two categories: detection-based and
segmentation-based methods. Recently, the segmentationbased methods are more and more popular due to their
superior performances and the advantages of detecting
arbitrary-shape texts. However, there still exist the
following problems: (a) the misclassification of the
unexpected texts, (b) the split of long text lines, (c) the
failure of separating very close text instances. In this paper,
we propose an accurate segmentation-based detector,
which is equipped with context attention and repulsive text
border. The context attention incorporates global channel
attention, non-local self-attention and spatial attention to
better exploit the global and local context, which can
greatly increase the discriminative ability for pixels. Due to
the enhancement of pixel-level features, false positives and
the misdetections of long texts are reduced. Besides, for the
purpose of solving very close text instance, a repulsive pixel
link, which focuses on the relationships between pixels at
the border, is proposed. Experiments on several standard
benchmarks, including MSRA-TD500, ICDAR2015,
ICDAR2017-MLT and CTW1500, validate the superiority
of the proposed method.
1. Introduction
Scene text detection, which refers to precisely localizing
all the instances of texts in a scene image, has been widely
studied. It is a critical step in many text-related real-world
applications, such as photo translation [1], autonomous
driving, image retrieval [14] and augmented reality. It is
quite challenging due to the large variations of color, size,
aspect ratio, font, orientation, lighting conditions and
background in scene texts [54].
With the development of deep learning, great progress
has been made in the computer vision tasks such as object
detection and segmentation [9, 10, 13, 21, 25, 42, 44, 45].
Scene text detection, which can be seen as a type of object

Figure 1. Different types of problems in scene text detection
and the results of our method. Note that the error detections
are marked with Red boxes. (a) is the misclassification of
the unexpected texts, (b) is the split of long text lines, (c) is
the failure of separating very close text instances. (d), (e),
(f) are the results of our method, which successfully solves
the problems.
detection applied to text, has also witnessed great success
[11, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 43, 59, 61]. In general,
scene text detection methods can be divided into two
categories: detection-based and segmentation-based
methods. The detection-based methods adapt the general
object detection framework to detect the text or text parts
by directly regressing rectangles or quadrangles with
certain orientations. However, these frameworks cannot
detect the text instances with arbitrary shapes and often fail
to detect small texts. The segmentation-based methods use
pixel-wise segmentation to segment text areas and extract
text instances by post-processing the segmented areas.
They have gained more interest due to their advantages of
detecting arbitrary-shape texts and the superior
performances compared with detection-based methods.
However, there still exist several problems. The first one is
the misclassification of the unexpected texts or text-like
patterns. The second one is the split of the long text line into
several text instances. The third one is the failure of
separating very close text instances. Some examples are
shown in Fig. 1 (a)(b)(c).
To address these problems, in this paper, we propose an
accurate segmentation-based text detector. Two modules:
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Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed method. The network consists of (a) Encoder, (b) Decoder, (c) Context Attention
Module, GA is global attention, NL is non-local self-attention, and SA is spatial attention, (d) Repulsive Text Border
Module. The red arrow line means upsample.
context attention module and repulsive text border module
are specifically introduced. First, context plays a critical
role in segmentation since it is very helpful for reducing
local ambiguities for pixel classification. We design an
effective attention mechanism to better exploit the context
information by sequentially applying global attention, nonlocal self-attention and spatial attention. The global
attention uses global average-pooled high-level decoder
features to compute channel-wise attention to the low-level
encoder features, which increases the discriminative ability
of low-level features. Non-local attention mechanism is
proved to be effective for capturing long range
dependencies. For the long text lines detection, long range
contextual information is necessary to avoid the split of
long text line into several text instances. We use a simple
yet effective non-local module introduced in the work of
[60] as our non-local attention module. It embeds a pyramid
sampling module into non-local blocks to largely reduce the
computation. The spatial attention utilizes the local interspatial relationship of features and focuses on ‘where’ is
text, which further solve the false positives. It applies a

convolution layer with one channel to generate a spatial attention map and enhances the input features by
broadcasting the attention map. As shown in Fig. 1(d)(e),
our method can successfully solve the false positive and the
split of long text. Second, text border is key to separating
very close text lines. In PixelLink [3], it learns two kinds of
pixel-wise predictions: text/non-text prediction and link
prediction. The pixel link is important for separating text
instance since texts are detected by linking pixels within the
same text instance. However, the pixel link generally pays
attention to the link between neighbor pixels that belong to
the same text instance. Note that the link between pixels
located at the text border requires more attention. Therefore,
we introduce an extra repulsive pixel link that explicitly
represents the relationship between two pixels at the text
border. Predicted positive pixels are then joined together by
predicted positive pixel links and negative repulsive links.
Fig. 1(f) is the result of our method which shows that the
very close text instances can be separated.
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed scene text
detector, we conduct extensive experiments on four
standard benchmarks and achieve an F-measure of 86.1%
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on MSRA-TD500, 87.5% on ICDAR2015, 75.3% on
ICDAR2017-MLT, 82.0% on CTW1500. The experimental
results show that our method outperforms most of the stateof-art methods. The contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
(1) We propose an effective attention mechanism to
better exploit the context information, which can effectively
reduce the false positives and avoid the split of long text
line into several text instances.
(2) To further solve the very close text instance, we
propose to learn an extra repulsive pixel link that explicitly
represents the relationship between pixels located at text
border.
(3) The proposed method achieves state-of-the-art
performance on several benchmark datasets of scene text
including long straight, horizontal, multi-oriented and
curved text.
2. Related Work
Scene text detection has been extensively studied in the
last decades. State-of-the-art text detection algorithms are
deep neural network based methods. Most of the deep
learning based text detection methods can roughly be
divided into two branches: detection-based and
segmentation-based approaches.
Detection-based methods treat text as a specific object
and take advantage of the development in general object
detection. Zhong et al. [57] proposed a text detection
framework based on Faster-RCNN. They designed an
inception-RPN which used multi-scale convolution filters
to produce text region proposals. Ma et al. [34] added
rotation to both anchors and RoIPooling in Faster R-CNN,
to deal with the orientation of scene text. Gupta et al. [6]
borrowed the YOLO [41] framework and employed a fullyconvolutional regression network to perform text detection
and bounding box regression at all locations and multiple
scales of an image. TextBoxes [22] modified anchors and
kernels of SSD to detect large aspect-ratio scene text.
TextBoxes++ [20] extended TextBoxes by regressing
quadrilaterals instead of horizontal bounding boxes to
handle arbitrary-oriented text. Shi et al. [43] employed
SSD framework and learned the locally detectable text
elements, namely segments and links. RRD [23] also relied
on SSD framework and introduced rotation-sensitive
feature for detection branch and rotation-invariant feature
for classification branch to learn better regression of long
oriented text. These methods always need complex anchor
setting and fail to detect texts with arbitrary shapes.
Segmentation-based methods are mostly inspired by
fully convolutional networks (FCN) [31]. Zhang et al. [56]
first presented a framework which used FCN to produce a
coarse saliency map for text. Yao et al. [53] casted the
detection task as a segmentation problem by predicting
three kinds of score maps: text/non-text, character classes,
and character linking orientations. PixelLink [3] performed
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pixel-wise text/non-text and link prediction, then added
some post-processing on the linked positive pixels to obtain
the final text boxes. PSENet [18] used FCN to predict text
instances with multiple scales, then designed a progressive
scale expansion algorithm to reconstruct the whole text
instance. More recently, several works such as Mask Text
Spotter [32] and SPCNet [50] borrowed the state-of-art
instance segmentation approach Mask R-CNN to detect text
instances and achieved impressive performance. The
biggest advantage of these methods is the ability to extract
arbitrary-shape texts. However, their performances are
greatly affected by the segmentation results.
Compared with previous works, our method incorporates
context attention and repulsive text border to improve text
detection performance. Relying on the context information,
the misclassification of the unexpected texts or text-like
patterns and the split of long text lines are greatly reduced,
which are common issues for most of segmentation-based
methods. Moreover, the proposed repulsive pixel link that
explicitly represents the relationship between two pixels at
the text border are verified to be effective for separating the
very close text instances.
3. Approach
In this section, we describe our proposed method in detail.
Firstly, we present the general framework of our method.
Secondly, we elaborate the context attention and repulsive
text border modules. Finally, the training and inferring
details are presented.
3.1. Overall Architecture
The network architecture of our approach is illustrated in
Fig. 2. It is based on a fully convolutional network with
encoder-decoder structure. In the encoder part, VGG-16 is
used as backbone and the last two layers fc6 and fc7 are
converted from fully-connected layers into convolutional
layers. Besides, three extra layers are added after fc7 layer
in the same manner as SSD [25]. In the decoder part, the
output feature maps are generated by fusing low-level
decoder features with high-level encoder features. The
fusing process is implemented by introducing a context
attention module. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the context
attention module uses global attention, non-local selfattention and spatial attention to effectively model the local
and global context, which will be detailed in Section 3.2.
For each output feature map of the decoder (conv2_2_f,
conv3_3_f, conv4_3_f, fc7_f, conv6_2_f), three sibling
1x1 convolution and softmax layers are attached to generate
three score maps for text pixel, affinity pixel link and
repulsive pixel link (see Fig. 2(d)). Since every pixel has 8
neighbors, the output score maps have 2, 16 and 16
channels, respectively. The details of learning pixel links
are presented in Section 3.3. Finally, the score maps of each
output feature map are resized and added together to obtain
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three segmentation masks: text pixel mask, affinity link and
repulsive link masks. Based on the segmentation results, we
join the positive pixels with positive pixel links and
negative repulsive links together, and obtain the detection
results by extracting the bounding boxes of the connected
components.
3.2. Context Attention
Context plays a critical role in segmentation since it is
helpful for reducing local ambiguities for pixel
classification. In our context attention, there are three submodules: global attention, non-local self-attention and
spatial attention. Given the low-level encoder feature map
𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ×× and the high-level decoder feature map



𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ × × as input, the context attention module
sequentially goes through 1D channel attention, non-local
self-attention and 2D spatial attention to generate the output

feature map 𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× , as illustrated in Fig.2(c). The
overall process can be summarized as:
(1)
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝐹𝐹 , 𝐹𝐹 ),
𝐹𝐹 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝐹𝐹 ),
(2)
(3)
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐹𝐹 ),
where 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∙ is global attention, 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(∙) is non-local selfattention, and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∙ is spatial attention.

Global Attention Module. High-level features always
contain rich text category information, which can be a good
guidance for low-level features to select text localization
details.
We perform global average pooling on the high-level



and a 1×1
decoder features 𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ × ×
convolution over the pooled features to generate the global
attention map. The low-level encoder features 𝐹𝐹 ∈
ℝ×× are then multiplied by the attention map. Note that
the channel number of the attention map and the low-level
features may be different. A 3×3 convolution is added to
the low-level features. Finally, the high-level features are
upsampled and added with the weighted low-level features

to get the output features 𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× . In short, the
output feature is computed as:
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝐹𝐹 , 𝐹𝐹
= 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺⨀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× 𝐹𝐹 + 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 𝐹𝐹 ,

(4)
,
(5)
where ⨀ represents element-wise multiplication, 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ∙ is
upsample operation.
Non-local Self-Attention Module. Non-local attention is
potent to capture the long range dependencies that are
crucial for pixel classification. Especially for the long text
lines, long range contextual information is necessary to
avoid the split of long text line into several text instances.
Considering the large computation of non-local
operation, we use a simple yet effective non-local module
introduced in the work of [60]. Given the output feature
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐹𝐹



𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× of the global attention module as input,
three 1x1 convolutions are first used to transform the input
to different embeddings: 𝜙𝜙 𝜙𝜙×× , 𝜃𝜃 𝜃𝜃×× and
𝛾𝛾 𝛾𝛾×× . Spatial pyramid pooling is then applied after
𝜃𝜃 and 𝛾𝛾 to get sampled 𝜃𝜃 and 𝛾𝛾 .
The 𝜙𝜙, 𝜃𝜃 and 𝛾𝛾 are flattened to 𝜙𝜙 𝜙𝜙× , 𝜃𝜃 ∈ ℝ× ,
𝛾𝛾 ∈ ℝ× . A normalized similarity matrix is calculated as:
(6)
𝑉𝑉 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓  ×𝜃𝜃 ),
where the normalizing function 𝑓𝑓 can take the form from
softmax, rescaling, and none. The attention output is
acquired by
𝑂𝑂 = 𝑉𝑉 ×𝛾𝛾  ,
(7)


and the final output 𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× is given by
(8)
𝐹𝐹 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑊𝑊 𝑂𝑂 + 𝐹𝐹 ),
where 𝑊𝑊 is a 1x1 convolution operation to recover the
channel dimension from 𝐶𝐶 to 𝐶𝐶  .
Spatial Attention Module. The spatial attention utilizes
the local inter-spatial relationship of features and focuses
on ‘where’ is text, which further solve the false positives.
Given the output feature 𝐹𝐹 of the non-local selfattention module as input, we perform a 3×3 convolution
and then a 1×1 convolution with one channel to generate a
text saliency map. A sigmoid function is further applied to
obtain the spatial attention map 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∈ ℝ× . The
attention output 𝑂𝑂 is calculated as:
𝑂𝑂 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)⨀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× 𝐹𝐹 , (9)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶× 𝐹𝐹 )), (10)
where 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 is broadcast to the same 𝐶𝐶  channel as 𝐹𝐹 ,
⨀ represents element-wise multiplication. The output

𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× of the spatial attention, also the final output

𝐹𝐹 ∈ ℝ ×× of the context attention, is given by
𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹 = 𝐹𝐹 + 𝑂𝑂 .
(11)
3.3. Repulsive Text Border

Text border is critical for scene text detection since the
border is actually the splitting mark for different text
instances. Especially for the very close text instances and
the curved texts, which often appear in scene text, more
accurate text border is required. Inspired by the work of
PixelLink [3], which learns 8-neighbor links for a pixel and
uses the links to determine the text border, we also use 8neighbor link to learn the text border. We introduce two
kinds of 8-neighbor links: affinity and repulsive pixel links
for each pixel.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), for a given pixel and one of its
neighbors, if they lie within the same text instance, the
affinity pixel link between them is labeled as positive, and
otherwise negative. We only focus on the positive pixels
and the loss for affinity pixel links is calculated by:
𝐿𝐿 =

_

(_)

+

_

(_)

,

(12)

where 𝐿𝐿_ and 𝐿𝐿_ are the cross-entropy losses
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on the positive and negative affinity links, respectively;
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) are the number of
the positive and negative affinity links, respectively.
The affinity pixel links generally pay attention to the link
between neighbor pixels that belong to the same text
instance. However, the links between pixels located at the
text border require more attention. As illustrated in Fig. 3(b),
we shrink the annotated text box 𝐺𝐺 with the offset 𝐷𝐷 to 𝐺𝐺
and consider the gap between 𝐺𝐺 and 𝐺𝐺 as the text border
(gray area in Fig. 3(b)). The offset 𝐷𝐷 is computed from the
perimeter 𝐿𝐿 and area 𝐴𝐴 of the box 𝐺𝐺:
(  )

𝐷𝐷 𝐷 𝐷
,
(13)

where 𝑟𝑟 is the shrink ratio, set to 0.4 empirically. We only
focus on the positive pixels in the text border and ignore the
other positive pixels. For a pixel in the text border and one
of its neighbors, if they lie within different text instances or
the neighbor pixel is non-text, the repulsive pixel link
between them is labeled as positive, and otherwise negative.
Similarly, we also use class-balanced cross-entropy loss as
the loss for repulsive pixel links:
𝐿𝐿 =	

_

(_ )

+

_

(_ )

,

(14)

where 𝐿𝐿_ and 𝐿𝐿_ are the cross-entropy losses
on the positive and negative repulsive links, respectively;
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑊𝑊_ )and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑊𝑊_ ) are the sum of the
weighted positive and negative repulsive links, respectively.
For the positive repulsive links in which the two neighbor
pixels lie in two text instances, they are assigned larger
weight (2.0) while for other repulsive links, their weight is
set to 1.0.
3.4. Training and Inference
The objective function of learning pixels and links is
defined as follows:
(15)
𝐿𝐿 = 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 + 𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿 ,
where 𝐿𝐿 is the loss on pixel classification task, 𝐿𝐿
and 𝐿𝐿 are the link losses. 𝜆𝜆 is the weight of pixel loss
and set to 2.0.
Considering the extreme imbalance of text and non-text
pixels, we use online hard example mining (OHEM) to
select negative pixels and adopt the weighted cross-entropy
loss to supervise pixel classification:

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊_ ,
(16)
𝐿𝐿 =
()

where 𝐿𝐿_ is the cross-entroy loss on text/non-text
prediction, 𝑟𝑟 is the negative-positive ratio and is set to 3. 𝑆𝑆
is the total number of the positive pixels. 𝑊𝑊 is pixel weight
matrix. For the negative pixels, their weights are set to 1.0,
and for each positive pixel 𝑖𝑖, its weight is calculated as:

,
(17)
𝑤𝑤 =
∙

where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of text instances, 𝑆𝑆 is the number of
pixels of the text instance that the positive pixel lies in.
Given predictions on pixels, affinity links and repulsive

<
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Figure 3. An illustration of affinity and repulsive pixel link.
Green lines in (a) and (b) denote positive affinity and
repulsive pixel links, respectively; red lines in (a) and (b)
denote negative affinity and repulsive pixel links,
respectively.
links, three different thresholds are applied to them. The
pixel above the pixel threshold is regarded as positive. The
link between two neighbor pixels is regarded as positive if
the affinity link score is above the affinity link threshold
and the repulsive link score is below the repulsive link
threshold. Positive pixels are then grouped together using
positive links, resulting in a collection of text instances.
4. Experiments
We evaluate our method on four public datasets: MSRATD500 [52], ICDAR2015[15], ICDAR2017-MLT [37] and
CTW1500 [29], and compare it with several state-of-art
methods.
4.1. Datasets
SynthText [6] is a synthetically generated dataset
containing 800 thousand images and about 8 million word
instances. It is created by blending natural images with texts
of random sizes and fonts. We only use the dataset for pretraining our network.
MSRA-TD500 [52] includes 300 training images and
200 test images collected from natural scenes. It is a dataset
with multilingual, arbitrary-oriented and long text lines.
ICDAR2015 [15] is the most commonly used
benchmark for detecting scene text in arbitrary directions.
It contains 1000 training images and 500 testing images.
The images are collected by Google Glass without taking
care of positioning, image quality, and viewpoint.
Therefore, text in these images is of various scales,
orientations, contrast, blurring, and viewpoint, making it
challenging for detection. Annotations are provided as
word quadrilaterals.
ICDAR2017-MLT [37] is a large-scale multilingual text
dataset, which includes 7200 training images, 1800
validation images and 9000 test images. The dataset
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consists of scene text images which come from 9 languages.
Image annotations are labeled as word-level quadrangles.
CTW1500 [29] is a recent challenging dataset for curve
text detection. It has 1000 training images and 500 testing
images with over 10 thousand text annotations. Text
instances are annotated by 14 vertices of polygons.
4.2. Implementation Details
We pre-train our network on SynthText and then finetune
it on the real datasets. The models are optimized by SGD
with momentum = 0.9. For training, images are resized to
512*512 after random cropping. Batch size is set to 12
owing to the GPU memory limitation and the learning rate
is fixed to 1e-4 and set to 1e-5 for the last several epochs.
VGG16 is used as the backbone of our network. Thresholds
on pixel and links are crucial for detecting performance. We
find the thresholds for each dataset via a grid search with
0.05 step on a hold-out validation set. The whole algorithm
is implemented in Tensorflow 1.8.0 and pure Python.
4.3. Ablation Study
To verify the effectiveness of our design, we conduct all
experiments of ablation studies on the ICDAR2015 dataset
(an oriented text dataset) and CTW1500 dataset (a curved
text dataset). The scale of test image for ICDAR2015 and
CTW1500 is 1280x768.
Baseline. We implement the method with no context
attention and only affinity pixel link as our baseline method.
Context Attention. We implement the model with
context attention and only affinity pixel link. Considering
that there are three modules in context attention, we
implement three models: GA, GA+NL, GA+NL+SA. From
Tab. 1, the GA achieves 2.2% improvement on
ICDAR2015 and 1.5% improvement on CTW1500 than
baseline; the GA+NL achieves 0.5% improvement on
ICDAR2015 and 1.4% improvement on CTW1500 than
GA; the GA+NL+SA achieves 0.9% improvement on
ICDAR2015 and 1.1% improvement on CTW1500 than
GA+NL. The results demonstrate that the attention modules
used in context attention are all useful. Overall, the model
with context attention makes 3.6% improvement on
ICDAR2015 and 4.0% improvement on CTW1500.
The effectiveness of repulsive link. To investigate the
effectiveness of repulsive link, we implement the model
(GA+NL+SA+RL) with context attention and the affinity
and repulsive link. From Tab. 1, the model with repulsive
link achieves 0.4% improvement on ICDAR2015 and 0.7%
improvement on CTW1500, in comparison to the model
without repulsive link (GA+NL+SA).
4.4. Results on Scene Text Benchmarks
Long straight text detection. We evaluate the
performance of our method on MSRA-TD500, which cont-

Method
Baseline

ICDAR2015
P
R
F
85.1 82.0 83.5
87.5 83.9 85.7
88.0 84.5 86.2

P
81.1
82.8
83.9

CTW1500
R
F
73.9
77.3
75.1
78.8
76.8
80.2

GA
GA+NL
GA+NL+
89.7 84.6 87.1 85.3 77.7
81.3
SA
GA+NL+
90.0 85.1 87.5 85.8 78.6
82.0
SA+RL
Table 1. Ablation experiments of validating the
effectiveness of different modules on ICDAR2015 and
CTW1500 dataset. “GA” means global attention, “GA+NL”
means global attention + non-local self-attention,
“GA+NL+SA” means context attention, “GA+NL+SA+RL”
means context attention + repulsive link.
ains multi-lingual, arbitrary-oriented and long text lines.
Images are resized to 768x768 for testing. Thresholds of
text pixel, affinity pixel link and repulsive pixel link are set
to (0.9, 0.85, 0.8). As shown in Tab. 2, our method achieves
F-measure of 86.1%, which is better than all the other
methods. The results also demonstrate the advantages of
our method for dealing with long text lines. Some of the
detection results are visualized in Fig. 4(a).
Oriented text detection. We evaluate our method on the
ICDAR 2015 to test its ability of detecting oriented text.
Thresholds of text pixel, affinity pixel link and repulsive
link are set to (0.85,0.85,0.8). We use a single scale of
1280x768 for test images and achieve 90.0, 85.1 and 87.5
in precision, recall and F-measure, respectively. As shown
in Tab. 3, except for the end-to-end method FOTS which
combines text detection and recognition, our method
outperforms the state-of-art methods. Also note that the
very high precision (90.0%) is obtained, which verifies that
our method can suppress false positives effectively. Some
of the detection results are visualized in Fig. 4(b).
Multilingual text detection. To verify the
generalization ability of our method on multilingual scene
text detection, we evaluate our method on ICDAR2017MLT. We use a single scale of 1536x1536 for test images.
The 7200 training images are used for training and the 1800
validation images are used for selecting the models and
thresholds. Thresholds of text pixel, affinity link and
repulsive link are set to (0.9,0.45,0.8). We achieve an Fmeasure of 75.3%, which is comparable to the best reported
result in literature. Some of the detection results are
visualized in Fig. 4(c).
Curved text detection. We evaluate the ability of our
model to detect curved text on CTW1500 dataset. Our
method can be flexibly applied to curved text without
special modifications. The only modification lies in the
interface of reading text polygons with 14 vertices. We use
a single scale of 1280x768 for test images. Thresholds of
text pixel, affinity link and repulsive link are set to
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(0.75,0.8,0.8). As shown in Tab. 5, our method achieves the
state-of-the-art results and outperforms some existing
methods such as TextSnake [30] and LOMO [55]. Some of
the detection results are visualized in Fig. 4(d).
Method

Precision

Recall

F-measure

RRPN [34]

82.0

68.0

74.0

SegLink [43]

86.0

70.0

77.0

PixelLink [3]

83.0

73.2

77.8

Lyu et al. [33]

87.6

76.2

81.5

MCN [27]

88.0

79.0

83.0

PAN [48]

84.4

83.8

84.1

OURS

88.8

83.5

86.1

Table 2. Quantitative results of different methods on
MSRA-TD500 (long straight text) dataset. Our method
achieves the best performance over all the other methods,
showing the advantages of dealing with long text lines.
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Method

Precision

Recall

F-measure

E2E-MLT [38]

64.6

53.8

58.7

He et al. [12]

76.7

57.9

66.0

Lyu et al. [33]

83.8

56.6

66.8

FOTS [26]

81.0

57.5

67.3

Border [51]

77.7

62.1

69.0

AF-RPN [58]

75.0

66.0

70.0

PSENet-1s [18]

77.0

68.4

72.5

LOMO MS [55]

80.2

67.2

73.1

SPCNet [50]

80.6

68.6

74.1

OURS

83.7

68.4

75.3
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Table 4. Quantitative results of different methods on
ICDAR2017-MLT (multilingual text) dataset. MS means
multi-scale testing.

Method

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Method

Precision

Recall

F-measure

SegLink[43]

73.1

76.8

75.0

SegLink [43]

42.3

40.0

40.8

RRPN[34]

84.0

77.0

80.0

EAST [59]

78.7

49.1

60.4

EAST[59]

83.3

78.3

80.7

CTD [29]

74.3

65.2

69.5

TextBoxes++ [20]

87.2

76.7

81.7

CTD+TLOC [29]

77.4

69.8

73.4

TextSnake [30]

84.9

80.4

82.6

TextSnake [30]

67.9

85.3

75.6

PixelLink [3]

85.5

82.0

83.7

LOMO MS [55]

85.7

76.5

80.8

PSENet-1s [18]

86.9

84.5

85.7

PSENet-1s [18]

84.8

79.7

82.2

Mask Textspotter
[32]

91.6

81.0

86.0

OURS

85.8

78.6

82.0

LOMO [55]

91.3

83.5

87.2

Table 5. Quantitative results of different methods on
CTW1500 (curved text) dataset.

SPCNet [50]

88.7

85.8

87.2

5. Conclusion and Future Work

FOTS [26]

-

-

88.0

OURS

90.0

85.1

87.5

Table 3. Quantitative results of different methods on
ICDAR 2015 (oriented text) dataset. Except for the endto-end method FOTS, our method outperforms all the other
methods.

In this paper, we propose an accurate segmentationbased scene text detector with context attention and
repulsive text border. We design an effective attention
mechanism to better exploit the context information by
sequentially applying global attention, non-local selfattention and spatial attention. The context is helpful for
reducing local ambiguities for pixel classification, which
can greatly reduce false positives and the misdetections of
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Figure 4. Examples of detection results. From left to right: (a) MSRA-TD500, long straight text, (b) ICDAR2015, oriented
text, (c) ICDAR2017-MLT, multilingual text, (d) CTW1500, curved text.
long text lines. To further solve the very close text instance,
we propose to learn an extra repulsive pixel link that
explicitly represents the relationship between pixels located
at text border. The robustness and effectiveness of our
approach are verified on several public benchmarks
including long, curved, oriented and multilingual text cases.
In the future, we would like to further focus on the text
border and develop a two-stream segmentation network to
simultaneously learn text pixels and text boundaries.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a single-shot instance segmentation method, which is simple, fast and accurate. There
are two main challenges for one-stage instance segmentation: object instances differentiation and pixel-wise feature alignment. Accordingly, we decompose the instance
segmentation into two parallel subtasks: Local Shape prediction that separates instances even in overlapping conditions, and Global Saliency generation that segments the
whole image in a pixel-to-pixel manner. The outputs of
the two branches are assembled to form the final instance
masks. To realize that, the local shape information is
adopted from the representation of object center points. Totally trained from scratch and without any bells and whistles, the proposed CenterMask achieves 34.5 mask AP with
a speed of 12.3 fps, using a single-model with single-scale
training/testing on the challenging COCO dataset. The accuracy is higher than all other one-stage instance segmentation methods except the 5 times slower TensorMask, which
shows the effectiveness of CenterMask. Besides, our method
can be easily embedded to other one-stage object detectors
such as FCOS and performs well, showing the generation
of CenterMask.

1. Introduction
Instance segmentation [11] is a fundamental and challenging computer vision task, which requires to locate, classify, and segment each instance in the image. Therefore,
it has both the characters of object detection and semantic
segmentation. State-of-the-art instance segmentation methods [12, 21, 14] are mostly built on the advances of twostage object detectors [9, 8, 26]. Despite the popular trend
of one-stage object detection [13, 25, 22, 17, 27, 30], only
a few works[1, 2, 28, 7] are focusing on one-stage instance
segmentation. In this work, we aim to design a simple onestage and anchor-box free instance segmentation model.
Instance segmentation is much harder than object detection because the shapes of instances are more flexible than
the two-dimensional bounding boxes. There are two main

Assembly

Local Shape

Global Saliency

point representation

Figure 1: Illustration of CenterMask. The Local Shape
branch separates objects locally and the Global Saliency
Map realizes pixel-wise segmentation of the whole image.
Then the coarse but instance-aware local shape and the precise but instance-unaware global saliency map are assembled to form the final instance mask.
challenges for one-stage instance segmentation: (1) how to
differentiate object instances, especially when they are in
the same category. Some methods [3, 1] extract the global
features of the image firstly then post-process them to separate different instances, but these methods struggle when
objects overlap. (2) how to preserve pixel-wise location
information. State-of-the-art methods represent masks as
structured 4D tensors [2] or contour of fixed points [28], but
still facing the pixel misalignment problem, which makes
the masks coarse at the boundary. TensorMask [2] designs
complex pixel align operations to fix this problem, which
makes the network even slower than the two-stage counterparts.
To address these issues, we propose to break up the mask
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Figure 2: Results of CenterMask on COCO test set images. These results are based on Hourglass-104 backbone, achieving
a mask AP of 34.5 and running at 12.3 fps. Our method differentiates objects well in overlapping conditions with precise
masks.
representation into two parallel components: (1) a Local
Shape representation that predicts a coarse mask for each
local area, which can separate different instances automatically. (2) a Global Saliency Map that segment the whole
image, which can provide saliency details, and realize pixelwise alignment. To realize that, the local shape information
is extracted from the point representation at object centers.
Modeling object as its center point is motivated by the onestage CenterNet [30] detector, thus we call our method CenterMask.
The illustration of the proposed CenterMask is shown in
Figure 1. Given an input image, the object center point locations are predicted following a keypoint estimation pipeline.
Then the feature representation at the center point is extracted to form the local shape, which is represented by a
coarse mask that separates the object from close ones. In
the meantime, the fully convolutional backbone produces a
global saliency map of the whole image, which separates
the foreground from the background at pixel level. Finally,
the coarse but instance-aware local shapes and the precise
but instance-unaware global saliency map are assembled to
form the final instance masks.
To demonstrate the robustness of CenterMask and analyze the effects of its core factors, extensive ablation experiments are conducted and the performance of multiple
basic instantiations are compared. Visualization shows that
the CenterMask with only Local Shape branch can separate objects well, and the model with only Global Seliency
branch performs good enough in objects-non-overlapping
situations. In complex and objects-overlapping situations,
combination of these two branches differentiates instances
and realizes pixel-wise segmentation simultaneously. Results of CenterMask on COCO [20] test set images are
shown in Figure 2.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• An anchor-box free and one-stage instance segmentation method is proposed, which is simple, fast and ac-

curate. Totally trained from scratch and without any
bells and whistles, the proposed CenterMask achieves
34.5 mask AP with a speed of 12.3 fps on the challenging COCO, showing the good speed-accuracy tradeoff. Besides, the method can be easily embedded to
other one-stage object detectors such as FCOS[27] and
performs well, showing the generation of CenterMask.
• The Local Shape representation of object masks is proposed to differentiate instances in the anchor-box free
condition. Using the representation of object center
points, the Local Shape branch predicts coarse masks
and separate objects effectively even in the overlapping
situations.
• The Global Saliency Map is proposed to realize pixelwise feature alignment naturally. Different from previous feature align operations for instance segmentation, this module is simpler, faster, and more precise.
The Global Saliency generation acts similar to semantic segmentation [23], and hope this work can motivate
one-stage panoptic segmentation [16] in the future.

2. Related Work
Two-stage Instance Segmentation: Two-stage instance
segmentation method often follows the detect-then-segment
paradigm, which first performs bounding box detection and
then classifies the pixels in the bounding box area to obtain
the final mask. Mask R-CNN [12] extends the successful
Faster R-CNN [26] detector by adding a mask segmentation branch on each Region of Interest area. To preserve the
exact spatial locations, it introduces the RoIAlign module
to fix the pixel misalignment problem. PANet [21] aims to
improve the information propagation of Mask R-CNN by
introducing bottom-up path augmentation, adaptive feature
pooling, and fully-connected fusion. Mask Scoring R-CNN
[14] proposes a mask scoring module instead of the classi-
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Figure 3: Overall pipeline of CenterMask. There are five heads after the backbone network. The outputs of the heads are
with the same height (H) and width (W) but different channels. C is the number of categories, and S2 is the size of shape
vector. The Heatmap and Offset heads predict the center point locations. The Shape and Size heads predict the Local Shapes
at the corresponding locations. The Saliency head predicts a Global Saliency Map. The Local Shape and cropped Saliency
Map are multiplied to form the final mask for each instance. For visualization convenience, the whole segmentation pipeline
for only two instances is shown in the figure, and the Global Saliency Map is visualized in the class-agnostic form.
fication score to evaluate the mask, which can improve the
quality of the segmented mask.
Although two-stage instance segmentation methods
achieve state-of-the-art performance, these models are often complicated and slow. Advances of one-stage object detection motivate us to develop faster and simpler one-stage
instance segmentation methods.
One-stage Instance Segmentation: State-of-the-art
one-stage instance segmentation methods can be roughly
divided into two categories: global-area-based and localarea-based approaches. Global-area-based methods first
generate intermediate and shared feature maps based on the
whole image, then assemble the extracted features to form
the final masks for each instance.
InstanceFCN [3] utilizes FCN [23] to generate multiple instance-sensitive score maps which contain the relative positions to objects instances, then applies an assembling module to output object instances. YOLACT [1] generates multiple prototype masks of the global image, then
utilizes per-instance mask coefficients to produce the instance level mask. Global-area-based methods can maintain the pixel-to-pixel alignment which makes masks precise, but performs worse when objects overlap. In contrast
to these methods, local-area-based methods output instance
masks on each local region directly. PolarMask [28] repre-

sents mask in its contour form and utilizes rays from the
center to describe the contour, but the polygon surrounded
by the contour can not depict the mask precisely and can
not describe objects that have holes in the center. TensorMask [2] utilizes structured 4D tensors to represent masks
over a spatial domain, it also introduces aligned representation and tensor bipyramid to recover spatial details, but
these align operations make the network even slower than
the two-stage Mask R-CNN [12].
Different from the above approaches, CenterMask contains both a Global Saliency generation branch and a Local
Shape prediction branch, and integrates them to preserve
pixel alignment and separate objects simultaneously.

3. CenterMask
The goal of this paper is to build a one-stage instance
segmentation method. One-stage means that there is no
pre-defined Region-of-Interests (RoIs) for mask prediction,
which requires to locate, classify, and segment objects simultaneously. To realize that, we break the instance segmentation into two simple and parallel sub-tasks, and assemble the results of them to form the final masks. The
first branch predicts coarse shape from the center point representation of each object, which can constrain the local
area for each object and differentiate instances naturally.
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For convenience, the Local Shape Prediction branch is
used to refer to the combination of the shape and size heads.
This branch produces masks from local point representation, and predicts a local area for each object, which makes
it suitable for instance differentiation.

3.2. Global Saliency Generation
h&w

size

<

HxWx2

Figure 4: Architecture of the shape head and size head
for Local Shape prediction. P represents the feature maps
extracted by the backbone network. H and W represents the
height and width of the head outputs. The channel size of
the shape head is SxS, and the channels of the size head is
2, with h and w being the predicted height and width for the
object at the point.
The second branch predicts a saliency map of the whole
image, which realizes precise segmentation and preserves
exact spatial locations. In the end, the mask for each instance is constructed by multiplying the outputs of the two
branches.

3.1. Local Shape Prediction
To differentiate instances at different locations, we
choose to model the masks from their center points. The
center point is defined as the center of the surrounding
bounding box for each object. A natural thought is to represent it by the extracted image feature at the center point
location, but a fixed-size image feature can not represent
masks in various sizes. To address this issue, we decompose the object mask into two components: the mask size
and the mask shape. The size for each mask can be represented by the object height and width, and the shape can be
described by a 2D binary array of fixed size.
The above two components can be predicted in parallel
using fixed-size representations of the center points. The
architecture of the two heads is shown in Figure 4. P represents the image features extracted by the backbone net2
work. Let Fshape ∈ RH×W ×S be the output of the Local Shape head, with H and W represent the height and
width of the whole map, and S 2 represents the number of
output channels for this head. The output of the Size head
Fsize ∈ RH×W ×2 is in the same height and width, with a
channel size of two.
For a center point (x, y) at the feature map, the shape
feature at this location is extracted by Fshape (x, y). The
shape vector is in the size of 1×1×S 2 , and then be reshaped
to a 2D shape array of size S × S. The size prediction of the
center point is Fsize (x, y), with the height and width being
h and w. The above 2D shape array is then resized to the
size of h × w to form the final local shape prediction.

Although the Local Shape branch generates a mask for
each instance, it is not enough for precise segmentation. As
the fixed-size shape vector can only predict a coarse mask,
resizing and warping it to the object size losses spatial details, which is a common problem for instance segmentation. Instead of relying on complex pixel calibration mechanism [12, 2], we design a simpler and faster approach.
Motivated by semantic segmentation [23] which makes
pixel-wise predictions on the whole image, we propose to
predict a Global Saliency Map to realize pixel level feature
alignment. The Map aims to represent the salience of each
pixel in the whole image, i.e., whether the pixel belonging
to an object area or not.
Utilizing the fully convolutional backbone, the Global
Saliency branch performs the segmentation on the whole
image in parallel with the existing Local Shape branch. Different from semantic segmentation methods which utilize
softmax function to realize pixel-wise competition among
object classes, our approach uses sigmoid function to perform binary classification. The Global Saliency Map can
be class-agnostic or class-specific. In the class-agnostic setting, only one binary map is produced to indicate whether
the pixels belonging to the foreground or not. For the classspecific setting, the head produces a binary mask for each
object category.
An example of Global Saliency Map is shown in the top
of Figure 3, using the class-agnostic setting for visualization convenience. As can be seen in the figure, the map
highlights the pixels that have saliency, and achieves pixelwise alignment with the input image.

3.3. Mask Assembly
In the end, the Local Shapes and Global Saliency Map
are assembled together to form the final instance masks.
The Local Shape predicts the coarse area for each instance,
and the cropped Saliency Map realizes precise segmentation in the coarse area. Let Lk ∈ Rh×w represent the Local
Shape for one object, and Gk ∈ Rh×w be the corresponding cropped Saliency Map. They are in the same size of the
predicted height and width.
To construct the final mask, we firstly transform their
values to the range of (0,1) using the sigmoid function, then
calculate the Hadamard product of the two matrices:
Mk = σ(Lk )  σ(Gk )

(1)

There is no separate loss for the Local Shape and Global
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Saliency branch, instead, all supervision comes from the
loss function of the assembled mask. Let Tk denote the
corresponding ground truth mask, the loss function of the
final masks is :
Lmask

N
1 
=
Bce(Mk , Tk )
N

Let the true object size be Sk = (h, w), the predicted size
be Ŝk = (ĥ, ŵ), then the size loss is:
Lsize =

k=1

3.4. Overall pipeline of CenterMask
The overall architecture of CenterMask is shown in Figure 3. The Heatmap head is utilized to predict the positions
and categories for center points, following a typical keypoint estimation[24] pipeline. Each channel of the output
is a heatmap for the corresponding category. Obtaining the
center points requires to search the peaks for each heatmap,
which are defined as the local maximums within a window.
The Offset head is utilized to recover the discretization error
caused by the output stride.
Given the predicted center points, the Local Shapes for
these points are calculated by the outputs of the Shape head
and the Size head at the corresponding locations, following
the approach in Section 3.1. The Saliency head produces
the Global Saliency Map. In the class-agnostic setting, the
output channel number is 1, the Saliency map for each instance is obtained by cropping it with the predicted location and size. In the class-specific setting, the channel of
the corresponding predicted category is cropped. The final
masks are constructed by assembling the Local Shapes and
the Saliency Map.
Loss function: The overall loss function is composed of
four losses: the center point loss, the offset loss, the size
loss, and the mask loss. The center point loss is defined
in the same way as the Hourglass network [24], let Ŷijc
be the score at the location (i,j) for class c in the predicted
heatmaps, and Y be the “ground-truth” heatmap. The loss
function is a pixel-wise logistic regression modified by the
focal loss [19]:

−1 
(1 − Ŷijc )α log (Ŷijc ) if Yijc = 1
Lp =
N ijc (1 − Yijc )β (Ŷijc )α log (1 − Ŷijc ) otherwise

(3)
where N is the number of center points in the image, α
and β are the hyper-parameters of the focal loss; The offset loss and size loss follow the same setting of CenterNet
[30], which utilize L1 loss to penalize the distance. Let Ô
represent the predicted offset, p represent the ground truth
center point, and R represents the output stride, then the
p
, therefore the
low-resolution equivalent of p is p̃ =  R
offset loss is:


1 
p

(4)
Lof f =
Ôp̃ − ( − p̃)
N p
R

(5)

k=1

(2)

where Bce represents the pixel-wise binary cross entropy,
and N is the number of objects.

N

1  

Ŝk − Sk 
N

The overall training objective is the combination of the four
losses:
Lseg = λp Lp +λof f Lof f +λsize Lsize +λmask Lmask (6)
where the mask loss is defined in Equation 2, λp , λof f ,
λsize and λmask are the coefficients of the four losses respectively.

3.5. Implementation Details
Train: Two backbone networks are involved to evaluate
the performance of CenterMask: Hourglass-104 [24] and
DLA-34 [29]. S equals 32 for the shape vector. λp , λof f
and λsize , λmask are set to 1,1,0.1,1 for the loss function.
The input resolution is fixed with 512 × 512. All models
are trained from scratch, using Adam [15] to optimize the
overall objects. The models are trained for 130 epochs, with
an initial learning rate of 2.5e-4 and dropped 10× at 100
and 120 epoch. As our approach directly makes use of the
same hyper-parameters of CenterNet [30], we argue that the
performance of CenterMask can be improved further if the
hyper-parameters are optimized for it correspondingly.
Inference: During testing, no data augmentation and no
NMS is utilized, only returning the top-100 scoring points
with the corresponding masks. The binary threshold for the
mask is 0.4.

4. Experiments
The performance of the proposed CenterMask is evaluated on the MS COCO instance segmentation benchmark
[20]. The model is trained on the 115k trainval35k images and tested on the 5k minival images. Final results
are evaluated on 20k test-dev.

4.1. Ablation Study
A number of ablation experiments are performed to analyze CenterMask. Results are shown in Table 1.
Shape size Selection: Firstly, the sensitivity of our approach to the size of the Local Shape representation is analyzed in Table 1a. Larger shape size brings more gains, but
the difference is not large, indicating that the Local Shape
representation is robust to the feature size. When S equals
32, the performance saturates, therefore we use the number
as the default Shape size.
Backbone Architecture: Results of CenterMask with
different backbones are shown in Table 1b. The large Hourglass brings about 1.4 gains compared with the smaller
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S
24
32
48

AP
32.0
32.5
32.5

AP50
52.8
53.6
53.4

AP75
33.8
33.9
34.1

APS
14.0
14.3
13.8

APM
36.3
36.3
36.6

AP
21.7
31.5

AP50
44.7
53.7

AP75
18.3
32.4

APS
9.8
15.1

APM
24.0
35.5
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Backbone
AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL FPS
DLA-34
32.5 53.6 33.9 14.3 36.3 48.7 25.2
Hourglass-104 33.9 55.6 35.5 16.1 37.8 49.2 12.3

APL
48.5
48.7
49.0

(a) Size of Shape: Larger shape size brings more gains. Performance saturates when S equals 32. Results are based on DLA-34.

Shape
w/o
w

<

(b) Backbone Architecture: FPS represents frame-per-second.
The Hourglass-104 backbone brings 1.4 gains compared with
DLA-34, but its speed is more than 2 times slower.

Saliency
w/o
w

APL
31.8
45.5

(c) Local Shape branch: Comparison of CenterMask with or
without Local Shape branch.

AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
Class-Agnostic 31.5 53.7 32.4 15.1 35.5 45.5
Class-Specific 33.9 55.6 35.5 16.1 37.8 49.2

AP50
51.8
53.7

AP75
24.5
32.4

APS
12.7
15.1

APM
29.8
35.5

APL
38.2
45.5

(d) Global Saliency branch: Comparison of CenterMask with or
without Global Saliency branch.

w/o
w

(e) Class-Agnostic vs. Class-Specific: Comparison of the classagnostic and class-specific setting of Global Saliency branch.

AP
26.5
31.5

AP
33.9
34.4

AP50
55.6
55.8

AP75
35.5
36.2

APS
16.1
16.1

APM
37.8
38.3

APL
49.2
50.2

(f) Direct Saliency supervision: Comparison of CenterMask with
or without direct Saliency supervision.

Table 1: Ablation experiments of CenterMask. All models are trained on trainval35k and tested on minival, using
the Hourglass-104 backbone unless otherwise noted.

g

(a) Results of CenterMask in Shape-only setting. The Local Shape branch seperates instances
with coarse masks.

compare

(b) Results of CenterMask in Saliency-only set- (c) Comparison of CenterMask results in challenging conditions. Images form left
ting. The Global Saliency branch performs well to right are generated by: Shape-only, Saliency-only and the combination of the two
branches.
when there are no overlap between objects.

Figure 5: Images generated by CenterMask in different settings. The Saliency branch is in class-agnostic setting for this
experiment.
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Method
two-stage
MNC [4]
FCIS [18]
Mask R-CNN [12]
one-stage
ExtremeNet [31]
TensorMask [2]
YOLACT [1]
YOLACT-550 [1]
PolarMask [28]
CenterMask
CenterMask

Backbone

Resolution

FPS

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

ResNet-101-C4
ResNet-101-C5-dilated
ResNeXt-101-FPN

multi-scale
800×1333

2.78
4.17
8.3

24.6
29.2
37.1

44.3
49.5
60.0

24.8
39.4

4.7
7.1
16.9

25.9
31.3
39.9

43.6
50.0
53.5

Hourglass-104
ResNet-101-FPN
ResNet-101-FPN
ResNet-101-FPN
ResNeXt-101-FPN
DLA-34
Hourglass-104

512×512
800×1333
700×700
550×550
768×1280
512×512
512×512

3.1
2.63
23.6
33.5
10.9
25.2
12.3

18.9
37.3
31.2
29.8
32.9
33.1
34.5

44.5
59.5
50.6
48.5
55.4
53.8
56.1

13.7
39.5
32.8
31.2
33.8
34.9
36.3

10.4
17.5
12.1
9.9
15.5
13.4
16.3

20.4
39.3
33.3
31.3
35.1
35.7
37.4

28.3
51.6
47.1
47.7
46.3
48.8
48.4

Table 2: Instance segmentation mask AP on COCO test-dev. Resolution represents the image size of training. We
show single scale testing for most models. Frame-per-second (FPS) were measured on the same machine whenever possible.
A dash indicates the data is not available.
DLA-34 [29]. The model with DLA-34 [29] backbone realizes 32.5 mAP with 25.2 FPS, achieving a good speedaccuracy trade-off.
Local Shape branch: The comparison of CenterMask
with or without Local Shape branch is shown in Table 1c,
with Saliency branch in class-agnostic setting. The Shape
branch brings about 10 gains. Moreover, CenterMask with
only the Shape branch achieves 26.5 AP (as shown in the
first row of Table 1d), images generated by this model are
shown in Figure 5a. Each image contains multiple objects
with dense overlaps, the Shape branch can separate them
well with coarse masks. The above results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed Local Shape branch.
Global Saliency branch: The comparison of CenterMask with or without Global Saliency branch is shown in
Table 1d, introduction of the Saliency branch improves 5
points, compared with model with only Local Shape branch.
We also conduct visualization to CenterMask with only
Saliency branch. As shown in Figure 5b, there is no overlap
between objects in these images. The Saliency branch performs good enough for this kind of situation by predicting
precise mask for each instance, indicating the effectiveness
of this branch for pixel-wise alignment.
Moreover, the two settings of the Global Saliency branch
are compared in Table 1e. The class-specific setting
achieves 2.4 points higher than the class-agnostic counterpart, showing that the class-specific setting can help separate instances from different categories better.
For the class-specific version of Global Saliency branch,
a binary cross-entropy loss is added to supervise the branch
directly besides the mask loss Eq. (2). The comparison of
CenterMask with or without the new loss is shown in Table 1f, direct supervision brings 0.5 points.
Combination of Local Shape and Global Saliency:
Although the Saliency branch performs well in non-

overlapping situations, it can not handle more complex images. We conduct the comparison of Shape-only, Saliencyonly and the Combination of both in challenging conditions
of instance segmentation. As shown in Figure 5c, objects
overlap exists in these images. In the first column, the
Shape branch separates different instances well, but the predicted masks are coarse. In the second column, the Saliency
branch realizes precise segmentation but fails in the overlapping situations, which results in obvious artifacts on the
overlapping area. CenterMask with both branches inherits their merits and avoid their weakness. As shown in the
last column, overlapped objects are separated well and segmented precisely simultaneously, illustrating the effectiveness of our proposed model.

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art
In this section, we compare CenterMask with the stateof-the-art instance segmentation methods on the COCO[20]
test-dev set.
As a one-stage instance segmentation method, our model
follows a simple setting to perform the comparison: totally
trained from scratch without pre-trained weights[6] for the
backbone, using a single model with single-scale training
and testing, and inference without any NMS.
As shown in Table 2, two models achieve higher AP
than our method: the two-stage Mask R-CNN and the onestage TensorMask, but their speed is 4 fps and 5 times
slower than our largest model respectively. We think the
gaps arise from the complicated and time-consuming feature align operations. Compared with the most accurate
model of YOLACT [1], CenterMask with DLA-34 backbone achieves a higher AP with a faster speed. Compared with PolarMask [28], CenterMask with hourglass104 backbone is 1.6 point higher with a faster speed.
Figure 6 shows the visualization of the results generated
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Figure 6: Visualization comparison of three different instance segmentation methods. From left to right are the results
of : Original image, Mask R-CNN, YOLACT, PolarMask, and our method on COCO minival images.
by the state-of-the-art models, only comparing the ones that
have released code. Mask R-CNN [12] detects objects well,
but there are still artifacts in the masks, such as the heads
of the two people in (a), we suppose it is caused by feature
pooling. The YOLACT [1] segments instance precisely, but
misses object in (d) and fails in some overlapping situations,
such as the two legs in (c). The PolarMask can separate
different instances, but its mask is not precise due to the
polygon mask representation. Our CenterMask can separate
overlapping objects well and segment masks precisely.

4.3. CenterMask on FCOS Detector
Besides CenterNet[30], the proposed Local Shape and
Global Saliency branches can be embedded into other offthe-shelf detection models easily. FCOS[27], which is one
of the state-of-the-art one stage object detectors, is utilized
to perform the experiment. The performance of CenterMask built on FCOS with different backbones are shown
in Table 3, with the training followings the same setting of
Mask R-CNN[12]. With the same backbone of ResNeXt101-FPN, CenterMask-FCOS achieves 3.8 points higher
than PolarMask[28] in Table 2, and the best model achieves
38.5 mAP on COCO test-dev, showing the generalization of
CenterMask.
To show the superiority of CenterMask on precise segmentation, we evaluate the model on the higher-quality
LVIS annotations. The results are shown in Table 4. Based
on the same backbone, the CenterMask-FCOS achieves better performance than Mask R-CNN.

Backbone
AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
ResNet-101-FPN
36.1 58.7 38.0 16.5 38.4 51.2
36.7 59.3 38.8 17.4 38.7 51.4
ResNeXt-101-FPN
ResNet-101-FPN-DCN 37.6 60.4 39.8 17.3 39.8 53.4
ResNeXt-101-FPN-DCN 38.5 61.5 41.0 18.7 40.5 54.8
Table 3: Performance of CenterMask-FCOS on COCO
test-dev. DCN represents deformable convolution[5].
Backbone
AP
Model
Mask R-CNN[12]
ResNet-101-FPN
36.0
ResNet-101-FPN
40.0
CenterMask-FCOS
Table 4:
Performance of CenterMask-FCOS on
LVIS[10]. The AP of Mask R-CNN comes from the original LVIS paper.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a single shot and anchor-box
free instance segmentation method, which is simple, fast
and accurate. The mask prediction is decoupled into two
critical modules: the Local Shape branch to separate different instances effectively and the Global Saliency branch to
realize precise segmentation pixel-wisely. Extensive ablation experiments and visualization images show the effectiveness of the proposed CenterMask. We hope our work
can help ease more instance-level recognition tasks.
Acknowledgements This research is supported by Beijing
Science and Technology Project (No. Z181100008918018).
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Abstract
Face portrait editing has achieved great progress
in recent years. However, previous methods either 1) operate on pre-defined face attributes, lacking the flexibility of controlling shapes of highlevel semantic facial components (e.g., eyes, nose,
mouth), or 2) take manually edited mask or sketch
as an intermediate representation for observable
changes, but such additional input usually requires
extra efforts to obtain. To break the limitations
(e.g. shape, mask or sketch) of the existing methods, we propose a novel framework termed r-FACE
(Reference-guided FAce Component Editing) for
diverse and controllable face component editing
with geometric changes. Specifically, r-FACE takes
an image inpainting model as the backbone, utilizing reference images as conditions for controlling
the shape of face components. In order to encourage the framework to concentrate on the target face
components, an example-guided attention module
is designed to fuse attention features and the target
face component features extracted from the reference image. Through extensive experimental validation and comparisons, we verify the effectiveness
of the proposed framework.

1

Introduction

Face portrait editing is of great interest in the computer vision
community due to its potential applications in movie industry, photo manipulation, and interactive entertainment, etc.
With advances in Generative Adversarial Networks [Goodfellow et al., 2014] in recent years, tremendous progress
has been made in face portrait editing [Yang et al., 2018;
Choi et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019]. These approaches generally fall into three main categories: label-conditioned methods, geometry-guided methods and reference-guided methods. Specifically, label-conditioned methods [He et al., 2019;
Choi et al., 2018] only focus on several pre-defined conspicuous attributes thus lacking the flexibility of controlling shapes
∗

Contact Author

Figure 1: The illustration of reference guided face component editing. The first row is the definition diagram of the task, and the second row is the synthesized result based on the given different reference images.

of high-level semantic facial components (e.g., eyes, nose,
mouth). This is because it is hard to produce results with
observable geometric changes merely based on attribute labels. In order to tackle this, geometry-guided methods [Jo and
Park, 2019; Gu et al., 2019] propose to take manually edited
mask or sketch as an intermediate representation for obvious face component editing with large geometric changes.
However, directly taking such precise representations as a
shape guide is inconvenient for users, which is laborious and
requires painting skills. To solve this problem, referenceguided methods directly learns shape information from reference images without requiring precise auxiliary representation, relieving the dependence on face attribute annotation or
precise sketch/color/mask information. As far as we know,
reference-guided methods are less studied than the first two
methods. ExGANs [Dolhansky and Canton Ferrer, 2018] utilizes exemplar information in the form of a reference image
of the region for eye editing (in-painting). However, ExGANs can only edit eyes and requires reference images with
the same identity, which is inconvenient to collect in practice.
ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018] transfers exactly the same type
of attributes from a reference image to the source image by
exchanging certain part of their encodings. However, ELEGANT is only used for editing obvious semantic attributes,
and could not change abstract shapes.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, we propose a
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Figure 2: Different methods for face portrait editing. (a) AttGAN, (b) SC-FEGAN and (c) Our network.

new framework: Reference guided FAce Component Editing (r-FACE for short), which can achieve diverse and controllable face semantic components editing (e.g., eyes, nose,
mouth) without requiring paired images. The ideal editing
is to transfer single or multiple face components from a reference image to the source image, while still preserving the
consistency of pose, skin color and topological structure(see
Figure 1). Our framework breaks the limitations of existing
methods: 1) shape limitation. r-FACE can flexibly control
diverse shapes of high-level semantic facial components by
different reference images; 2) intermediate presentation limitation. There is no need to manually edit precise masks or
sketches for observable geometric changes.
Our framework is based on an image inpainting model for
editing face components by reference images even without
paired images. r-FACE has two main streams including 1)
an inpainting network Gi and 2) an embedding network Er .
As shown in Figure 3, Gi takes the source image with target
face components corrupted and the corresponding mask image as input, and outputs the generated image with semantic
features extracted by Er . To encourage the framework to concentrate on the target face components, an example-guided
attention module is introduced to combine features extracted
by Gi and Er . To supervise the proposed model, a contextual loss is adopted to constrain the similarity of shape between generated images and reference images, while a style
loss and a perceptual loss are adopted to preserve the consistency of skin color and topological structure between generated images and source images. Both qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate that our model is superior to existing
literature by generating high-quality and diverse faces with
observable changes for face component editing.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel framework named reference guided
face component editing for diverse and controllable
face component editing with geometric changes, which
breaks the shape and intermediate presentation (e.g.,
precise masks or sketches) limitation of existing methods.
• An example-guided attention module is designed to encourage the framework to concentrate on the target face
components by combining attention features and the target face component features of the reference image, further boosting the performance of face portrait editing.
• Both qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the
superiority of our method compared with other benchmark methods.

2

Related Work

Face Portrait Editing.
Face portrait editing aims at manipulating single or multiple attributes or components of a
face image towards given conditions. Depending on different conditions, face portrait editing methods can be classified
into three categories: label-conditioned methods, geometryguided methods and reference-guided methods. Labelconditioned methods change predefined attributes, such as
hair color [Choi et al., 2018], age [Liu et al., 2019] and
pose [Cao et al., 2019]. However, these methods focus on
several conspicuous attributes [Liu et al., 2015; Langner et
al., 2010], lacking the flexibility of controlling the shapes of
different semantic facial parts. As shown in Figure 2(a),
AttGAN [He et al., 2019] attempts to edit attributes with
shape changes, such as  N arrow Eyes ,  P ointy N ose
and  M outh Slightly Open , but it can only achieve subtle
changes hard to be observed. Moreover, lacking of labeled
data will extremely limit the performance of these methods. To tackle above problems, geometry-guided methods
use an intermediate representation to guide observable shape
changes. [Gu et al., 2019] proposes a framework based on
mask-guided conditional GANs which can change the shape
of face components by manual editing precise masks. As
shown in Figure 2(b), SC-FEGAN [Jo and Park, 2019] requires directly taking mask, precise sketch and color as input
for editing the shape of face components. However, such precise input is difficult and inconvenient to obtain. Referenceguided methods can directly learn shape information from
reference images without precise auxiliary representation, relieving the dependence on face attribute annotation or precise sketch/color/mask information for face portrait editing.
Inspired by this, we propose a new framework (see Figure
2(c)), which can achieve diverse and controllable face semantic components editing (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth), which
is shape free and precise landmark or sketch free.
Face Completion/Inpainting.
Face completion, also
known as face inpainting, aims to complete a face image
with a masked region or missing content. Early face completion works [Bertalmio et al., 2000; Criminisi et al., 2003;
Bertalmio et al., 2003] fill semantic contents based on the
overall image and structural continuity between the masked
and unmasked regions, which aims to reconstruct missing regions according to the ground-truth image. Recently, some
learning-based method [Zheng et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019]
are proposed for generating multiple and diverse plausible results. [Zheng et al., 2019] proposes a probabilistically principled framework with two parallel paths, the VAE-based reconstructive path is used to impose smooth priors for the la-
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Figure 3: The overall structure of proposed framework. On the top left corner is the generator. The top-right figure shows detailed attention
module. The constrains among the source image, the reference image and the generated image is shown on the bottom.

tent space of complement regions, the generative path is used
to predict the latent prior distribution for missing regions,
which can be sampled to generate diverse results. However,
this method lacks controllability for diverse results. In light
of this, [Song et al., 2019] generate controllable diverse results from the same masked input by manual modifying facial
landmark heatmaps and parsing maps.

3

Method

In this section, we first introduce the framework of referencebased face component editing. Then, the example-guided attention module are presented. Finally, objective functions of
the proposed model are provided.

3.1

Reference Guided Face Component Editing

We propose a framework (See Figure 3), named reference
guided face component editing, that transfers one or multiple face components of a reference image to corresponding
components of the source image. The framework requires
three inputs, a source image Is , a reference image Ir and the
target face component mask of the reference image Ism . The
source mask Ism merely needs to roughly represent the target
face components, which can be obtained by a face parsing
or landmark detection network. The corrupted image can be
obtained by Equation 1:
Ic = Is ∗ Ism ,

(1)

where ∗ is an element-wise multiplication operator. The goal
of this framework is to generate a photo-realistic image Ig ,
in which shape is semantically similar to corresponding face
components of the reference image while the face color and
topological structure are consistent with the source image.
In this work, we utilize an image inpainting generator Gi as
backbone that can generate the completed image without constraints on shape, while a discriminator D is used for distinguishing face images from the real and synthesized domains.
Gi is consist of an encoder, seven dilated residual blocks, an
attention module and a decoder. To fill missing parts with semantically meaningful face components of a reference image,

an reference-guided encoder Er is introduced to extract features of the reference image. The encoder of Gi and Er have
same structure but parameters are not shared. Attention module, to be described next, is effectively transferring semantic
components from high-level features of the reference image
to Gi , further improving the performance of our framework.
The generated image Ig can be expressed as:

3.2

Ig = Gi (Ic , Ism , Er (Ir )),

(2)

Example-guided Attention Module

Inspired by the short+long term attention of PICNet [Zheng
et al., 2019], we propose an example-guided attention. The
short+long term attention uses the self-attention map to harness distant spatial context and the contextual flow to capture feature-feature context for finer-grained image inpainting. The example-guided attention replaces the contextual
flow by the example-guided flow which combines the attention features and the reference features for clearly transforming the corresponding face component features of reference
images to source images.
The proposed structure is shown in the upper right corner
of Figure 3. Following [Zheng et al., 2019], the self-attention
map is calculated from the source feature, which can be expressed as Fa = Fs ⊗Fm . The attention map Fm is obtained
by Fm = Sof tmax(FTq Fq ), in which Fq = Conv(Fs ) and
Conv is a 1 × 1 convolution filter. To transfer the target face
component features of reference images, the reference feature
is embedded by multiplying the attention map with the source
mask Ism . The example-guided flow is expressed as follows:
Fe = Ism ∗ Fe + (1 − Ism ) ∗ Fr ,

(3)

where Fe = Fr ⊗ Fm . Finally, the fused feature Ff =
Fa ⊕ Fe is sent to the decoder for generating results with
the target components of the reference image.

3.3

Objective

We use the combination of a per-pixel loss, a style loss, a
perceptual loss, a contextual loss, a total variation loss and an
adversarial loss for training the framework.
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To capture fine facial details we adopt the perceptual
loss [Johnson et al., 2016] and the style loss [Johnson et
al., 2016], which are widely adopted in style transfer, super
resolution, and face synthesis. The perceptual loss aims to
measure the similarity of the high dimensional features (e.g.,
overall spatial structure) between two images, while the style
loss measure the similarity of styles (e.g., colors). The perceptual loss can be expressed as follows:

1
φl (Ig ) − φl (Is )1 ,
(4)
Lperc =
C l Hl W l
l

The style loss compare the content of two images by using
Gram matrix, which can be expressed as follows:
 1
Gl (Ig ∗ Ism ) − Gl (Ic )
Lstyle =

1 ,
(5)
Cl Cl
C l Hl W l
l

where  · 1 is the 1 norm. φl (·) ∈ RCl ×Hl ×Wl represents
the feature map of the l-th layer of the VGG-19 network [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014] pretrained on the ImageNet.
Gl (·) = φl (·)T φl (·) represents the Gram matrix corresponding to φl (·).
The contextual loss [Mechrez et al., 2018] measures the
similarity between non-aligned images, which in our model
effectively guarantees the consistent shape of the target
face components in generated images and reference images.
Given an image x and its target image y, each of which is
represented as a collection of points(e.g. VGG-19 [Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2014] features): X = {xi } and Y = {yj },
|X| = |Y | = N . The similarity between the images can be
calculated that for each feature yj , finding the feature xi that
is most similar to it, and then sum the corresponding feature
similarity values over all yj . Formally, it is defined as:
1 
CX(x, y) = CX(X, Y ) =
max CXij ,
(6)
i
N j
where CXij is the similarity between features xi and yj . At
training stage, we need the target components mask of refr
erence images Im
for calculating the contextual loss. The
contextual loss can be expressed as follows:
Lcx = − log(CX(φl (Ig ∗ Ism ), φl (Ir ∗ Irm ))),

(7)

Lpixel = φl (Ig ∗ Ism ) − φl (Is ∗ Ism )1 ,

(8)

The per-pixel loss can be expressed as follows:

Lastly, we use an adversarial loss for minimizing the distance between the distribution of the real image and the generated image. Here, LSGAN [Mao et al., 2017] is adopted
for stable training. The adversarial loss can be expressed as
follows:
LadG = E[(D(Ig ) − 1)2 ],
(9)
(10)
LadD = E[D(Ig )2 ] + E[(D(Is ) − 1)2 ],
With total variational regularization loss Ltv [Johnson et
al., 2016] added to encourage the spatial smoothness in the
generated images, we obtain our full objective as:
L = λ1 Lperc + λ2 Lstyle + λ3 Lcx
+λ4 Lpixel + λ5 Ltv + λ6 LadG

(11)

Figure 4: Comparisons among (c) copy-and-paste, (d) AttGAN, (e)
ELEGANT, (f) the commercial state of the art algorithm in Adobe
Photoshop and (g) the proposed r-FACE technique. The source and
reference images are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. AttGAN
and ELEGANT edit attributes:  N arrow Eyes ,  P ointy N ose
, M outh Slightly Open and all of them respectively.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset and Preprocessing

The face attribute dataset CelebAMask-HQ [Lee et al., 2019]
contains 30000 aligned facial images with the size of 1024 ×
1024 and corresponding 30000 semantic segmentation labels
with the size of 512 × 512. Each label in the dataset has
19 classes (e.g., ”left eye”, ”nose”, ”mouth”). In our experiments, three face components are considered, i.e., eyes (”left
eye & right eye”), nose (”nose”), and mouth (”mouth & u lip
& l lip”). We obtain rough version of face components from
semantic segmentation labels by an image dilation operation,
which are defined as mask images. We take 2,000 images as
the test set for performance evaluation, using rest images to
train our model. All images are resized to 256 × 256.

4.2

Implementation Details

Our end-to-end network is trained on four GeForce GTX TITAN X GPUs of 12GB memory. Adam optimizer is used
in experiments with β1 = 0.0 and β2 = 0.9. The hyperparameters from λ1 to λ6 are assigned as 0.1, 250, 1, 0.5, 0.1,
0.01 respectively. For each source image, we remove two or
three target face components for training. During testing, our
model can change one or more face components.

4.3

Qualitative Evaluation

Comparison with Other Methods.
In order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method, we compare
the quality of sample synthesis results to several benchmark
methods. In addition to face editing model AttGAN [He et
al., 2019] and ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018], we also consider copy-and-paste as a naive baseline and Adobe Photoshop image editing as an interactive way to produce synthesized face images. According to the results presented in Figure 4, although margins of edited facial components in Adobe

论文

Method
GLCIC[Iizuka et al., 2017]
AttGAN[He et al., 2019]
ELEGANT [Xiao et al., 2018]
r-FACE (Ours)
w / o attention
w / o contextual loss
w / o style loss
w / o perceptual loss
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FID ↓

MS-SSIM ↑

5.81
6.25
5.27
8.28
8.49

0.92
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.89

8.09
6.28
15.97

0.95
0.96
0.82

Table 1: Comparisons of FID and MS-SSIM on the CelebA-HQ
dataset.

to the source face without observable color distortions and
ghosting artifacts, demonstrating the effectiveness of proposed method.

4.4

Figure 5: Illustrations of multi-modal face components editing, including ’eyes’ and ’mouth’. The first column represents source images, the first and third rows are reference images, and the second
and fourth rows are synthesized images according to reference images above.

Photoshop are much smoother than those in results of copyand-paste, obvious ghosting artifacts and color distortions
still exist and more fine-grained manual labour is required to
improve the quality. In contrast, AttGAN could generate realistic synthetic images which are indistinguishable to generic
ones in an end-to-end manner. However, pre-defined facial
attribute labels are used to guide AttGAN to transform facial
components thus the diversity of generated images is limited.
Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 4, AttGAN only produces
subtle changes that could hardly reflect the desired translation. ELEGANT, as a reference-guided face attribute editing method, can learn obvious semantic attributes (e.g., open
eyes or close mouth), but could not learn abstract shape information (e.g., nose editing). Moreover, ELEGANT produces
large deformation and unexpected artifacts at other attributeunrelated areas, especially the editing of multiple components. On the contrary, our method takes arbitrary face images as reference, which significantly increases the diversity
of generated images.
Multi-Modal Face Components Editing.
Referenceguided face components editing improves the diversity and
controllability of generated faces, as the stylistic information
is designated by arbitrary reference images. As shown in
Figure 5, target face components of interest (e.g. eyes and
mouths) are transformed to be of the same style as the corresponding reference image. For example, synthesized mouths
in faces of the last row accurately simulate the counterpart in
reference images, in terms of both overall shape (e.g. raised
corners of pursed mouth) and local details (e.g. partially
covered teeth). Meanwhile, they are naturally blended in

Quantitative Evaluation

Following most of face portrait methods [He et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2019], we leverage Fréchet Inception Distance (FID,
lower value indicates better quality) [Heusel et al., 2017] and
Multi-Scale Structural SIMilarity (MS-SSIM, higher value
indicates better quality) [Wang et al., 2003] to evaluate the
performance of our model. FID is used to measure the quality and diversity of generated images. MS-SSIM is used to
evaluate the similarity of two images from luminance, contrast, and structure.
We compare our method with AttGAN[He et al., 2019],
one of label-conditioned methods, and ELEGANT [Xiao
et al., 2018], one of reference-guided methods.
For
AttGAN and ELEGANT, the value of FID or MS-SSIM
are the result of averaging three pre-defined attributes for
shape changing, including ’Narrow Eyes’, ’Pointy Nose’ and
’Mouth Slightly Open’. The backbone of r-FACE is similar
to image inpainting task, so we also compare our method with
GLCIC[Iizuka et al., 2017], one of popular face inpainting
methods. As is shown in TABLE 1, comparing with these
methods, the FID of our method is much lower. With the
observation that the MS-SSIM of our method is lower than
AttGAN and GLCIC, we analyze the reasons: MS-SSIM
is sensitive to luminance, contrast, and structure, however,
1) GLCIC does not have any constraints on the structure or
shape of components, just requiring the missing regions to be
completed; 2) AttGAN edits shape-changing attributes with
subtle changes that are hard to be observed as shown in Figure 4, so the change of luminance, contrast, and structure is
limited. In contrast, r-FACE imposes a geometric similarity
constraint on the components of source images and reference
images, which changes the shape or structure drastically and
even affects the identity of the face.

4.5

Ablation Study

Example-guided Attention Module. To investigate the effectiveness of the example-guided attention module, we conduct a variant of our model, denoted as ”r-FACE w / o attention”. In ”r-FACE w / o attention”, we train r-FACE without example-guided attention module. To learn face components from a reference image, we directly concatenate the fea-
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tures of reference images with that of source images, which
introduced the features of the whole reference image. TABLE 1 shows the comparison on FID and MS-SSIM between
”r-FACE w / o attention” and ”r-FACE”. Our method outperforms ”r-FACE w / o attention” on both FID and MSSSIM, which indicates that example-guided attention module
can explicitly transfer the corresponding face components of
a reference image and reduce the impact of other information
of the reference image.
Loss Configurations. In this section, we conduct ablation
studies on different loss, such as the contextual loss, the style
loss and the perceptual loss, for evaluating their individual
contributions on our framework. As shown in TABLE 1,
the quantitative comparison among ”r-FACE w / o contextual
loss”, ”r-FACE w / o style loss”, ”r-FACE w / o perceptual
loss” and ”r-FACE” are presented. ”r-FACE” outperforms
other loss configurations on MS-SSIM, which indicates the
effectiveness of the three losses. It is observed that the FID
of ”r-FACE” is also better than other loss configurations except ”r-FACE w/o contextual loss”. We argue that contextual
loss plays an important role in restricting the shape of face
components. The framework has no constraints on the shape
after removing the contextual loss, so ”r-FACE w / o contextual loss” is easier to generate missing components, merely
requiring generated images to look real. Figure 6 compares
the visual effects of different loss configurations. We find ”rFACE w / o contextual loss” could not synthesize components
with the corresponding shape of reference images, which indicates the contextual loss is significantly important in shape
constraints. In the results of ”r-FACE w / o style loss” and
”r-FACE w / o perceptual loss”, color distortions and obvious
ghosting artifacts are observed, which show the style loss and
the perceptual loss are able to preserve skin color of source
image. Above all, we prove that three losses contribute to
the performance of our framework and the combination of all
losses achieves the best results.

4.6

Discussion and Limitation

Reference guided face component editing has wide real-life
applications in interactive entertainment, security and data
augmentation. Given whole reference images of any identity, r-FACE performs various face component editing, which
can achieve the effect of ”plastic surgery”. Besides, when
all face components of a reference face are transformed to
the source face, r-FACE is further extended to face swapping
task. Moreover, As the face component is a part of face, editing face components may change the identity of the person.
Therefore, r-FACE can be used for data augmentation to generate face images of different identities. Although r-FACE
obtains diverse and controllable face component editing results, reference images with significant differences in pose
are still challenging for our model. We will continue to explore solving extreme pose problems in further work.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a novel framework, reference guided face components editing (r-FACE), for highlevel face components editing, such as eyes, nose and mouth.

Figure 6: Visual comparisons for different loss configurations, including ”r-FACE w / o contextual loss”, ”r-FACE w / o style loss”,
”r-FACE w / o perceptual loss” and ”r-FACE”.

r-FACE can achieve diverse, high-quality, and controllable
component changes in shape from given references, which
breaks the shape and precise intermediate presentation limitation of existing methods. For embedding the target face
components of reference images to source images specifically, an example-guided attention module is designed to fuse
the features of source images and reference images, further
boosting the performance of face component editing. The
extensive experiments demonstrate that our framework can
achieve state-of-art face editing results with observable geometric changes.
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Abstract

The transcription of target speaker samples can be obtained by
speech recognition to fine-tune the base model [8]. The study
in [9] demonstrates that the training strategy cannot be fixed for
adaptation of different speakers and presents a Bayesian optimization method for fine-tuning the TTS model. As for speaker
encoding, it mainly builds an extern speaker encoder model to
obtain continuous speaker representations for subsequent multispeaker training. The same extern speaker encoder is then utilized to obtain the speaker embedding from audio samples of
an unseen speaker. Without further fune-tuning, the speaker
embedding is directly fed into the multi-speaker model to result
in target’s voice. As the ability and robustness of speaker representation module directly decides the performance of adaptation, several speaker representation methods have been evaluated for adaptive speech synthesis [4]. Comparing the above
two families, speaker adaptation can achieve better speaker similarity and naturalness, while speaker encoding does not need
any extra adaptation procedure and audio-text pairs, achieving
so-called one/few-shot(s) voice cloning.

Data efficient voice cloning aims at synthesizing target
speaker’s voice with only a few enrollment samples at hand. To
this end, speaker adaptation and speaker encoding are two typical methods based on base model trained from multiple speakers. The former uses a small set of target speaker data to transfer the multi-speaker model to target speaker’s voice through
direct model update, while in the latter, only a few seconds of
target speaker’s audio directly goes through an extra speaker
encoding model along with the multi-speaker model to synthesize target speaker’s voice without model update. Nevertheless,
the two methods need clean target speaker data. However, the
samples provided by user may inevitably contain acoustic noise
in real applications. It’s still challenging to generating target
voice with noisy data. In this paper, we study the data efficient
voice cloning problem from noisy samples under the sequenceto-sequence based TTS paradigm. Specifically, we introduce
domain adversarial training (DAT) to speaker adaptation and
speaker encoding, which aims to disentangle noise from speechnoise mixture. Experiments show that for both speaker adaptation and encoding, the proposed approaches can consistently
synthesize clean speech from noisy speaker samples, apparently
outperforming the method adopting state-of-the-art speech enhancement module.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, voice cloning, speaker adaptation, speaker encoding, adversarial training.

Approaching data efficient voice cloning either through
speaker adaptation or via speaker encoding, clean speech samples from target speaker is usually necessary to produce clean
target voice. However, in practical voice cloning applications,
target speaker data is often either acquired in daily acoustic
conditions or found data from Internet, with inevitable background noise. It is still challenging generating target voice with
noisy target speaker data, especially for systems built upon the
current seq2seq paradigm in which attention-based soft alignment is vunarable to interferences [10]. In order to build a robust TTS system, there are several attempts to conduct speech
synthesis with noisy data [10, 11, 12]. An alternative method
is to de-noise the noisy training data with an external speech
enhancement module [11], but the audible or inaudible spectrum distortion may inevitably affect the quality of the generated speech. Besides, we can also try to disentangle noise and
other attributes in audio. The approach in [13] aims to disentangle speech and non-speech components using variational auto
encoders (VAE) [14] to enable the use of found data for TTS
applications. And in [15], through speaker and noise attributes
disentangling during training, the model is able to control different aspects of the synthesized speech with different reference
audios. But prior researches on robust TTS have mainly worked
on training on large-scale found or noisy dataset, data efficient
voice cloning for noisy data has rarely been considered.

1. Introduction
Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) neural network based text-tospeech (TTS) is able to synthesize natural speech without a
complex front-end analyzer and an explicit duration module [1].
However, a sizable amount of high quality audio-text paired
data is necessary to build such systems, which limits the model
ability to produce natural speech for a target speaker without
enough data. Therefore, building target voice with few minutes
or even few samples data, or voice cloning, has drawn many interests lately [2, 3, 4, 5]. In order to produce target speaker voice
in a data efficient manner, there are several attempts to build
multi-speaker model to produce target voice from a few clean
samples, most of which can be divided into two categories [2]:
speaker adaptation and speaker encoding. In both families, a
multi-speaker base model is required to generate target voice.
The core idea for speaker adaptation methods [6, 7] is
to fine-tune the pre-trained multi-speaker model with a few
audio-text pairs for an unseen speaker to produce target voice.

In this paper, we focus on how to produce target voice in
both speaker adaptation and speaker encoding scenes with only
a few noisy samples of the target speaker under state-of-the-art
seq2seq TTS framework. For the speaker adaptation method,
we find the model usually cannot converge at adaptation time
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the National Key Research and Development Program of China
(No.2017YFB1002102).
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augmented
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components. Note that the speaker embedding only injects to GRU
at speaker
encoding.
with noisy speaker data. So we assume the main challenging problem is how to fine-tune the base multi-speaker model
with noisy data and produce clean target speech. As for the
speaker encoding based synthesis model, the main issue is that
the speaker representation usually contains noise information,
which directly affects the performance of generated speech as
the speaker encoding has deviated because of the interference.
To overcome the above issues in both speaker adaptation
and encoding methods, we propose a robust seq2seq framework
to conduct target speaker’s voice cloning with noisy data. For
this purpose, we introduce domain adversarial training (DAT)
[16] to both methods to learn noise-invariant latent features.
Specifically, we extend the decoder with a domain classifier
network with a gradient reverse layer (GRL) for the speaker
adaptation method, trying to disentangle the noise condition in
acoustic features. For speaker encoding, since the speaker embedding extracted from the speaker encoder network is noisedependent, we disentangle the noise condition in the speaker
embedding with the help of domain adversarial training, leading
to noise-invariant speaker embedding. Note that DAT has been
previously studied in speech recognition [17, 18, 19], speaker
verification [20, 21] as well as speech synthesis [15, 10] tasks
with superior performance in learning noise-invariant features
and attribute disentanglement. To the best of our knowledge,
our study in the first one examining its efficacy in data efficient
voice cloning. Our study shows that for both speaker adaptation
and encoding, the proposed approach can consistently synthesize clean speech from noisy speaker samples, apparently outperforming the method adopting a speech enhancement module.

sentation from the encoder.
During the auto-regressive process, the decoder takes current frame of spectrogram mt to produce next frame mt+1 . In
detail, the decoder firstly converts mt into latent representation
zt through a pre-net h(·), where the zt acts as an information
bottleneck. The zt is then treated as a query to compute context
vector ct with x through GMM-based attention module g(·).
Hence, the next frame mt+1 can be calculated from the context
vector ct and zt through transformation function f (·):
(2)
zt = h(mt |Θh )
ct = g(zt , x|Θg )
(3)
m̂t+1 = f (ct , zt |Θf )
(4)
where Θh , Θg and Θf represent the module parameters of
pre-net, attention mechanism and transformation, respectively.
We minimize the mean square error between predicted m̂t and
ground truth mt to optimize the whole model:
(5)
Lrcon = ||m − m̂||1 .
2.1. Few-shots robust speaker adaptation with DAT
To conduct speaker adaptation for noisy data, we firstly build
a multi-speaker model with both noisy and clean speech samples. Based on the basic architecture, we adopt an extra trainable speaker embedding table to bring speaker identity. For each
speech sample m, the speaker representation s is obtained from
the embedding table indexed by the corresponding speaker label. We concatenate the speaker embedding s with pre-net and
encoder output, so Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) become
zt = h(mt , s|Θh )
(6)
and
(7)
ct = g(zt , x, s|Θg ).
In order to build a robust multi-speaker model for few-shots
noisy samples in the adaptation stage, we use both clean and
noisy speech data during training. As shown in Eq (6), the latent feature z may contain noise interference when m is noisy.
In order to encourage z to become noise-independent feature,
we inject a GRU layer into the h(·) and then employ a domain
classifier with gradient reversal layers (GRL) on the output z
of GRU layer at frame level. The proposed latent z is adopted
to predict the noisy/clean label for the following domain classifier. We further feed noisy/clean embedding vector into decoder
RNN to control the generation process. With the auxiliary classifier, the final loss function in Eq (5) becomes:
L = Lrcon + λLnoise ce
(8)

2. Proposed Method
Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed seq2seq-based multi-speaker
model for data efficient voice cloning in noisy conditions.
The proposed architecture contains a CBHG-based text encoder [22], an auto-regressive decoder with GMM-based attention [23], the domain adversarial training module, and the
speaker representation module.
For the basic seq2seq framework, the model generates melspectrogram m = (m1 , m2 , · · · , mM ) frame by frame given
a text sequence t = (t1 , t2 , · · · , tN ), where M and N are the
length of acoustic features and linguistic features respectively.
The text sequence t is firstly fed into the text encoder:
(1)
x = e(t|Θe )
where e(·) represents the text encoder and x is the text repre-
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order to obtain a multi-speaker corpus for the above domain adversarial training, we apply data augmentation on a clean multispeaker dataset, as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, we split the
original training set into two subsets p1 and p2 , both of which
contains multiple speakers. Then we add randomly selected
background noise at a random signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in p1
n
and p2 to obtain the noisy counterparts pn
1 and p2 . Finally, the
n
subsets p1 , pn
1 and p2 are treated as the training set to train the
above multi-speaker model. Note that there are no clean speech
for the speakers in sub-set pn
2 , which refers to the speaker adaptation scenario with only noisy speech for each speaker.
For few-shots speaker adaptation scene, there are only several noisy audio clips with transcriptions of the target speaker.
We utilize the above noisy samples to fine-tune the pre-trained
multi-speaker model with the following steps:

3. Experiments and Results
3.1. Basic setups
In our experiments, we use a multi-speaker Mandarin corpus,
referred as MULTI-SPK, and a noise corpus from CHiME4 challenge [25] to simulate noisy speech. The MULTI-SPK
dataset consists of 100 different speakers in different ages and
genders and each speaker has 500 utterances. The CHiME-4
corpus contains about 8.5 hours of four large categories of background noises. We augment the training set at random signalto-noise ratio (SNR) ranging from 5 to 25db. We reserve two
males (indexed as 001 and 045) and two females (indexed as
077 and 093) as our target unseen speakers for voice cloning
experiments. For each target speaker, we select 50 sentences
(3-4 minutes of speech) as test samples. The clean test sets for
two female and two male speakers are referred as F-C an MC, respectively. In order to evaluate the performance of noisy
target audio, we also add random background noise to F-C and
M-C in the way with the training set, resulting in F-N and MN respectively. As for the de-noising baseline with external
speech enhancement module, we use the state-of-the-art speech
enhancement model named DCUnet [26] to de-noise F-N and
M-N. The internal DCUnet model is trained using over 2000
hours of training data with strong and stable de-noising capacity. The de-noised test sets are referred as F-D and M-D. For
clarity, the different parts of test sets are shown in Figure 3.
To evaluate speaker similarity, we extract x-vectors from
the synthesized speech and then measure the cosine distance
with the x-vector extracted from original speech of the target
speaker. We also evaluate speaker similarity and naturalness
using subjective mean score option (MOS) tests, where about
20 listeners examining the testing clips. As for objective evaluation, we measure the mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) between
generated and real samples after dynamic time warping.

1. Set the noise control tag to ‘noise’ for adaptation data;
2. Remove the domain classifier loss since we assume the
latent z is noise-independent;
3. Choose a speaker in the training set whose timbre is the
most similar to target speaker, and share its speaker embedding to the target speaker [6];
4. Fine-tune the whole model until convergence;
5. Set the noise control tag to ‘clean’ and choose the above
speaker embedding to generate clean speech of target
speaker.
2.2. One-shot speaker encoding with DAT
As discussed above, the proposed few-shots speaker adaptation method requires a few adaptation samples with transcription to fine-tune the model. We further propose a robust oneshot speaker adaptation method for noisy target speaker speech
without transcription. To this end, we firstly build an individual text-independent speaker discriminative model trained on
speaker verification dataset [4, 5, 24]. The model adopts time
delay neural network (TDNN) [24] to extract the speaker representation (so-called x-vector) in the latent space. With the
speaker recognition model, we can easily obtain the continuous
speaker embedding s for both training and adaptation samples.
Different from the above few-shots speaker adaptation, the
noisy target speaker’s audio is only used to extract speaker embedding. The domain adversarial training module is the same
as previous few-shots adaptation. Since the continuous speaker
representation s is obtained from noisy speech, it also inevitably
contains noise information. In order to avoid introducing noise
into ct , we only inject s in h(·) rather than in both of g(·) and
h(·). We train the multi-speaker model with the same objective
function in Eq (8).
In order to process domain adversarial training, we still
need to augment the training set. Considering a triple of training
samples < audref , text, audtgt >, we augment the audref
with random noise and get audn
ref . Therefore, the processed
training set is doubled, consisting of two types of samples
n
(audref and audref ) with the same number. And then we apply the same training process as speaker adaptation.
During adaptation, we only need one noisy sample to extract speaker representation s to generate target clean voice. As

3.2. Model details
All of our models take phoneme-level linguistic features, including phoneme, word boundary, prosody boundary and syllable tone, as input of the CBHG-based encoder [22]. The
GMM-based monotonic attention mechanism is employed to
align phoneme-level linguistic representations and frame-level
acoustic features during training [23]. The architecture of decoder is similar with Tacotron2 [1], and the number of units of
additional GRU after pre-net is 256 for latent feature learning.
For speaker representation, we adopt straight-forward learnable
embedding table for few-shots adaptation, where the dimension
of speaker embedding is 256. As for one-shot adaptation, the
dimension of x-vector is 512. We concatenate the x-vector with
the above latent features.
For the vocoder, we train gender dependent universal melLPCNet, which extends LPCNet [27] with mel-spectrogram,
using original MULTI-SPK dataset to convert mel-spectrogram
to waveform. The audio samples will be available online1 .
3.3. Evaluation on few-shots speaker adaptation
We firstly train a standard multi-speaker system using original
training set without domain adversarial module as our baseline,
1 https://npujcong.github.io/voice_cloning
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Figure 4: Visualization of utterance embedding from different
speakers at clean and noise conditions. C, N and D stand for
clean, noisy and de-noised audio.
vector is projected to 256 dimension and then used as condition
on the TTS model. We train a multi-speaker model with speaker
encoder using original dataset as our baseline, referred as BASE
and proposed model with DAT using augmented dataset, referred as DAT. During adaptation, we compute mean of xvectors extracted from 5 sentences randomly selected from test
set. Results are shown in the lower half of Table 1.
For the clean target speakers, we also find there are no significant difference between proposed DAT model and the BASE
model. But for noisy data, it is hard to evaluate the performance of the BASE model since it always crashes with the
corresponding noisy x-vectors. As for our proposed model,
whether the target audio is clean or noisy, it can produce stable
and clean synthesized speech of the target speaker. Similar to
the speaker adaptation methods for few-shots adaptation, even
we de-noise the noisy target audio to extract x-vector, the naturalness and similarity of generated speech is much worse than
the proposed DAT method. When we compare speaker adaptation and speaker encoding, we find that speaker adaptation
can produce apparently higher speaker similarity samples than
speaker encoding. This observation is consistent with [2] as it’s
still challenging catching speaker’s identity in fine-details using
just one shot from the speaker; it is even more challenging using
one noisy sample.
To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed model, we also
analyze the projected speaker embedding of our proposed
model with the original x-vectors from target speakers using tSNE [28], as shown in Fig. 4. For x-vectors from target speech,
whereas the x-vectors have clear distances between speakers,
the speaker representations of noisy and clean samples for the
same speaker are usually divided into two clusters. It means
that the speaker representation is easily affected by noise interferences, which will directly cause the speaker similarity problem in one-shot speaker adaptation. As for the proposed speaker
embedding with adversarial training, we find there is no obvious distance between noisy and clean samples from the same
speaker. It indicates that the proposed model successfully disentangles the noise condition from the speaker embedding, which
alleviates the negative effects from noise in target speech.

Table 1: The results of speaker adaptation and encoding on different test sets and models. “×” means the model is failed to
conduct adaptation. N-MOS and S-MOS denote MOS on naturalness and similarity, and SIM-COS is cosine similarity.

F-C
F-C
F-N
F-N
F-D
M-C
M-C
M-N
M-N
M-D

012-(C/D/N)

001-D

referred as BASE. As for the robust few-shots speaker adaptation, we propose to conduct adversarial training, referred as
DAT. For the proposed model, we use noise tag (0/1) to control
the acoustic condition and the λ in loss function is set to 0.1. At
adaptation time, we adapt the baseline model BASE and proposed model DAT with different test set, where the batch size is
set to 8 and initial learning rate is set to 10−5 .
Results in terms of various metrics are shown in Table 1
(upper part). For the adaptation with clean target data (F-C, MC), although we only use half clean speakers in the training set
to train the proposed model, the naturalness and similarity of
synthesized speech of baseline and proposed model are similar.
As for the noisy adaptation data, the BASE model even cannot learn a stable alignment during model fine-tuning, resulting
in speech generation failures, i.e. incomplete, mis-pronounced
and non-stoping utterances. However, the proposed DAT model
still works well to generate target speaker’s clean voice, whose
performance is close to those samples on clean data in both naturalness and similarity. This result indicates that the proposed
approach has ability to produce stable clean target voice under
few-shots speaker adaptation scene. We also de-noise the noisy
target data to conduct speaker adaptation on the BASE model,
but the result indicates that the adaptation with de-noised data
suffers from the speech distortion problem, where the MCD is
much higher than that of the proposed model. Besides, the similarity is also worse than the proposed model.

Few-shots Speaker Adaptation
MODEL MCD N-MOS SIM-COS
BASE
3.77
3.42
0.96
DAT
3.87
3.42
0.96
BASE
×
×
×
DAT
4.18
3.36
0.95
BASE
4.72
3.30
0.86
BASE
3.66
3.56
0.96
DAT
3.95
3.54
0.95
BASE
×
×
×
DAT
4.20
3.53
0.93
BASE
4.56
3.51
0.91
One-shot Speaker Encoding
BASE
4.30
3.39
0.91
DAT
4.31
3.5
0.92
BASE
×
×
×
DAT
4.35
3.41
0.92
BASE
5.32
3.32
0.89
BASE
4.62
3.67
0.85
DAT
4.58
3.63
0.88
BASE
×
×
×
DAT
4.55
3.67
0.88
BASE
4.84
3.57
0.76

093-D

001-C

Figure 3: Different parts of test set. F and M indicate female
and male, C and N refer to clean and noisy audio, and D indicates de-noised speech.

TEST SET
F-C
F-C
F-N
F-N
F-D
M-C
M-C
M-N
M-N
M-D
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F-D

F-N

F-C
M-C
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S-MOS
3.64
3.65
×
3.65
3.45
3.64
3.71
×
3.72
3.70
3.51
3.54
×
3.50
3.4
3.16
3.26
×
3.34
2.96

4. Conclusions and Future Work
The paper proposes to use domain adversarial training for data
efficient voice cloning from noisy target speaker samples. Results indicate that in both few-shots speaker adaptation and oneshot speaker encoding, the proposed approaches can produce
clean target speaker’s voice with both reasonable naturalness
and similarity. Future work will try to handle the more complicated acoustic condition scenarios, e.g., room reverberations.

3.4. Evaluation on one-shot speaker encoding
We train an independent x-vector model using internal 3000
hours speaker verification dataset over 2000 speakers. The x-
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ABSTRACT
Recently on-demand food delivery service has become very popular in China. More than 30 million orders are placed by eaters of
Meituan-Dianping everyday. Delicacies are delivered to eaters in 30
minutes on average. To fully leverage the ability of our couriers and
restaurants, delivery scope is proposed as an infrastructure product
for on-demand food delivery area. A delivery scope based retrieval
system is designed and built on our platform. In order to draw suitable delivery scopes for millions of restaurant partners, we propose
a pioneering delivery scope generation framework. In our framework, a single delivery scope generation algorithm is proposed by
using spatial computational techniques and data mining techniques.
Moreover, a scope scoring algorithm and decision algorithm are
proposed by utilizing machine learning models and combinatorial
optimization techniques. Specifically, we propose a novel delivery
scope sample generation method and use the scope related features
to estimate order numbers and average delivery time in a period
of time for each delivery scope. Then we formalize the candidate
scopes selection process as a binary integer programming problem.
Both branch&bound algorithm and a heuristic search algorithm are
integrated in our system. Results of online experiments show that
scopes generated by our new algorithm significantly outperform
manual generated ones. Our algorithm brings more orders without
hurt of users’ experience. After deployed online, our system has
saved thousands of hours for operation staff, and it is considered
to be one of the most useful operation tools to balance demand of
eaters and supply of restaurants and couriers.

Figure 1: Illustration of 4 phases of on-demand food delivery
service. (1) Eaters choose the restaurant and food from the
marketplace powered by food delivery service; (2) As soon
as order is placed, three things happened almost at the same
time, a. restaurant start to prepare the food, b. restaurant online marketplace deliver the order to the food delivery platform, c. food delivery platform dispatch the order to the appropriate courier; (3) Couriers pick up the food from restaurant following the instructions from food delivery platform;
(4) Finally, couriers deliver the food to the hands of eaters.
Mining (KDD ’20), August 23–27, 2020, Virtual Event, CA, USA. ACM, New
York, NY, USA, 9 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3394486.3403353
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location-based retrieval, on-demand food delivery, spatial computation, machine learning, combinational optimization
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INTRODUCTION

Recently on-demand food delivery service has become very popular
in the world, especially in China. As shown in Figure 1, eaters could
explore the online restaurant marketplace, choose restaurants and
order their favorite foods or drinks. After about 30 minutes, eaters
would receive them. Everyday more than 30 million orders are
placed on Meituan-Dianping platform, one of the world’s largest
on-demand delivery service provider, and about 1 million couriers
work for these orders’ delivery. Due to fast growing demand of
eaters and limited number of couriers, the way to fully exploit our
delivery ability becomes a core factor for our on-demand delivery
service. An effective dispatch system to match orders and couriers is
indispensable [8]. Besides, a new mechanism of restaurant retrieval,
the delivery scope, is proposed in the area of on-demand delivery
service, which we mainly discuss in this paper.
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1) border of a scope should be along the roads; 2) border of a scope
should not cut city blocks; 3) delivery scope should not cover or
traverse delivery-hard locations, such as seas, rivers, hills, railways
etc.
Before our delivery scopes generation system deployed online,
our operation staff in different cities drew all delivery scope by
hands. It is a painstaking job and unrealistic for them to draw
scopes balancing demand of our eaters and supply of restaurants
and our couriers. We propose a delivery scope generation algorithm and build an automatic generation system online. Our system
frees operation staff from the boring scope drawing jobs. Moreover,
the algorithm generated delivery scopes outperform manual ones.
Our large-scale online experimental results show that our algorithm significantly increases the number of orders without delivery
experience loss.
Specifically, we exploit spatial data mining techniques, machine
learning techniques and combinational optimization techniques
to generate delivery scopes for millions of restaurants. A unified
framework, which we call delivery scope generation algorithm,
is proposed. First, we generate candidate scopes for target restaurants. Spatial data mining techniques are exploited to ensure that
algorithm-generated scopes obey three following rules: 1) candidate
scopes should meet distance constraint; 2) scopes should meet requirements for consistent users’ experience; 3) scopes should cover
more high-demand locations under the constraints of 1) and 2).
Second, we utilize regression models to estimate the order number
and average order delivery time if a restaurant adopts the scope.
Last, we formalize delivery scope allocation process as a binary
integer programming problem.
Our contributions are listed as follows: 1) a different retrieval
paradigm to utilize the delivery scope for location-based retrieval
system is proposed, and we suggest that any similar online locationbased applications could utilize this paradigm to improve their
service; 2) we proposed a pioneering delivery scope generation
framework, results of online experiments demonstrate that our
algorithm not only saves manual delivery scope maintenance time,
but also brings better purchase and delivery-service experience;
3) we design and build a delivery scope generation system, which
has shown success on one of the world’s largest on-demand food
delivery platform as a pioneering industry-level practice.

Figure 2: Illustration of a delivery scope. In this figure, the
restaurant’s delivery scope is the irregular polygon with
black solid border. Only eaters inside the polygon could
browse the restaurant’s menu on our platform and place an
order, like location A/B/C. It is difficult for couriers to deliver food across the river or too far away from the restaurant. Thus, location D and E are excluded from the polygon
when drawing the delivery scope.
In the area of on-demand delivery service, we must ensure that
orders can be delivered to eaters in 30 minutes on average. Due
to limited supply of our couriers, it is unrealistic that eaters could
order their delicacies from every restaurant in their cities. On our
platform, we allocate every restaurant a spatial polygon as the
service area. Only eaters whose shipping addresses locate in the
service area can order foods and drinks from this restaurant. We
define the spatial polygon as delivery scope, which is illustrated
in Figure 2.
Since there are millions of restaurants on our platform, it means
there are at least millions of corresponding delivery scopes. When
one eater visits our application, our system should satisfy: 1) all
restaurants whose delivery scopes contain the eater’s shipping
address should be retrieved; 2) one retrieval process should be completed in tens of milliseconds, the same scale of traditional content
retrieval systems. To achieve these, a R-tree based index system is
designed and implemented. The high performance polygon-based
retrieval system is part of the core of this new retrieval paradigm,
although we will not focus on it in our paper.
To fully exploit our delivery ability, how to generate delivery
scopes becomes very important. In order to generate suitable delivery scopes, both eaters’ preferences and couriers’ delivery efficiency
should be considered. Specifically, delivery scope generation process should follow three principles: 1) restaurant’s delivery scope
should cover high-demand area; 2) delivery scope should be smaller
compared with other restaurants’ if its supply ability is relatively
lower; 3) delivery scope should not cover faraway locations. Besides, we should gaurantee eaters from a city block could browse
same restaurants on our platform. And our restaurant partners
and delivery partners could see their own delivery scopes from the
management system, they also pay close attention to the shapes.
Thus, we make the following rules for our scope generation process:

2

RESTAURANT RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

Our restaurant retrieval system are demonstrated in Figure 3. The
system is designed by two parts. We will introduce each part in the
following paragraphs.
Delivery Scope Indexer: The indexer is designed and built for
two main functions. First, it supports millions of visits in milliseconds’ response time to retrieve the restaurant list via giving the
coordinate of eater’s shipping address. Second, it supports hundreds of thousands delivery scope update in seconds. The core data
structure of the indexer is an improved R-tree. In this paper, details
of the indexer will not be mentioned.
Delivery Scope Generation System: This system implements
the delivery scope generation framework we proposed. Basically,
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3.2

How to Draw Single Scope

The foundation of our delivery scope generation system is a single
delivery scope drawing algorithm. In this algorithm, a single delivery scope would be generated given a target radius and a location
point as inputs. Navigation distances between the location point
and points on the boundary of the scope are supposed to be (approximately) equal to the input radius. When fed multiple input radii,
the algorithm could generate scopes in different sizes and shapes.
And, naturally, these scopes cover different numbers of potential
eaters. We treat these scopes as candidate scopes which would be
used in subsequent scope decision procedures. Besides, our restaurant partners expect the delivery scopes could cover high-demand
area as much as possible and that the edges of the delivery scopes
could be along city roads. Our single delivery drawing algorithm
also takes these business requirements into consideration.
In the system, delivery scope is represented by a polygon with
multiple vertices, among which two adjacent vertices are connected
by a line segment. The single scope generation algorithm comprises
four modules: initialization, business requirements fulfillment, compression and covering high-demand areas. Each module takes the
tentative scope processed by the former one as input. In this section,
we dive into some details of these modules.

Figure 3: Delivery scope system architecture, it includes two
parts: 1) delivery scope index service to update/add/delete
restaurant delivery scope and provide the retrieval API for
eaters side application and restaurant partners side application; 2) delivery scope generation system.

our system would generate candidate scopes for a group of restaurants using our single delivery scopes drawing pipeline and each
candidate would be scored. Then our system will select one final
suitable delivery scope for every restaurant in the group to achieve
a global optimum. In the following sections, we will focus on these
details.

3.2.1 Initialization. In the begining of this module, the algorithm
uses the restaurant’s location point as the center to draw a circle
with input radius. The circle is represented by a fixed number of
points on the border at equal intervals. However, navigation distances from these points to the center may be much larger than their
straight-line distances. To solve this, our algorithm searches for new
points, whose navigation distances to the center are approximately
equal to our target radius, on segments between these original
points and the center. We adopt a binary search way here. In each
step, one boundary point would move towards the center with the
length of max(min(naviDist−tarдetRadius, straiдhtLineDist)/2, minStep).
Here, naviDist and straiдhtLineDist are the navigation distance
and straight-line distance between the boundary point and the
center. tarдetRadius is our input target radius, and minStep, as a
hyper-parameter, is used to restrict the minimal move length in the
search process.

3

DELIVERY SCOPE GENERATION
ALGORITHM
3.1 Framework of Delivery Scope Generation
The goal of our algorithm is to generate a reasonable delivery
scope for every restaurant in target station, a city block of which
restaurants’ products are deliveried by a specific group of couriers
basically. The number of restaurants in one station lies between
200 and 1,000 in our system. The scope generation framework comprises three main stages: 1) candidate delivery scopes generation, 2)
candidate delivery scopes scoring and 3) combinatorial optimization
of delivery scopes.
In the first stage, several candidate delivery scopes are generated
for every restaurant in the target station. In order to generate a
reasonable and elegant scope, we propose a novel single scope
generation algorithm, as described in Section 3.2.
Then, in the second stage, machine learning models are exploited
to get predictions, or scores, about these scopes. Candidate delivery scopes of each restaurants are spatial polygon with different
shapes and sizes. We extract a series of features that could capture
characteristics of these scopes. Details of the scoring process can
be found in Section 3.3.
In the last stage, the combinatorial optimization process selects
one delivery scope for each restaurant from its candidates. The
target of this stage is to differentiate restaurants in the station.
Generally, it is better to allocate larger delivery scopes to restaurants
with higher eater conversion rate, greater products’ preparation
efficiency and more convenient nearby transportation condition.
We formalize this as a binary integer programming problem
(abbreviated as BIP in the following sections) and then use the
branch and bound algorithm [2, 5] or a heuristic search algorithm
to solve it.

3.2.2 Scope Shape Optimization for Experience. To guarantee better
experience of users, restaurants and delivery partners, boundaries
of our delivery scopes should be along roads, which is crucial for
our platform. A delivery scope whose boundary goes across some
buildings or blocks could bring different user experience for eaters
in a same building. To be specific, there might be a case that some
eaters in the building could place orders on our platform, but some
others could not. In order to get boundaries along the road, our
algorithm substitutes navigation routes for straight line segments
between adjacent boundary points. New boundary points are added
in this process. Besides, every station keeps a maximal shipping
scope, which marks all places couriers of this station could go.
Generated delivery scopes would be intersected with the maximal
shipping scope to exclude some improper area.
In order to get elegant delivery scopes, algorithm removes stubs
brought in the navigation route process on boundaries: we allocate
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(b) Navigation Distance Modification

(a) Navigation Route Process

(b) Remove Stub

(c) Scope Compression

(d) Shipping Scope Intersection

Figure 4: Illustration of Scope Initialization: (a) the yellow
point marks the restaurant location point, the orange points
mark boundary points sampled from initial circle. (b) In the
navigation distance modification process, boundary points
would move towards the center to meet the navigation distance requirement.
boundary points indexes in order and record GeoHashes 1 that
those points belong to. Then, for each of those GeoHashes, our
algorithm finds the minimal-index point and the maximal-index
one. If most of the intermediate points locate in GeoHashes far from
the current GeoHash, the algorithm would treat the route between
these two points as a stub, and remove it by connecting the two
points directly.

Figure 5: Illustration of Scope Shape Optimization and Scope
Compression: (a) The boundaries of delivery scopes processed by Navigation Route Process are along roads. (b) A
tiny stub in the red bound box is removed. (c) Some redundant points are removed in Scope Compression Process. (d)
Delivery scopes are intersected with the maximal shipping
scope to remove some improper area.

3.2.3 Scope Compression. Plenty of boundary points have been
brought in the navigation route process, and in the scope compression module, our algorithm removes redundant points for more
efficient data computation and storage. We compute the angle of
each point between its subsequent point and its former point. If
the angle is close to 180◦ enough, the point would be removed.
An alternate strategy evaluates each points based on both angle
and distance between adjacent points, points with higher scores
would be retained. Our system also integrates Douglas-Peucker
algorithm [15] in the compression module. Comparison between
these compression methods can be found in Table 3.
3.2.4 Covering High-Demand Areas. This module modifies delivery
scope to cover more high demand areas. In the initialization part
mentioned before, the algorithm draws a circle centered at the
location point of our target restaurant. Actually, in our system, the
center is a deviated one, which is computed based on the location
point and the distribution of orders in the area nearby. Beyond
that, some high-demand areas are merged directly into the delivery
scope. Here, these high-demand areas are the result of GeoHashes
clustering. In our system, both K-means and DBSCAN[7] algorithm
are reasonable options and adopted. At last, these potential areas
are merged to form a new polygon, the final delivery scope, while
keeping the restriction of navigation distance.

3.3

(a) Center Point Shift

(b) Merge High-Demand Areas

Figure 6: Illustration of Covering High-Demand Areas: (a)
Yellow point marks a restaurant’s location point and the
green one marks the deviated scope center computed according to the distribution of orders in the red bouding box. (b)
The red block, representing high-demand area, is appended
to the original delivery scope.
the scores include the number of orders and average delivery time
in a period of time, which would be used in following optimization
process.
We use the estimation of the number of orders to illustrate the
process. Specifically, if a target scope to be scored is inside the
restaurant’s current delivery scope, what needs to do is to count

Single Scope Scoring

After candidate delivery scopes with different radii for a single
restaurant generated, our algorithm measures their scores. Here,
1 GeoHash

is a public domain geocode system and encodes a geographic location into
a short string of letters and digits.
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the number of orders from historical data. However, for a candidate scope larger than the current one, the scoring process would
contain two stages: 1) couting the number of orders inside the
intersection between the larger scope and the current scope. In
Figure 7, the intersection part corresponds to the yellow area. 2)
For the area outside the current scope, as shown in pink belt in
the figure, regression models would be used. The two scores would
be summed to get the final estimation of the number of orders. In
our prediction part, we construct samples in the following way: for
every restaurant on our platform, we shrink its current delivery
scope into smaller ones, which we call "virtual scopes". Then we
might treat the virtual scope as the restaurant’s real scope and treat
the number of orders placed by eaters in the outside belt as the label.
By doing so, we get many samples from one restaurant. Among all
our features, some are extracted based on the spatial information
about virtual scopes and outside belts. We compare several common
regression models, such as ridge regression, random forest[11], and
XGBoost[4]. Details about metrics of these models could be found
in Section 4.2.

The average delivery time is predicted in the same way. Some
time related features are designed to feed in our model, like our
couriers’ delivery speed and average food preparation time for the
targe restaurant.

3.4

Delivery Scope Optimization

By adopting methods in Section 3.2 and 3.3 we could get candidate
delivery scopes for restaurants and some corresponding scores, like
the predicted numbers of orders and the predicted average delivery
time in a period of time. Now the problem is how to utilize all this
information to allocate each restaurant a reasonable delivery scope
in order to achieve a global optimal (or approximate) GMV (Global
Merchandise Volume) or number of orders for a station, and at
the same time, to guarantee eaters’ experience.
We formalize the problem as: for a target station, there are N
restaurants. Each restaurant has M candidate delivery scopes with
different sizes. Sn,m is used to indicate the m-th candidate delivery
scope of the n-th restaurant. O n,m and Tn,m are the predicted order
num and the average order delivery time if the n-th restaurant
adopts candidate scope Sn,m . What calls for special attention is
that we draw candidate scopes of one restaurant from small target
radii to large ones in order, so usually scope Sn,m+1 could cover
scope Sn,m . And when we predict the O n,m and Tn,m , we also force
the model to predict large scores (O n,m , Tn,m ) for large scopes. Pn ,
the average production price of the n-th restaurant, is computed
from historical data. In our system, we treat the average delivery
time in a station as the very indicator of eaters’ experience, and
T̄ is our target upper bound. We use the binary variable Cn,m to
indicate whether the m-th candidate scope should be the delivery
scope of n-th restaurant, then our problem is converted into a BIP
(Binary Integer Programming) problem:

Figure 7: Single Scope Scoring: In this picture, The yellow
scope is the current delivery scope of the restaurant in blue
marker. The larger one is the scope to be scored. We divide
the task into two parts: computing the score in the yellow
scope from historical data and predicting the score about the
pink belt. Two parts would be conflated into the final score
for the targe larger scope.

max

s.t .

N 
M


n=1 m=1
N 
M


n=1 m=1
M


m=1

(1)

O n,m Cn,m Pn
Tn,m O n,m Cn,m ≤ T̄

N 
M


O n,m Cn,m

(2)

n=1 m=1

Cn,m = 1, n ∈ {1, . . . , N }

Cn,m ∈ {0, 1}, n ∈ {1, . . . , N }, m ∈ {1, . . . , M }

(3)
(4)

The target of the BIP problem defined above is to maximize the
GMV of a station, and we could change the target into maximization
of orders by setting all Pn to be a same constant. BIP problem [3] is
a typical NP-Hard problem. Several kinds of heuristic algorithms,
such as hill climbing algorithm [13] and simulated annealing algorithm [9], could get an approximate solution efficiently. In our
system, we usually set M to be 10 (or less than 10) and the number of restaurants is less than 1k in most of our stations. So the
total number of variables Cn,m is on the order of thousands. The
exact algorithm, branch and bound algorithm, could handle the BIP
problem with such scale in seconds on our server. A branch and
bound solver is integrated in our system, and besides, we propose
a heuristic algorithm to solve our BIP problem when we prefer to
select a final delivery scope for each restaurant from more than 1k

Figure 8: Given the current delivery scope of a restaurant, we
shrink the scope border to generate smaller virtual scopes.
Here, the three purple scopes with dash line are virtual
scopes generated from a same restaurant. They correspond
to three samples in the dataset. Labels are the numbers of
orders placed by eaters in outside pink belt areas.
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candidate scopes, in which case it would take serveral minutes to
get the exact solution by using branch and bound algorithm directly
on our server. Algorithm 1 displays details of our heuristic algorithm. The approximate solution could also be used as the initial
feasible solution for the branch and bound algorithm to accelerate
the solving process. In Figure 9, we show the framework of our
delivery scope generation system, which includes the three parts
mentioned before.
Algorithm 1: Delivery Scope BIP Heuristic Search
Data: order prediction O n,m , delivery time prediction Tn,m ,
restaurant’s average production price Pn , number of
restaurants N , number of candidate scopes M, target
upper bound of average delivery time T̄ ;
Result: approximate solution of the BIP problem Cn,m
1 Function heuristicSearch(O, P, T , T̄ , N , M):
2
priority_queue ← ∅;
3
for n = 1 to N do
4
scope_idx[n] ← 1;
5
heapPush(priority_queue, O, P, T , n, 1, M)
6
end
7
bound ← getBound(O, T , T̄ , scope_idx, N, M);
8
while priority_queue not empty do
9
(priority, n) ← heapPop(priority_queue) ;
10
m ← scope_idx[n];
11
delta ← O n,m+1 (Tn,m+1 − T̄ ) − O n,m (Tn,m − T̄ );
12
new_bound ← bound + delta;
13
if new_bound ≤ 0 then
14
scope_idx[n] ← m + 1;
15
heapPush(priority_queue, O, P, T , n, m + 1, M);
16
bound ← new_bound;
17
end
18
end
19
for n = 1 to N , m = 1 to M do
20
Cn,m ← {m = scope_idx[n]}
21
end
22
return C
23 Function getBound(O, T , T̄ , scope_idx, N , M):
24
return
 N M
n=1 m=1 (Tn,m − T̄ )O n,m {m = scope_idx[n]}
25 Function heapPush(priority_queue, O, P, T , n, m, M):
26
if m+1 ≤ M then
Pn (O n,m+1 −O n,m )
27
priority ← O n,m+1
Tn,m+1 −O n,m Tn,m ;
28

29

3.5

Figure 9: Delivery Scope System Framework.
the maximum binary search range is fixed, it takes O(K) to process
all points. Navigation Route Process also needs O(K) to query
navigation route between adjacent points. Both Remove Stub and
Compression take O(K) complexity. So it would be considered to
take O(K) to generate one scope. Using the symbols in Section 3.4,
it would take O(KN M) to get all candidate delivery scopes for a
station. Our algorithm adopts XgBoost as the scope scoring method.
The tree depth, the number of stack iteration and the number of
features are fixed before the training process. That means it needs
to take O(N M) steps to get all scores for these scopes.
The scope allocation stage is a solving process of a BIP problem. To find the exact solution is a NP-Hard problem. Branch and
bound algorithm could get an exact solution, but the complexity is
relatively difficult to estimate due to its data-dependent procedures
inside. Some details about the complexity of branch and bound
algorithm could be found in [10]. Our heuristic search algorithm
could get an approximate solution in at most N M steps, so the
computational complexity of this algorithm is O(N M).
Overall, the total computational complexity of our delivery scope
generation algorithm is O(KN M) (by using our heuristic solver).
Details about the efficiency of our real-world application can be
found in Section 4.4.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we introduce our experiments on Meituan-Dianping
food delivery platform. First, we discuss some details of our online
evaluation, including experiment settings, results and the reason
why our algorithm outperforms humans. Second, we compare scope
estimation models adopted in our algorithm. Third, we show the
performance of single scope generation algorithm. And lastly, we
briefly introduce the efficiency improvement after our algorithm
deployed online.

push tuple (priority, n) into priority_queue ;
end

4.1

Online Evaluation

4.1.1 Experiment Settings. We conducted our A/B Test experiment
on the 1448 stations of 133 cities in China, which included more
than 160,000 restaurants. Specifically, stations in each city were
divided into two groups: the experimental group and the control
group randomly. Then we put all stations in experimental groups of
all cities together into the final experimental group, and all others
were combined into the final control group. For restaurants in the
experimental group, we substituted algorithm generated delivery

Computational Complexity

In the single delivery scope drawing procedure, we assign K as
the number of sampled points in initial circle. During Navigation
Distance Modification, each point steps back to proper position
with navigation distance query. Every navigation route query takes
the time of Tnavi , which could be considered as a constant. Since
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4.1.2 Online Metrics Comparison. In our real-time delivery scenario, the market size of our platform and the delivery efficiency
are the two most important aspects that we concerned. Usually,
we use GMV or the number of orders on platform to describe the
market size. In our experiments, we mainly adopt the maximization
of order number (#order ) as our target. To describe the delivery
efficiency, we use the following five metrics:
• average delivery time (t¯): The average delivery time of
orders in a period of time.
¯ The average delivery dis• average delivery distance (d):
tance of orders in a period of time.
• ontime rate (OR): The ratio of ontime orders to the whole
orders in a period of time.
• completion rate (CR): The ratio of completed orders to the
whole orders in a period of time.
• courier efficiency (CE): The average completed orders in
one day for one courier.
Table 1 shows that the new generated delivery scope could bring
about 1.68pp improvement for the number of orders compared
with the control group. At the same time, courier efficiency of experimental group was improved about 1.94pp. We can also notice
that delivery efficiency was decreased to some extent. On MeituanDianping platform, the average delivery time is about 30 minutes,
so the average delivery delay caused by algorithm in the experimental group is less than 1.2 minutes. Figure 10 shows part of
the experiment results data: in most of the experiment cities, algorithm generated scopes bring much more orders while keeping the
delivery efficiency no much worse.
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scopes for the old delivery scopes at the launch time. For restaurants
in the control group, we kept their old delivery scopes unchanged.
The order information data of restaurants two weeks before and
after the launch time in both experimental group and control group
were collected, which were used to verify the effectiveness of our
algorithm.
We record metric for results two weeks before the launch time
as Metbef and record metric for results two weeks after the launch
time as Metaf t . Then we define R Met as the changing ratio between Metaf t and Metbe f as follows:
R Met = (Metaf t − Metbef )/Metbef

<
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Figure 10: Experiment Results in Part Cities of China: In
most cities of China, algorithm generated delivery scopes
outperform the manual ones in order number with a little
tolerable experience loss.
and the straight-line distance. So manual scopes would probably
cover blocks far from restaurants. Besides, algorithm-generated
scopes include some high-demand area that could not be detected
easily. 2) The BIP model in our algorithm customizes scopes for different restaurants according to their own characteristics. Generally,
restaurants with higher conversion rate and more convenient traffic
condition could get larger scopes. Figure 11 shows three algorithmgenerated scopes with significant difference for restaurants in a
same station.

4.1.3 Why Algorithm Outperforms Humans. The reason lies in two
aspects: 1) The delivery scope generated by algorithm is better
than the manual one. Our operating staff tend to draw a restaurantcentered polygon so as to keep distances between the border points
and the restaurant location point to be similar. However, there
might be a significant difference between the navigation distance

Figure 11: Algorithm-generated scopes for restaurants in
a station: Our algorithm allocate three scopes with significantly different sizes to these restaurants, due to the variations in their conversion rates and traffic condition nearby.
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Table 1: Delivery Scope Algorithm Experiment Results in 33 Cities
Group Type
Experimental Group
Control Group

R #or der

Rt̄

12.15%
10.47%

5.79%
2.00%

Rd¯

2.02%
0.07%

∆O R

∆C R

-0.93%
-0.28%

-0.05%
-0.05%

RC E

5.42%
3.48%

Table 2: Performance of ML Methods on Order Estimation

4.2

ML method

MAE

RMSE

R2

Ridge Regression
CART
Random Forest
XgBoost*

8.29
4.08
3.65
3.07

18.0873
11.7369
8.0920
6.5218

0.5045
0.7885
0.8621
0.8813

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 12: Results of Single Delivery Scope Drawing Algorithm: (a) Initialization with Shifted Center Point (b) Navigation Distance Modification (c) Navigation Route Process
(d) Remove Stub (e) Scope Compression Process (f) Shipping
Scope Intersection (g) Merge High-Demand Areas (h) Remove Improper Location2

Performance of Delivery Scope Drawing
Algorithm

Table 3: Performance of Compression methods

In this section, we exhibit real intermediate results of the single
delivery scope drawing pipeline in our system. Figure 12 displays
them step by step from the initial circle to the final delivery scope
polygon.
4.3.1 Compression Effects. We evaluate different compression methods in our system. Good compression method of delivery scope
keeps original scope shape as much as possible and at the same
time use less storage, or points in our scenario. Base on that, we
compare the metrics, compression rate (CR) and the normalized
symmetric area difference (NSAD) between different methods.
Here, compression rate is the ratio between the number of boundary points in the compressed scope and the number of boundary
points in the original scope. We propose the normalized symmetric
area difference inspired by [6]. We denote Sor i and Scomp to the
original delivery scope and the compressed one respectively, then
the NSAD is defined as follows:
N SAD = (Area (Sor i −Scomp ) + Area (Scomp −Sor i ) )/Area Sor i

(7)

We take delivery scopes from 100 online restaurants as our evaluation dataset, and evaluate average performance of CR and NSAD
on Angle based compression method and Douglas-Peucker compression method with same hyper-parameters. Details about the
comparison can be found in Table 3. Results show that both these
2 Figures

(b)

Performance of Order Estimation

The experiments dataset is constructed from online delivery scopes
and order information. We construct the virtual scopes from our
online delivery scope according to different area proportion. In
our experiments, we make use of delivery scopes of 2 million online restaurants on Meituan-Dianping platform and data of their
corresponding orders in 30 days.
In Table 2 we list the performance of different machine learning
models on the estimation of the number of orders. XgBoost outperforms other methods in several evaluation criteria. We get a similar
conclusion from experiments on the estimation of average delivery
time.

4.3

(a)

Compression Method

CR (%)

NSAD(m 2 )

Angle
Douglas-Peucker*

66.8
41.9

0.000523
0.003

two compression methods could keep original scope shape with
little deformation, and Douglas-Peucker method could achieve a
much higher compression rate.
4.3.2 Effect of Covering High-Demand Areas. We exhibit the effect
of covering high-demand areas on order distribution heat map
by comparing the difference of delivery scopes with and without
covering high-demand areas (CHDA) module. Figure 13 shows
two generated delivery scopes of the same online restaurant. In
the red dot box, we can see the scope generated with CHDA in
(b) covers more hot regions compared with the scope generated
without CHDA in (a).

4.4

Efficiency for Operations

Before our delivery scope generation system deployed online, operating staff drew all delivery scopes in a manual way. It takes about
3 minutes to draw a delivery scope by hands on average. On our
platform, adjustment of delivery scopes is required considering the

are generated by mapbox.
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This scope generation framework has been deployed online for
several years, and it has been proven to be a successful practice on
our on-demand delivery service platform. Now, a next-generation
framework has already been built, which we would demonstrate in
the future.
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(b) Scope after CHDA Process

Figure 13: CHDA Process merges some hot blocks into the
scope generated in the previous procedures. This could increase the number of orders for the corresponding restaurant effectively.

fluctuation of our couriers’ number. Due to the large amount of partner restaurants, to draw delivery scopes or to adjust current ones
is a time-consuming task. In our delivery scope generation system,
20 servers work for scope generation jobs. A server could generate
delivery scopes for restaurants in one station in less than 10 minutes. This enables us to draw delivery scopes for all restaurants on
our platform in less than 10 hours.

5

RELATED WORK

Although delivery scope is a special concept in the senario of ondemand delivery service, our work is related to some previous
research listed below. [12] and [17] do some analysis on the relationship between the demand&supply of a store and the size of its
delivery scope, which they call "service area" or "service outlet".
In their work, they just represent a delivery scope as a circle to
simplify the problem, which is not accurate in practice. And in some
previous location-based retrieval research, authors usually focus
on how to represent locations with refined features [16] or how to
estimate the user preferences more accurately with some location
information [1]. When retrieving the locations for users, previous
location-based service also fetch all locations in the circle with
specified radius or fetch those locations based on users’ interest
without considering spatial limitation [14, 18, 19].

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new paradigm for the generation of
delivery scopes. In fact, the set of delivery scopes is an important
tool to balance the demand of eaters, the supply of restaurants and
couriers’ capacity in on-demand delivery service. In our framework,
at first, a single delivery scope generation algorithm is proposed,
which could draw delivery scopes to guarantee experience of users,
restaurants and delivery partners. Then in order to achieve a global
optimum for a bunch of restaurants, we formalize the delivery scope
selection as a binary integer programming problem. Any branch
and bound solver could be used to solve this problem to get an exact
solution. In order to solve a BIP problem in a large scale efficiently,
we propose a heuristic search algorithm to achieve an approximate
solution. Results of large scale experiments demonstrate that these
algorithm-generated delivery scopes outperform manual ones.
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ABSTRACT

1

Cross-Domain Recommendation (CDR) is an important task in
recommender systems. Information can be transferred from other
domains to target domain to boost its performance and relieve
the sparsity issue. Most of the previous work is single-target CDR
(STCDR), and some researchers recently propose to study dualtarget CDR (DTCDR). However, there are several limitations. These
works tend to capture pair-wise relations between domains. They
will need to learn much more relations if they are extended to multitarget CDR (MTCDR). Besides, previous CDR works prefer relieving
the sparsity issue by extra information or overlapping users. This
leads to a lot of pre-operations, such as feature-engineering and
finding common users. In this work, we propose a heterogeneous
graph framework for MTCDR (HeroGRAPH). First, we construct a
shared graph by collecting users and items from multiple domains.
This can obtain cross-domain information for each domain by modeling the graph only once, without any relation modeling. Second,
we relieve the sparsity by aggregating neighbors from multiple domains for a user or an item. Then, we devise a recurrent attention
to model heterogeneous neighbors for each node. This recurrent
structure can help iteratively refine the process of selecting important neighbors. Experiments on real-world datasets show that
HeroGRAPH can effectively transfer information between domains
and alleviate the sparsity issue.

Collaborative Filtering (CF) has become an effective and efficient
technique for recommender systems [13]. However, CF methods often face the sparsity issue as real-world datesets usually have a long
tail of users and items with few feedbacks. With the development
of CF, Cross-Domain Recommendation (CDR) has been proven to
be a promising method to alleviate the sparsity. It can transfer rich
information from one domain to another to boost performance.
According to different tasks, previous CDR methods can be
roughly divided into two categories, i.e., single-target CDR (STCDR)
and dual-target CDR (DTCDR). Most CDR methods belong to the
former one, which transfers the information from source domain
to target domain and not vice versa. These methods can be based
on either the feedbacks [8, 19] or the rich side information [2, 14]
to relieve the sparsity. The latter DTCDR has recently been studied.
Information from source domain and target domain is mutually
utilized to improve the performance of both domains. There are
usually two approaches to conduct dual-target modeling. The first
way is mostly founded on common users [17, 20] as they can clearly
restore information from multiple domains. The second way utilizes
mapping function [7, 9] performing as a bridge between domains.
Technically, previous works are good at STCDR and DTCDR,
but few people study the multi-target CDR (MTCDR). MTCDR is
a generalization of DTCDR. Given at least three domains along
with the features and feedbacks, the goal of MTCDR is to boost
the performance of all domains. It is a more challenging but more
general task in real systems. Previous successful DTCDR methods
[7, 20] would have some problems if they were extended to MTCDR.
First, DTCDR generally models the pairwise relations between
domains. If they directly handle n domains, there will be at least
Cn2 relations. Second, most previous works transfer information by
users. It is an indirect way to incorporate cross-domain information,
because user behaviors at multiple domains are still processed
within each domain. Maybe we can collect all behaviors to devise a
shared structure such as graph. Such a structure can directly model
within-domain and cross-domain behaviors together, because it can
acquire feedbacks from all domains as neighbors for a user or an
item.
In this work, we propose a Heterogeneous GRAPH framework
for MTCDR (HeroGRAPH). First, we collect ID information of
users and items from multiple domains and build a shared graph.
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Nodes include users and items. If a user purchases an item, there
will be an edge in this graph. Then we use information within each
domain to conduct within-domain modeling, and use the shared
graph to handle cross-domain information. Besides, we propose a
recurrent attention to aggregate neighbors from multiple domains.
Last, we combine within-domain embedding and cross-domain
embedding to compute user preference and train the model. The
main contributions are listed as follows:
• We propose to introduce a shared structure to model information from multiple domains, such as a graph. This structure
can greatly simplify the cross-modeling process.
• We propose to aggregate neighbors from all domains for
users and items to relieve the sparsity issue. Besides, we
introduce a recurrent attention to iteratively refine the aggregation.
• Experiments on real-world datasets reveal that HeroGRAPH
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and is effective in
dealing with the sparsity.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review related works including STCDR, DTCDR
and graph neural network.
Compared with single-domain recommendation, STCDR can
leverage information from source domain to improve the performance of target domain. [19] proposes a deep adaptation-based
model to boost the target domain only with ratings. [8] proposes to
use spectral convolutions to acquire high-order connectivity and
construct domain-invariant user mapping to transfer knowledge.
Other works would use text information like description [14] and
attribute information [2] to improve performance. STCDR only
aims to have a better target domain performance.
Different from STCDR, DTCDR tries to use the information from
target domain to boost the source domain. In another word, the
goal of DTCDR is mutual improvement. The concept of DTCDR is
first proposed in [20]. This work applies common users to obtain
the shared data. It needs different methods to obtain pre-trained
features. [7] also belongs to DTCDR. It utilizes an orthogonal mapping to connect two models for two domains. The two models can
be mutually connected. This work also generates an extension to
muti-target CDR but needs orthogonal matrix between every two
domains. These representative DTCDR methods only consider the
user for building connections between domains.
Graph neural network has become a rising and shining star
nowadays. With the success of GCN [6], graph methods quickly
catch the eye of researchers. In recent years, GraphSAGE achieves
great success as it can acquire inductive embedding [3]. PinSage
can be considered a successful industrial practice [18]. Other graph
methods such as GAT [15] also promote development in the field. In
recommender systems, graph methods are also outstanding. [16] applies meta-path and attention on heterogeneous graph and achieves
the state-of-the-art performance. Encouraged by those works, we
can also use graph to address problems in CDR, such as alleviating
the sparsity by aggregating neighbors.
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3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we propose a heterogeneous graph framework for
multi-target cross-domain recommendation (HeroGRAPH) and its
diagram is in Fig. 1. We first formulate the problem. Next, we collect
feedbacks for each domain and obtain within-domain embedding
for each user and item. Then we gather all feedbacks to build a
shared graph and acquire cross-domain embedding. Finally, we
compute user preference and apply Bayesian Personalized Ranking
(BPR) to train the model.

3.1

Problem Formulation

Let UA and IA be the sets of users and items respectively. The
subscript A represents domain A, and so do domain B, domain C,
and so on. Refer to u A , i A and (u A , i A ) as user ID, positive item ID,
and a positive feedback pair. In this work, we only use these IDs
and feedbacks to build model without any side information. Given
at least three domains, our target is to improve the performance of
all domains.

3.2

Within-Domain Modeling

In the first stage, we collect feedbacks and obtain within-domain
embedding for every user and item in each domain. As the only
feature we have is ID, we can easily allocate a vector as the initial
embedding for each ID. For domain A, this process can be represented as E A (·) in Fig. 1, and embeddings for u A and i A are Eu A
and Ei A , respectively.

3.3

Shared Graph and Cross-Domain Modeling

After obtaining the within-domain embedding, we need to acquire
cross-domain embedding.
By using feedbacks from all domains, we construct a heterogeneous graph illustrated in Fig. 2 and all domains will use this graph.
In real-world, one platform can provide items in many domains for
users. If we split user’s feedbacks according to domain label, we
will obtain many single-domain datasets and user interest will be
split. For example, Amazon dataset [10] has many domains, such
as Digital Music, Musical Instruments and Amazon Instant Video.
Therefore, it is reasonable to reassemble the data from different
domains to acquire better user embedding and item embedding.
The cross-domain modeling can be considered as graph modeling, abbreviated as G (·) in Fig. 1. The corresponding embeddings
for u A and i A can be represented as Gu A and G i A , respectively. We
consider obtaining Gu A as an example to explain how to fuse information from multiple domains. The basic process is conducted by
GraphSAGE [3] with max pooling. Now, suppose we have a user in
domain A whoes ID is u A , and its neighbors N (u A ) = {i A , i B , ..., i N }
are from multiple domains. Their intermediate graph embeddings
can be represented as
q = hu A
K = {h j | j ∈ N (u A )} = {hi A , hi B , ..., hi N }

V = {Ph j + p | h j ∈ K }

(1)

where q, K, V are user vector, neighbor’s vector and embeded neighbor representation obtained by a fully connected network, respectively. Then, these vectors are used to compute the cross-domain
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Figure 1: Diagram of the HeroGRAPH model. Black and red arrows between different layers represent the within-domain
modeling and cross-domain modeling, respectively. Our model gathers information from multiple domains to construct a
heterogeneous graph to transfer knowledge and boost performance of each domain.

Domain B:
Beauty

Domain A:
Clothing

Domain C:
Health

...
...
...

Domain N: ...

Users

Figure 2: Illustration of the heterogeneous graph. Users may have feedbacks in different domains, and we collect all users and
items into one graph as a shared structure. This graph is a bridge among domains. Please note that these domains are limited
to one platform, such as Facebook or Amazon.
embedding by
oV = max(V )

Gu A = ReLU(W · CONCAT (q, oV ) + w )

users during modeling, graph modeling still depends on overlapping
users to incorporate cross-domain informaion.
(2)

where oV is the aggregated neighbor representation and the final
graph embedding Gu A is a non-linear combination of q and oV .
Please not that although we no longer need to find overlapping
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Figure 3: Diagram of the recurrent attention. This attention acts as an aggregator of neighbors of a node. Attention can summarize multiple factors and our work develop a recurrent version to gradually refine this process. The recurrent operation is
conducted within node vector q and neighbor’s vector K. During each iteration, we compute the output of neighbor’s aggregation by attention weight a and embeded neighbor representation V .

3.4

Recurrent Attention for Neighbor
Aggregation

In this subsection, we propose a recurrent attention to aggregate
neighbors for each node by automatically detecting the importance
of each neighbor. The recurrent attention is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Here is the detail of our recurrent attention. First of all, the
symbols q, K, V have the same meanings explained in subsection
3.3. Then, the attention weight a is calculated between q and K by
Bahdanau Attention [1] and we can obtain a new form of oV by
oV = V · a

oK = K · a

(4)

where R is a linear mapping and q + o K is a short-cut connection.
Next, qnew acts as as new q to recalculate a.
Obviously, we can obtain multiple aggregated neighbor representations as oV ,At t −1 , oV ,At t −2 and so on, where subscript Att−1
and Att−2 means recurrent attention is conducted once and twice
respectively. In addition, we add a dropout layer to q and K to avoid
overfitting when we first get them.

3.5

Training Framework

In this subsection, we obtain user preference and train the model.
Equations are introduced based on domain A.
The positive user preference is calculated based on matrix factorization
t
x̂ui
= Eut A · EitA + Gut A · G itA
A

where x̂ut j A = Eut A · E tjA + Gut A · G tjA is negative preference based
on negative feedback pair (u A , j A ). Finally, the loss function for
domain A is
∗
ΘA
= argmin

(3)

As neighbors are from multiple domains, we expect to gradually
refine the process of obtaining attention weight a. In order to do
this, we aggregate K and update q by
qnew = R · (q + o K )

where superscript t represents a sample (u A , i A ) with a certain
timestamp. Then we apply the widely-used pair-wise Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) [11] to train the model


t
t
t
lui
(6)
j A = − ln σ x̂ui A − x̂u j A

(5)

Θ

=|u |
 t
u

t =1

λΘ
t
2
lui
j A + 2 ∥Θ∥

(7)

where |u | reprents the number of all samples of user u. The total
∗ + Θ∗ + Θ∗ + . . . and parameters are updated by
loss is Θ∗ = ΘA
B
C
Adam with default values [5].

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments, analyze the sparsity issue
and the proposed recurrent attention.

4.1

Experimental Settings

Datasets. The experiment is conducted on Amazon 5-core dataset
[10]. We choose six domains and divide them into two tasks. Each
task has three domains. The statistics of each domain are listed in
Table 1. Please note that the number of feedbacks is equal to the
number of reviews listed on the website 1 .
Evaluation Protocols. All datasets are divided into training set,
validation set and test set by time. Specifically, the time range of
validation set is between 1-Mar.-2014 and 30-Apr.-2014. The ratio
of the amount of feedbacks in three sets is approximately 8:1:1. The
performance is evaluated on test set by AUC.
1 http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon
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Table 1: Amazon dataset. We divide six domains into two tasks.
Task

Task 1
Music

Instrument

Video

Clothing

Beauty

Health

# Users
# Items
# Feedbacks

5,541
3,568
64,706

1,429
900
10.261

5,130
1,685
37,126

39,387
23,033
278,677

22,363
12,101
198,502

38,609
18,534
346,355

Baselines. Our model is compared with several baselines. (1) BPR
[11]: We choose the BPR-MF to model implicit feedback. This is a
popular and powerful single-domain method. (2) DDTCDR [7]: This
is a state-of-the-art DTCDR method and we extend it to handle three
domains. (3) GraphSAGE-pool [3]: It is a popular graph method and
we select its max pooling variant. Besides, as our proposed network
has recurrent attention, we generate three variants: HeroGRAPHAtt-1, HeroGRAPH-Att-2 and HeroGRAPH-Att-3.
In this paper, we aim to explore a novel structure for MTCDR.
Therefore, we choose widely-used matrix factorization to compute
dot product similarity for all methods rather than a learned similarity such as NeuMF [4], as it still needs to be carefully studied
[12].
Parameter Settings. Our method is implemented by Tensorflow
2.2 2 and hyper-parameters are chosen based on validation set. The
embedding size for each ID is 8. The regularization parameter λ Θ
is 0.01. As for the graph modeling, we apply a uniform sampling
used in GraphSAGE [3] to choose neighbors and the sample sizes
for first-order neighbors and second-order neighbors are 10 and 5
respectively. Correspondingly, output embedding sizes of first-layer
aggregation and second-layer aggregation are 64 and 16 respectively.
These parameters are used across all tasks in our work.

4.2

Hyperparameter Optimization

Dropout is a powerful technique to prevent overfitting. We introduce dropout layers in subsection 3.4 and take our HeroGRAPH-Att2 as an example to study different dropout rates. The performance
on validation set is illustrated in Fig. 4 and we choose the best
dropout rate as 0.2 for all tasks in our work.
The best rates for different domains may vary. On Task1, they
are 0.4, 0.2 and 0.2 for Music, Instrument and Video respectively.
On Task2, Clothing, Beauty and Health have best rates as 0.1, 0.4
and 0.3 respectively. Although best rates vary among domains, we
choose the best from a global perspective rather than selecting
domain-specific best rates. This strategy will affect performance
but reduce the amount of parameters.

4.3

Task 2

Domain

Performance Comparison

The overall performance is listed in Table 2. From an overall point
of view, our HeroGRAPH gains the best performance. It achieves
significant improvement on task 1, while the performance on task
2 is not big.
On task 1, HeroGRAPH performs good on all three domains.
On task 2, we find that some methods are comparative, especially
BPR gains best performance on domain Beauty. There are several
2 https://github.com/cuiqiang1990/HeroGRAPH

reasons for this phenomenon. First, three domains of task 2 have
much more data than that of task 1. The larger the amount of data,
the easier it is to learn a good expression. In this case, the singledomain method can achieve good results and will not be affected by
data from other domains. Therefore, it will be difficult to improve
on such domains. Second, we treat multiple domains as a whole and
use the global optimal hyperparameters. This will cause our model
to be unable to achieve optimal performance on each domain. In
this unfavorable situation, our model still obtains good results on
domain Clothing and Health, which shows the effectiveness of our
model.

4.4

Analysis of Sparsity Issue

In this subsection, we analyze the sparsity issue. First we choose a
sparse set from the whole test set. We calculate number of occurrence per item in test set and items with no more than 5 feedbacks
makes up a sparse set. We count the total numbers of feedbacks of
sparse set and test set and divide them to obtain a proportion. The
higher the proportion, the more serious the sparsity issue. Statistics
and experimental results are listed in Table 3.
On tasks 1 and 2, our model can achieve great improvement
if that domain has a high proportion of sparse items. If there are
fewer sparse items, such as in domain Video, Beauty and Health,
our HeroGRAPH is not good enough because of the global optimal
hyperparameters. This means that by modeling neighbors for users
and items, our model can help relieve the sparsity issue.

4.5

Analysis of Recurrent Attention

The analysis of recurrent attention is based on Tables 2 and 3 as
our variants are listed in the last three lines of each table. Generally
speaking, Att-2 is better than Att-1 and Att-3, and it is also better
than GraphSAGE. This means that attention may be more useful
and recurrent attention can reduce the variance of data. On the
other hand, Att-2 performs comparable with Att-1 on task 2. Nearly
all values of Att-3 are smaller than that of Att-2. We can conclude
that if we have too many iterations, our model may get overfiting.
Therefore, we do not perform more iterations.

5

CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a heterogeneous graph framework for
multi-target cross-domain recommendation (HeroGRAPH). This
is a challenging but promising task. We fistly propose to use a
shared structure to model information from all the domains such as
a graph. Then we propose a recurrent attention to gradually refine
the process of neighbor aggregation to relieve the sparsity issue.
Experiments show the effectiveness of our model.
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(a) Task1

(b) Task2

Figure 4: Performance of HeroGRAPH-Att-2 on validation set with different dropout rates.
Table 2: Performance comparison of baselines and our models.
Task

Task 1

Domain
Evaluation on test set

Task 2

Music

Instrument
AUC (%)

Video

Clothing

Beauty
AUC (%)

Health

Baselines

BPR [11]
DDTCDR [7]
GraphSAGE-pool [3]

65.36
65.21
65.50

51.15
53.46
59.10

67.20
67.40
71.30

53.84
52.50
53.17

59.13
57.97
58.59

59.68
60.23
60.04

Our HeroGRAPH

HeroGRAPH-Att-1
HeroGRAPH-Att-2
HeroGRAPH-Att-3

66.52
67.98
66.38

60.14
62.56
62.56

71.20
73.80
68.80

52.84
54.73
51.95

58.40
58.18
57.23

60.26
60.21
58.63

Table 3: Performance comparison on sparse set. Items in sparse set appear no more than 5 times in test set.
Task - sparse
Domain
Number of feedbacks
in test set

whole set
sparse set
proportion

Task 1 - sparse

Task 2 - sparse

Music

Instrument

Video

Clothing

Beauty

Health

687
634
92.28%

868
647
74.53%

4,988
1,685
33.78%

36,002
23,266
64.62%

23,389
11,363
48.58%

41,622
18,324
44.02%

Evaluation on sparse set

AUC (%)

AUC (%)

Baselines

BPR [11]
DDTCDR [7]
GraphSAGE-pool [3]

64.51
67.04
66.26

51.62
51.93
54.56

63.32
60.50
61.40

52.64
52.03
52.74

55.25
54.69
55.51

52.85
53.78
53.49

Our HeroGRAPH

HeroGRAPH-Att-1
HeroGRAPH-Att-2
HeroGRAPH-Att-2

66.25
68.30
67.67

56.72
57.34
58.73

63.20
60.90
59.30

52.11
53.26
51.84

54.79
53.88
53.17

53.57
53.75
52.18

In the future, we will explore other shared structures such as
knowledge graph and try to incorporate user profile or item attribute information. Besides, it is promising to add weights to different preferences within one domain, and to weigh losses between
multiple domains. Homoscedastic uncertainty may be a good strategy to investigate weight that can be automatically updated during
training.
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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

A goal-oriented visual dialogue involves multi-turn interactions
between two agents, Questioner and Oracle. During which, the answer given by Oracle is of great significance, as it provides golden
response to what Questioner concerns. Based on the answer, Questioner updates its belief on target visual content and further raises
another question. Notably, different answers drive into different
visual beliefs and future questions. However, existing methods always indiscriminately encode answers after much longer questions,
resulting in a weak utilization of answers. In this paper, we propose
an Answer-Driven Visual State Estimator (ADVSE) to impose the
effects of different answers on visual states. First, we propose an
Answer-Driven Focusing Attention (ADFA) to capture the answerdriven effect on visual attention by sharpening question-related
attention and adjusting it by answer-based logical operation at
each turn. Then based on the focusing attention, we get the visual
state estimation by Conditional Visual Information Fusion (CVIF),
where overall information and difference information are fused
conditioning on the question-answer state. We evaluate the proposed ADVSE to both question generator and guesser tasks on the
large-scale GuessWhat?! dataset and achieve the state-of-the-art
performances on both tasks. The qualitative results indicate that the
ADVSE boosts the agent to generate highly efficient questions and
obtains reliable visual attentions during the reasonable question
generation and guess processes.

Goal-Oriented Visual Dialogue; Attention Mechanism; Visual State
Estimation

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Computer vision tasks; Discourse,
dialogue and pragmatics; Natural language generation; Computer
vision representations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Goal-oriented Visual Dialogue, which means conducting multi-turn
visual-grounded conversations with specific goals, is a comparatively new vision-language task while has attracted increased interests for its research significance and application prospect. As
test-beds, image guessing tasks such as Guess-What [6] and GuessWhich [5], i.e. two-player games between Questioner and Oracle
to retrieve visual content through dialogue, are proposed. In each
round of the dialogue, the Questioner raises a visual-grounded
question and gets respond from the Oracle (who predefines the
visual target). After several rounds, Questioner is expected to make
a right guess at the visual target.
To conduct goal-oriented and vision-coherent dialogue, the AI
agent should be able to learn a visual sensitive multimodal representation of the dialogue as well as a dialogue policy. Many works have
been done on policy-learning. As Strub et al. [22] first introduce
Reinforcement Learning (RL) to explore the dialogue strategy, later
works take efforts on reward design [20, 26] or action selection
[1, 2]. However, most of them employ a simple way to represent
the multimodal dialogue by concatenating the two separately encoded modalities, i.e. language feature encoded by Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) and vision feature encoded by pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). To improve the multimodal
dialogue representation, various attention mechanisms have been
proposed [7, 25, 28], where multimodal interactions are enhanced
consequently. Although progresses have been made, unresolved
issues still exist.
Firstly, none of the existing representation methods can distinguish among different answers in the dialogue history. The answer
is always encoded right after the question without distinction. Since
answer is usually a word of yes or no while question contains a
longer word string, the effect of answer is relatively weak. However, in fact, answer largely determines the subsequent concerned
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round 1

Is it vase?
Yes.
round 2

Is it partially visible?

to build both Question Generator and Guesser for GuessWhat?!,
where the specific goal is to discover an undisclosed object in a rich
image scene. Experimental results show that both of them achieve
state-of-the-art performances.
To conclude, our main contributions are as follows.
• First, we propose an Answer-Driven Visual State Estimator
(ADVSE) to capture the influence of different answers in
goal-oriented visual dialogue.
• Second, we apply the ADVSE to question generation and
guess tasks on the large-scale GuessWhat?! dataset and
achieve state-of-the-art performances on both tasks.
• Third, the qualitative results indicate that our ADVSE not
only boosts the agent to generate highly efficient questions
but also presents reliable visual attention during the reasonable question generation and guess processes.

No.
round 3

Is it partially in red?
No.
round 4

Is it the turquoise
and purple one?
Yes.

Figure 1: An example of discovering object in a image
through dialogue. In which, answer largely determines
the subsequent concerned visual information and question.
Driven by successive questions and answers, the range of potential objects (highlighted in blue) shrinks and finally focuses on the target one (in green box).

visual information and question. As the object-discovery example
in Figure 1, when the answer to the first question "Is it a vase?"
is "yes", the questioner continues to pay attention to the vase and
asks questions about the features that can best distinguish multiple
vases; when the answer to the third question "Is it partially in red?"
is "no", the questioner no longer pays attention to the vase in red
and instead asks questions about the remaining candidates.
Secondly, the image in previous works is either encoded as a
static embedding or attended by the dialogue history, which can
hardly capture the influence of different answer on visual information. As mentioned above, different answer results in different
concern changes on visual content. Generally, when answer is yes,
we will focus on the question-related content for more detailed distinctive information within the confirmed candidates; when answer
is no, we need to pay attention to the global area to find new possible candidates. Thus, a proper visual representation should have
access to not only the global visual information but also the detailed
distinctive information among candidates. Which kind of information is more important is dependent on the current question-answer
(QA) state.
To address the above two issues, we propose an Answer-Driven
Visual State Estimator (ADVSE), where the visual state is the QAdriven visual information dynamically updated through a dialogue.
We formulate the ADVSE process in two steps. We firstly estimate the visual attention with Answer-Driven Focusing Attention
(ADFA) and then accordingly estimate the visual state by Conditional Visual Information Fusion (CVIF). ADFA first uses a proposed
sharpening operation to polarize the question-guided attention at
current round, then inverts or maintains the attention based on
different answers, and subsequently accumulates it in the final attention state. The effect of answer on the visual attention state is
strengthened in this way. CVIF fuses overall information of the
image and the difference information of the current focused candidate from other candidates under the guidance of the current
QA, thus obtaining the estimated visual state. We apply ADVSE

2

RELATED WORKS

Goal-oriented dialogue requires the agent to complete a related
task with a clear goal through multiturn conversations. Although
goal-oriented spoken and text-based dialogues have been studied in
Natural Language Processing committee for years [4, 15, 24], goaloriented visual dialogue extends the setting to vision domain and
is a relatively new and challenging field. Representatively, GuessWhat?! [6] aims to identify a predefined object in a real-world image
through dialogue and GuessWhich [5] is to figure out the referring
image among various images. There are typically two dialogue
agents, a Questioner and an Oracle, communicating together while
the Questioner asks questions to figure out the undisclosed target
and the Oracle, who predefines the target, responds accordingly.
Question Generation is a core task in goal-oriented visual dialogue. De Vries et al. [6] first proposed a supervised model, where
they extended the Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder Decoder (HRED)
[17] by introducing the visual information, which is the image’s
FC8 feature obtained from a pre-trained VGG [21]. After that, various researches focused on dialogue policy learning. Strub et al.
[22] introduced Reinforcement Learning (RL) to explore different
dialogue strategy, which regarded question generation as a Markov
Decision Process and used whether enabling a right guess as the
reward function. Zhao et al. [27] proposed a Temperature Policy
Gradient method to make balance of exploration and exploitation
while selecting words. Zhang et al. [26] designed a fine-grained
reward mechanism based on the information provided by Oracle
and Guesser. Some researchers explored the use of information
uncertainty or changes to generate valuable questions [2, 11, 20].
In these methods, the multimodal dialogue is encoded in the
simplest way, where the CNN-encoded static image embedding is
concatenated with the RNN-encoded changing dialogue history
embedding to serve as the multimodal representation. However,
encoding image as a static embedding is irrational, for the concerned
image content changes as the dialogue progresses. Other than the
simplest method, some attention-based methods are proposed to
model the interaction between dialogue and image, computing
dynamic visual information through dialogue. In PLAN network
[28], the dialogue history embedding is jointly used with the image
embedding to compute the attention on different regions, making it
possible to provide dynamic visual information at each round. Deng

论文

et al. [7] proposed Accumulated Attention (A-ATT) mechanism
that consists of three kinds of attention (query attention, image
attention and objects attention), where the image is attended under
the joint effect of dialogue history and object feature. Yang et al. [25]
proposed a History-Aware Co-attention Network which includes
two co-attention module, feature-wise co-attention module and
element-wise co-attention module, while both of the attention are
computed under the guidance of question and history feature.
As we can see, none of the existing methods give special consideration to the effect of different answers. Most of the previous
works weaken answers’ effect by indiscriminately encoding the
much shorter answers with a dialogue history encoder. On the contrary, the proposed Answer-Driven Visual State Estimator (ADVSE)
explicitly exploits different answers in different ways to update the
visual attention at each step and further fuses two types of visual
information conditioning on different QA-state.

3

ANSWER-DRIVEN VISUAL STATE
ESTIMATOR

3.2

ADFA-ASU

𝑡𝑡 = [𝑄𝑄
𝑡𝑡1 ; 𝑄𝑄
𝑡𝑡2 ],
𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 )𝑇𝑇 ⊙ 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 , 𝑄𝑄
𝑄𝑄
𝑞𝑞
𝑡𝑡 ⊙ 𝑊𝑊 𝑞𝑞 𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = 𝑊𝑊𝑄𝑄 𝑄𝑄
𝐼𝐼

Visual feature. Given the input image I, Faster-RCNN [16] is used
to encode the image information. According to the static features
provided by bottom-up attention [3], the image representation is
obtained:
𝐼𝐼 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖),

(1)

of which, top-K region proposals are selected from each image.
Here, K is simply fixed as 36, i.e. 𝐼𝐼 = {𝑖𝑖 1, 𝑖𝑖 2, . . . , 𝑖𝑖 36 } ∈ 𝑅𝑅 36×2048 .
Language feature. Given the t rounds dialogue history 𝐻𝐻 =
{(𝑞𝑞 1, 𝑎𝑎 1 ), . . . , (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 )}, where 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 is the t-th round question and 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡
is the t-th round answer, a 2-layer GRU is applied to encode the
dialogue. In concrete, the t-th round question 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 , which includes m
𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞
words and whose word embeddings are {𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑡1 , . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 }, is encoded
by 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑤𝑤 :
𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞

ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑤𝑤 (𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 ).

(2)

𝑞𝑞

We use the last hidden state 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 = ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 as the representation of
the question.
Similarly, the representation of current answer 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 can be obtained. By feeding 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 and 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 to the upper layer 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑐𝑐 , the representation of t-th round dialogue history 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 is obtained:
𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑐𝑐 ([𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 ; 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 ], 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 −1 ).

(3)

(6)

𝑞𝑞 𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ) =

Encoders

(5)

𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑊𝑊𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 + 𝑔𝑔).
(7)
In order to extract the important information within a question,
a 2-glimpse attention is utilized to extract the current question
𝑡𝑡 as in Eq. 4-5. The textual question feature and visual
feature 𝑄𝑄
feature is then fused by Hadamard Product (Eq. 6). To enable endto-end training with the subsequent discrete decision, we introduce
Gumbel-Softmax sampler [8] as well as the Gumbel-Softmax training trick [9, 12] to compute the attention distribution as in Eq. 7. In
concrete, we add 𝑔𝑔 (i.i.d. samples from Gumbel distribution) before
the softmax activation during the training stage.
𝑞𝑞
Step 2, polarize the 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 by a sharpening operation as shown in
Eq. 8-9 to figure out the question-correlated objects:
𝑞𝑞

3.1
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During the visual dialogue process, the attention state to the image
dynamically updates, driven by the dialogue history and the current
QA. In this section, we formulate the attention updating process
by the proposed ADFA-ASU. At t-th round, the attention state
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 is updated by two parts: current QA caused Answer-Driven
𝑞𝑞
Focusing Attention (ADFA) 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 and history guided attention 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑡𝑡 .
𝑞𝑞
The concrete modeling of 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 and 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑡𝑡 are described below:
Firstly, in Answer-Driven Focusing Attention (ADFA), the cur𝑞𝑞
rent turn QA-guided focusing attention state 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 is modeled by
the following four steps:
𝑞𝑞
Step 1, calculate the question-guided image attention 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 according to Eq. 4-7:
𝑞𝑞
(4)
𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 = {ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 }𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 ,

𝑞𝑞

This section introduces the proposed Answer-Driven Visual State
Estimator (ADVSE). As in Figure 2, the estimator contains three
parts, which are Encoders, ADFA-based Attention State Update
(ADFA-ASU) and Conditional Visual Information Fusion (CVIF).
In the Encoders, visual information and language information
are encoded separately. The ADFA-ASU estimates the visual attention while greatly considering the answer-driven effect with the
proposed ADFA. Based on the estimated visual attention, the CVIF
estimates the visual state by fusing the attended object overall information and the attended object difference information conditioning
on the current QA state. They are introduced in detail below.

<



𝑞𝑞

𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 )
𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ) − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 )

,

(8)

𝑞𝑞
𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )

> 𝛾𝛾𝛾
(9)
0,
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
The attention sharpening operation project the attention weight
𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞
of each block 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ∈ (0, 1) into a binary value 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) ∈ {0, 1}.
𝑞𝑞

𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) =

1,

𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞

It first applies the max-min normalization to 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 and gets 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 )
(Eq. 8), then filters the normalized attention by a threshold 𝛾𝛾 (i.e. a
𝑞𝑞
hyperparameter) to get the polarized value 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) (Eq. 9), which
represents whether the object 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 correlates to what 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 asks.
𝑞𝑞
Step 3, based on 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ), the answer to 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 is used to determine
𝑞𝑞
the direction of the attention mask 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 as shown in Eq. 10:
𝑞𝑞
𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡







𝑞𝑞

𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ),

= 1 − 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 ),



1,


𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 == 𝑌𝑌 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌
𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 == 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

(10)

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑞𝑞

If the answer is “yes”, the attention mask is 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ), which means
the agent will hold attention on the currently concerned objects.
The agent will keep paying close attention to the objects with the
𝑃𝑃 (.) of 1 and keep paying no attention to those objects with the
𝑞𝑞
𝑃𝑃 (.) of 0. If the answer is “no”, the attention mask is 1 − 𝑃𝑃 (𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ),
which means the attentions on objects is going to be reversed. The
agent will transfer its attentions to other objects whose 𝑃𝑃 (.) is 0 and
no longer concern the objects whose 𝑃𝑃 (.) is 1 as they are denied
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Figure 2: Block Diagram of the proposed Answer-Driven Visual State Estimator (ADVSE).
𝑞𝑞

by the Oracle. Otherwise, if the answer is "N/A", the 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 will be
𝑞𝑞
kept unchanged, which is achieved by letting the elements in 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡
be 1 for all candidates. In this way, the answer plays a key role on
forming the subsequent visual attention and therefore affects the
visual state.
Step 4, after calculating the influence of current round of ques𝑞𝑞
tion and answer, we update the focusing attention state 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 . The
𝑞𝑞
obtained attention mask 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 is applied on the previous attention
state 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 −1 by a Hadamard Product, and is then normalized. A
learnable parameter 𝜏𝜏 and masked softmax are utilized to adjust
𝑞𝑞
the updated 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 as shown in Eq. 11:
𝑞𝑞

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 ⊙ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 −1 )
).
(11)
𝜏𝜏
Secondly, the history guided attention is calculated as follows:
𝑞𝑞

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ

= 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑊𝑊𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻 (𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡

⊙ 𝑊𝑊𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻 𝐼𝐼 )).

(12)
𝑞𝑞

Finally, we get the estimated attention state 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 by adding 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡
and 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑡𝑡 :
𝑞𝑞

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ℎ𝑡𝑡 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡

(13)

The attention state is dynamically updated and gradually focused
in this way as successive QA pair generates.

3.3

CVIF

In CVIF, we firstly compute the attended difference information
𝑡𝑡 and the attended overall information 𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 based on the atten𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
tion state estimated in ADFA-ASU. Finally, we fuse the two types
of visual information conditioning on the current QA to obtain the
current visual state estimation 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 .
First, the difference information between the mostly focused
object and others is achieved in two steps as follows:
Step 1, select the mostly focused object 𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 according to
the 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 :
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 ).

(14)

Step 2, compute the difference between 𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 and other object, and then get the focused difference information guided by 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 ,
as described by the following formulas:
𝑡𝑡
= {𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑖𝑖 𝑗𝑗 }𝑁𝑁
𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑗𝑗=1 ,

(15)

𝑡𝑡
𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
= 𝐼𝐼 ⊗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 .

(17)

𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
= 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
⊗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 .
Then, the overall feature is calculated by:

(16)

𝑡𝑡 and 𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 are fused conditioning on current QA-pair.
Finally, 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
The QA pair is first encoded as shown in Eq. 18, and then normalized
by softmax to obtain the conditioning factor 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 as shown in Eq. 19.
Then the estimated visual state 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 is obtained by weighted summing
𝑡𝑡 and 𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡 with the factor 𝜆𝜆 , as shown in Eq. 20.
the 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑡𝑡
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝

(18)

(𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 , 1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 ) = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 ),

(19)

ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑝𝑝 (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 , ℎ 0 ), 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑝𝑝 (ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ),

𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 = 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 ⊙ 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
+ (1 − 𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 ) ⊙ 𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
.
(20)
Visual state estimation is a soft fusion of difference information
and overall information conditioned on current QA-pair, which
strengthens again the influence of current answer.

4

USING ADVSE FOR QGEN AND GUESSER

ADVSE is a general framework for goal-oriented visual dialogue. In
this section, we apply it to model the Question Generator (QGen)
and Guesser in GuessWhat?! game. We firstly combine the ADVSE
with an ordinary hierarchical history encoder to get the multimodal
dialogue representation:
𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑊𝑊 𝑓𝑓 [𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 ; 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 ]).

(21)

In which, 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 is the encoding of dialogue history (as in Eq. 3) and
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 is the visual state estimated by ADVSE (as in Eq. 20). They are
concatenated and then projected by an MLP to get the multimodal
dialogue representation 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 .
On the basis of 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 , the ADVSE-QGen and ADVSE-Guesser are
introduced as follows.
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Figure 3: Using ADVSE for QGen and Guesser.

4.1

ADVSE-QGen Model

In the process of visual dialogue, given image I, dialogue history
𝐻𝐻 = {(𝑞𝑞 1, 𝑎𝑎 1 ), . . . , (𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 , 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 )}, the QGen model needs to generate new
𝑡𝑡 +1 ), so as to get more informaquestion 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 +1 = (𝑤𝑤 0𝑡𝑡 +1, 𝑤𝑤 1𝑡𝑡 +1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚
tion of the target object. As shown in Figure 3(a), the ADVSE-QGen
Model is mainly modeled by ADVSE, HRED and a decoder.
Specifically, after ADVSE-based multimodal representation 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 is
obtained, the decoder takes 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 as the initial incentive:
(22)

𝑡𝑡𝑡0
= 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 .
ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

The decoder is a single-layer GRU. The word vector is concatenated with the visual state estimation 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 and the previous state,
then used as the input at current state to predict the next word:
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1
𝑡𝑡 +1
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 +1 = 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑 ( [𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖−
1 ; 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 ], ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ).
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EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the models on the GuessWhat?! dataset, which has
155,281 dialogues based on 66,537 images, containing 134,074 different objects. There are 821,955 question-answer pairs in the dataset
while the vocabulary size is 4900. We use standard dataset split
(train set, validate set, test set).
In this section, we firstly report experimental results of ADVSEQGen and ADVSE-Guesser respectively. We introduce the training
details and evaluation metric, make comparisons with the stateof-the-art models and provide qualitative results. To verify the
contribution of each component under different tasks, we conduct
ablation study on both ADVSE-QGen and ADVSE-Guesser. Further,
we report the experimental results of jointly using ADVSE-QGen
and ADVSE-Guesser. The codes of our models are available at
https://github.com/zipengxuc/ADVSE-GuessWhat.

(a) ADVSE-QGen

H

<

ADVSE-QGen

5.1.1 Training Details. The QGen model is firstly trained in supervised way, and then trained by reinforcement learning.
In supervised learning, we minimized the negative likelihood
loss. We use Adam [10] with an initial learning rate of 1e-3, a batch
size of 64 to train the QGen model for 20 epochs. Learning rate is
decayed by 0.9 per epoch. The hyperparameter 𝛾𝛾 in Sharpening
Operation is set as 0.7.
Further, we train the model using the same reinforcement learning method as the baseline model [22], where the QGen is modeled
as a Markov Decision Process and uses the 0-1 reward that depends
on whether a right guess can be made. We use Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) to train the model for 500 epochs with a learning
rate of 1e-3 and a batch size of 64. We set the maximum round T =
8, the maximum length of each sentence m = 12. We use the same
standard Oracle and Guesser as [22] while the trained benchmark
Oracle and Guesser’s errors on the test set are 21.9% and 35.9%,
respectively.

(23)

5.1.2 Evaluation Metric and Comparison Models. Following existing studies (such as [6]), we use the game success rate as the
evaluation metric and evaluate in 3 generating way (i.e., sampling,
greedy, and beam search (beam size=20)) by 2 test settings, i.e. New
4.2 ADVSE-Guesser Model
Object (games with seen images in train set but randomly sampled
With image I and completed dialogue history 𝐻𝐻 = {(𝑞𝑞 1, 𝑎𝑎 1 ), . . . , (𝑞𝑞𝑇𝑇 , 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 )} new target) and New Image (games with unseen images in test set).
∗
in hands, a Guesser is expected to select the target object 𝑜𝑜 from
We make comparisons in supervised training fashion and adthe candidates 𝑂𝑂 = {𝑜𝑜 1, 𝑜𝑜 2, . . . , 𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛 } while it has access to the spatial
vanced training fashion (includes reinforcement learning and coinformation 𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 and the category information 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 in addition. The
operative learning) respectively. The 3 supervised models are: the
ADVSE-Guess Model is mainly modeled by ADVSE, HRED and a
baseline SL [6], the DM [18] and the current state-of-the-art model
classifier as shown in Figure 3(b).
VDST-SL [13]; 9 advanced training models are: baseline RL [22],
The classifier first encodes the object representation 𝑟𝑟𝑂𝑂 from its
GDSE-C [19], TPG [27], VQG [26], ISM [1], Bayesian [2], RIG as
category and spatial information as in Eq. 24, which is the same as
rewards (RIG-1), RIG as a loss with 0-1 rewards (RIG-2) [20] and
the previous models [22].
the current state-of-the-art model VDST-RL [13].

When stop token appears, the generation ends.

𝑟𝑟𝑂𝑂 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜1 [𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂 ; 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 ])).

(24)

Then, softmax function is applied on the dot product between
𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 and 𝑟𝑟𝑂𝑂 to get the probability distribution. At last, the one with
the maximum probability is selected:
′

𝑜𝑜 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 𝑟𝑟𝑂𝑂 )).

(25)

5.1.3 Quantitative Results. Table 1 shows the comparisons among
models in supervised learning and reinforcement learning, respectively. To be fair, all models in comparisons use the standard Oracle
and Guesser model in this part.
Supervised learning. As in the upper part of Table 1, our
ADVSE-QGen achieves the best performance. With the standard
Guesser [22], the model achieves the success rate of 50.66% on New
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Table 1: A comparison results of QGen on the task success rate evaluated by two types of Guesser, i.e. the standard Guesser[22]
and the proposed ADVSE-Guesser. The upper part shows the results in SL while the bottom part shows the results in RL.
Approach
Guesser[22]
ADVSE-Guesser

Guesser[22]

ADVSE-Guesser

SL
DM
VDST-SL
ADVSE-QGen
ADVSE-QGen

Sampling
41.6
45.02
47.55
48.01

RL
VQG
Bayesian
GDSE-C
ISM
TPG
RIG-1
RIG-2
VDST-RL
ADVSE-QGen
ADVSE-QGen

62.8
63.2
61.4
65.20
67.19
69.51
71.26
72.38

(%)New object
Greedy Beam-search
43.5
47.1
49.49
50.66
47.47
54.06
50.66
58.2
63.6
62.1
64.2
63.00
63.19
70.55
72.73
73.59

object and 47.03% on New game, exceeding the state-of-the-art
model VDST-SL in all settings.
Reinforcement learning. As can be seen in Table 1 (lower
part), the success rate of our ADVSE-QGen is significantly better
than the previous methods in any case. Even though we use a simple 0-1 reward, compared with other models that use more finely
designed rewards, we still achieve better performance. For example,
our model achieves 9.08 points of improvement on New game compared to the VQG model, which designs three fine-grained rewards.
Compared with the RIG-1 model that uses informative reward, our
model achieves a higher success rate of 5.82 points on New game
and 7.53 points on New object. Compared with the current state-ofthe-art model VDST-RL, we have improved the success rate in all
aspects, gaining an absolute advantage of 2.15 points on New game.
In summary, using the benchmark Guesser [22] as the training
environment, our model has achieved a maximum success rate of
72.73% on New object and 69.88% on New game, and achieves the
new state of the art.
5.1.4 Qualitative Results. Figure 4 shows a visualized example of
the question generation process and the changing of visual attention
state (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 ) in our model. In each subgraph, the blue box annotates
the target object; the red, orange and yellow boxes annotate the
candidates with the top-3 largest attention weights at current round.
As we can see, at the beginning of the conversation (round 1), the
agent asks the "Is it a person?". After getting the answer of "no", the
attention shifts to the non-persons and asks, "Is it a truck?" (round
2). The Agent keeps on asking new objects until a positive answer
to “Is it a car?” is received, the attention is then focused on the
differences among various cars, such as position, e.g. “Is it in front?”
is raised (round 4). Driven by following QA pairs, the attention state
gradually focuses to the target object that is the more front-end car
in the picture (round 8). It can be seen that the questions generated
in each round are highly related to the current interested visual

53.9
63.9
63.6
63.08
62.57
71.03
72.24
73.73

Best
47.1
49.49
50.66
54.06

Sampling
39.2
44.24
44.75
46.32

62.8
63.9
63.6
63.3
64.2
65.20
67.19
71.03
72.73
73.73

60.8
59.8
59.0
64.06
65.79
66.76
68.82
70.61

(%)New game
Greedy Beam-Search
40.8
44.6
45.94
47.03
44.70
50.94
47.89
56.3
60.7
59.8
62.1
59.00
61.18
67.73
69.88
71.10

round 1
Is it a person?

60.8
60.8
60.6
60.7
62.1
62.6
64.06
65.79
67.73
69.88
71.27

round 2
no

Is it a person?
Is it a truck?

no
no
yes
no

Is it a person?
Is it a truck?
Is it a car?
Is it in front?
Is it in left?
Is it in right?
Is it front one?
Is it 1st front one?

no
no

round 8

round 4
Is it a person?
Is it a truck?
Is it a car?
Is it in front?

52.0
60.8
60.6
60.21
59.79
67.52
69.88
71.27

Best
44.6
42.19
45.94
47.03
50.94

no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no

Figure 4: Illustration for the process of question generation.

content, and the attention state changes according to the acquired
answer. These phenomena fit well with the designed mechanisms.
Figure 5 gives additional dialogue examples generated by ADVSEQGen under different training settings. As can be seen, the generated questions are highly related to the image. As the first example

论文

Is it a person?
Is it the person holding
the broad?
Is it the person in the
background?
Is it the person wearing
white?
Is it the person wearing
a white shirt?
success√

Is it a person?
Is it the man in the
foreground?
Is it the man in the
middle of the screen?
Is it all of the man that
we can see?
Is it all of that man?

yes
no
yes
yes
no

yes
no
yes
yes

Is it furniture?
Is it on the table?
Is it the tv?
The whole thing?
The whole thing?

<
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no
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
success√

success√

(a) Generated dialogue samples of the ADVSE-QGen trained by Supervised Learning.
Is it a person?
Is it a phone?
Is it in front?
Is it in left?
Is it 1st left one?
Is it middle one?
Is it left one?
Is it 1st front one?
success√

Is it a bed?
Is it a chair?
Is it in front?
Is it in left?
Is it 1st front one?
Is it front one?
Is it top one?
Is it middle one?
success√

no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

Is it a person?
Is it a bat?
Is it in front?
Is it in left?
Is it 1st left one?
Is it front one?
Is it top one?
Is it top one?
success√

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

(b) Generated dialogue examples of ADVSE-QGen trained by Reinforcement Learning with the standard Guesser.
Is a furniture?
Is a bed?
Is a chair?
Is a table?
On the left?
On the right?
In the front?
In the middle?
success√

yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no

Is a person?
Is a truck?
Is a sheep?
On the left?
On the right?
In the middle?
In the front?
On the top?
success√

no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no

Is a person?
Is a furniture?
Is a plant?
Is a glass?
On the left?
On the right?
In the front?
In the middle?
success√

no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no

(c) Generated dialogue examples of the ADVSE-QGen trained by Reinforcement Learning with the ADVSE-Guesser.

Figure 5: Generated dialogue examples of the ADVSE-QGen under different training settings. The target is annotated in red.
Table 2: Results of ablation study on QGen.

ADVSE-QGen
w/o SO
w/o ADFA
w/o CVIF

(%)SL
New
New
object game

(%)RL
New
New
object game

50.66
48.05
47.69
47.77

72.73
72.04
70.48
70.90

47.03
45.93
45.21
45.68

69.88
68.96
68.20
68.40

in Figure 5(a), the agent raises detailed questions, such as "Is it the
person holding the board?" and "Is it the person wearing white?", that
describe the distinctive object feature comprehensively. Also, the
ADVSE-based agents seem to follow some specific strategies. Notably, positive answers always bring about more detailed questions
while negative answers lead to questions about the non-excluded
objects. Moreover, the model is able to generate questions in a finegrained differential style, such as "Is it the 1st front one?", which is
very efficient for achieving goals.
5.1.5 Ablation Study. We evaluate the individual contribution of
the following components: 1) SO: we remove the Sharpening Operation (SO) in ADFA so that the question-guided attention is directly
adjusted by the answer without polarizing afore; 2) ADFA: we remove the whole part of ADFA so that the attention is merely guided
by history; 3) CVIF: we remove the whole part of CVIF so that only
overall visual information can be used. We conduct the ablation
study with the standard Oracle and Guesser.
As in Table 2, the result is showed in two training fashions, Supervised Learning (SL) and Reinforcement Learning (RL). It can be

seen that without ADFA and CVIF, the performance of QGen model
drops significantly, demonstrating their substantial contribution to
goal-oriented visual question generation. Besides, the Sharpening
Operation (SO) is validated to be an effective step in ADFA.

5.2

Guesser

5.2.1 Training Details. Guesser is trained in supervised way and is
optimized by minimizing the negative likelihood loss. We use the
Adam [10] optimizer to train the Guesser model for 20 epochs with
a learning rate of 1e-3, a batch size of 64. Learning rate is decayed
by 0.9 per epoch. The hyperparameter 𝛾𝛾 in Sharpening Operation
in ADFA is set as 0.7.
5.2.2 Evaluation Metric and Comparison Models. Guesser model
is evaluated by classification error rate. The 2 baseline models [6]:
HRED, HRED-VGG, 3 attention-based models PLAN [28], A-ATT
[7], HACAN [25], and 2 Feature-wise Linear Modulation (FiLM)
models: single-hop FiLM [14], multi-hop FiLM [23], are compared.
5.2.3 Quantitative Results. Table 3 compares the test error of Guess
models. Except for HRED (the first row in the table), all models
utilize image feature, dialogue history, object spatial and category
feature as input. As HRED+VGG compared to HRED, simply adding
image feature will decrease the performance. However, applying appropriate attention mechanism to image helps the model to achieve
higher performance, according to the PLAN, A-ATT and HACAN
models. FiLM layers take effects either. Overall, it can be seen from
the table that the Guesser model with our ADVSE structure achieves
the lowest test error of 33.15%, exceeds all the previous models and
achieves the new state of the art.
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Table 3: Comparison Results of the Guesser.
Model

(%)Test err

HRED
HRED+VGG
PLAN
A-ATT
Single-hop FiLM
Multi-hop FiLM
HACAN
ADVSE-Guesser
w/o SO
w/o ADFA
w/o CVIF
ground-truth history

39.0
39.6
36.6
35.8
35.7
35.0
34.1
33.15
33.45
33.50
33.65

5.3

fake history

Is it a vehicle?
Is it a person?
success√

no
yes

Is it a person?
Is it in the background?
Is it a chair?
Is it a lamp?
Is it a pillow?
Is it a sofa?
Is it a cup?
success√

no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes

Is it a vehicle?
Is it a person?
wrongX

Is it a person?
Is it in the background?
Is it a chair?
Is it a lamp?
Is it a pillow?
Is it a sofa?
Is it a cup?
wrongX

As in Table 3, without ADFA and CVIF, the Guesser results in comparatively worse performances. Besides, SO is still of significance
in Guesser. To further illustrate the effect of each part, we conduct
Significance Test on the four models. In concrete, we train each
model for 10 times with random initialization and then conduct
T-test on the collected data. Accordingly, ADFA, CVIF and SO are
verified to be significant (with the p-value of 0.001, 0.001, 0.01).

no
no

no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

Figure 6: Visualization of the visual attention state in guess
process. The left column is provided with the ground-truth
history while the right column is provided with the fake history. The green box annotates the target object.
5.2.4 Qualitative Results. Figure 6 illustrates the qualitative examples on Guess model. To illustrate the proposed ADFA mechanism,
we visualize the visual attention state in the guess process. The
red, orange and yellow boxes annotate the candidates with the
top-3 largest attention weight. Further, we substitute the groundtruth history by fake history to make comparisons. It is clear that
when current question is answered "yes", our guess model focuses
on the question-relevant objects. On the contrary, as in fake examples, when current question is answered with “no”, the model
immediately transfers the attention to question-irrelevant objects.
Moreover, as the right answers are taken place in the fake history, the guess results go wrong. The distinct results reflect the
effectiveness of the proposed ADFA.
5.2.5 Ablation Study. We evaluate the individual contribution following the same setting as in section 5.1.5, i.e. SO, ADFA and CVIF.

Joint QGen and Guesser

Further, we combine the proposed QGen and Guess model. Both in
the supervised learning and reinforcement learning processes for
QGen, we replace the standard Guesser with our ADVSE-Guesser.
We show the quantitative results Table 1. In SL, the model achieves
the success rate of 54.06% on New object and 50.94% on New game,
which are the best performances in supervised training to the best
we know. In RL, the model achieves the success rate of 73.73% on
New object and 71.27% on New game, which ulteriorly improves the
performance. Overall, jointly using the ADVSE-QGen and ADVSEGuesser, we achieve even better performance on GuessWhat?! task.
We give the generated dialogue examples in Figure 5(c). Jointly
using ADVSE-QGen and ADVSE-Guesser generates dialogue in
a more concise way. Still, the dialogue strategy is clear. Take the
middle in Figure 5(c) as an instance. The agent firstly raises question
to figure out the specific category of the target, like "Is a person?",
"Is a truck?". Further, as obtained the positive answer "yes" to "Is
a sheep?", the agent then raises question in a detailed distinctive
way to distinguish among many sheep. It successively asks "On the
left?", "On the Right?", "In the middle?", "In the front?" and finally
reaches the target sheep, which is the middle but back one.
We combine the ADVSE-QGen and ADVSE-Guesser in a rather
simple way in this section while further explorations for jointly
using the two homologous models are expected in the future.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes an Answer-Driven Visual State Estimator (ADVSE) to impose the significant effect of different answers on visual information in goal-oriented visual dialogue. First, we capture
the answer-driven effect on visual attention by Answer-Driven
Focusing Attention (ADFA), where whether to hold or shift the
question-related visual attention is determined by different answer
at each turn. Further, in Conditional Visual Information Fusion
(CVIF), we provide two-types of visual information for different QA
state and then conditionally fuse them as the estimation of visual
state. Applying the proposed ADVSE to question generation task
and guess task in Guesswhat?!, we achieve improved accuracy and
qualitative results in comparison to existing state-of-the-art models
on both tasks. Moving forward, we will further explore the potential improvements of jointly using the homologous ADVSE-QGen
and ADVSE-Guesser.
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3D Scene Geometry-Aware Constraint for
Camera Localization with Deep Learning
3D Scene Geometry-Aware Constraint for Camera Localization with
Deep Learning
Mi Tian+, Qiong Nie+, Hao Shen*
Abstract— Camera localization is a fundamental and key
component of autonomous driving vehicles and mobile robots to
localize themselves globally for further environment perception,
path planning and motion control. Recently end-to-end
approaches based on convolutional neural network have been
much studied to achieve or even exceed 3D-geometry based
traditional methods. In this work, we propose a compact
network for absolute camera pose regression. Inspired from
those traditional methods, a 3D scene geometry-aware
constraint is also introduced by exploiting all available
information including motion, depth and image contents. We
add this constraint as a regularization term to our proposed
network by defining a pixel-level photometric loss and an imagelevel structural similarity loss. To benchmark our method,
different challenging scenes including indoor and outdoor
environment are tested with our proposed approach and stateof-the-arts. And the experimental results demonstrate
significant performance improvement of our method on both
prediction accuracy and convergence efficiency.
f1

I. INTRODUCTION
Camera localization, as a foundation for many applications
such as autonomous driving vehicle and mobile robots,
estimates camera position and orientation from a query image
and a pre-built map with scene information. In traditional
localization framework, this scene information is generally
presented as sparse key points with 3D information and feature
descriptor. Camera poses are then estimated from 2D-3D
matching between query images and a map by applying a
Perspective-n-Point (PnP) solver accompanied with RANSAC
[16, 38] strategies for outlier removal. Different methods are
proposed to improve efficiency and effectiveness of such 2D3D matching. For instance, image-level features like bag-ofwords [32, 33], VLAD [34], Fish Vector [36, 37] are usually
employed for similarity matching between query images and
keyframes stored during mapping. Due to the image-level
features retrieval results, matching area can be reduced into top
N most similar keyframes and their surrounding points, which
means that only a small 3D submap will participate in 2D-3D
matching. As an intermediate step, these utilizing keyframes
retrieval are categorized into retrieval-based approaches [3, 30,
31]. However direct approaches take advantages of different
hashing algorithms to match 2D-3D points for computation
acceleration. Specifically, bag-of-words [32, 33] and LSH [23]
are two popular hashing methods for camera localization.
Although many different efforts are made to improve 2D-3D
matching accuracy, the fact that traditional approaches are
based on low-level features such as SIFT [11, 1], SURF [25,
9], ORB [18], etc. makes it difficult to deal with challenging

+
indicates equal contributions. * indicates corresponding author. Email:
({tianmi02, nieqiong, shenhao04}@meituan.com).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of our proposed self-supervised deep
learning for camera localization with 3D scene geometry-aware constraint. (a):
Training flow of our proposed algorithm which requires a pair of RGB images
and a depth map of one of them. Green rectangles are computational
components according to predicted poses and depth map without learnable
parameters. Blue rectangles are networks for pose regression to be trained.
And yellow rectangles are constraint terms of network. (b): Inference flow of
camera pose localization. Blue part is network architecture based on the
ResNet-50 that is a detailed description for the blue part in (a).

environments like illumination change or seasonal change.
While learning-based methods aim to regress 6 DoF pose in
an end-to-end way [5, 6, 17]. Scene information in this case is
described as neural network weights and mapping step turns
into a network training process. The first deep learning
framework PoseNet [2] retrieves camera pose from a single
image. [29] exploits temporal information for pose estimation
by utilizing image sequence. [15] introduces the encoderdecoder architecture into camera localization. Some other
changes like reasoning about the uncertainty of the estimated
poses [22] are also proposed. However, all these methods train
their networks by a naive Euclidean distance between
prediction and ground truth pose. Inspired from traditional
methods utilizing 3D geometry information, recently many
geometry relevant loss functions such as geometric
consistency error [7, 8], reprojection error [4], relative
transform error [24] are built as regularization terms. Such

This research is supported by Beijing Science and Technology Project (No.
Z181100008918018). All authors are with Meituan-Dianping Group, Beijing,
China.
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methods perform better than those learned from single image
information.
We follow prior works of learning-based camera
localization and further search for more geometric information
to constraint our model. In addition to standard sensors like
GPS and camera that usually provide ground truth poses and
images for localization, depth sensors are also very popular in
SLAM applications. For indoor situation, we can directly
obtain depth information from structured light camera, timeof-flight camera or stereo camera with available depth
estimation algorithm. For outdoor environment, 3D LIDAR is
usually employed for both localization and scene perception.
From 3D geometry knowledge, when a general point in 3D
scene is viewed in several images, their corresponding pixel
intensities are supposed to be identical. This property we
called as photometric consistency. It is the base idea for many
direct visual odometry methods [3, 19] or SLAM methods [20,
32 - 35].
In this paper, we immigrate this idea into a neural network.
The photometric consistency is described as a photometric loss
term accompanied with a structured similarity SSIM [10] loss
function to optimize pose regression with self-supervised
learning. Meanwhile ground truth pose information and depth
information (sparse or dense) from whatever depth sensors are
used during training process only to calculate the photometric
error loss. It bootstraps the loss function by penalizing pose
predictions that contradict 3D scene geometry and helps the
convergence of network. Although many traditional stereo
methods and learning-based methods can estimate depth
information, we prefer to use ground truth depth captured by
robust sensors, considering easy availability of the sensor and
information accuracy, and also our method does work even
with very sparse depth information.
To this end, we make the following contributions
compared to other works: (i) We propose a deep neural
network architecture to directly estimate an absolute camera
pose from an input image. (ii) By utilizing depth sensor
information, we applied an additional 3D scene geometryaware constraint to improve prediction accuracy. As
mentioned, sparse depth information will be enough to get
remarkable localization precision increment. This means that
our method can be adapted with any kind of depth sensors
(sparse or dense). (iii) We present extensive experimental
evaluations on both indoor and outdoor datasets to compare
our approach with state-of-the-art methods. At the same time,
we demonstrate that the proposed additional 3D scene
geometry-aware constraint can be easily added into other
network and make performance improvement.
II. RELATED WORK
Various CNN-based approaches of absolute camera
localization have been proposed in the literature. In this
section, some of the techniques developed thus far for
improving the performance of localization will be discussed.
CNN-based camera localization was first proposed by
PoseNet [2] which utilized base architecture of GoogLeNet to
directly regress 6DoF camera pose with an input RGB image.
By using Bayesian CNN, the authors extended their work to
model precision uncertainty [22]. Following approaches,
mainly differ in underlying base architecture and loss function
used for training. Melekhov et al. [15] proposed Hourglass
Network described as a symmetric encoder-decoder structure,
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which is widely used for applications of semantic
segmentation. Rather than using a single image, Walch et al.
[13] and Xue et al. [14] introduced Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) to exploit global information by features learning
from constraint of temporal smoothness of the video stream.
Valada et al. [7, 8] proposed multitask learning framework for
visual localization, odometry estimation and semantic
segmentation. This method, which exploits interdependencies within multitask for the mutual benefit of each
task, is considered as state-of-the-art since it provides higher
localization precision than many other CNN-based
approaches. However, such multitask training process
requires much ground truth information, especially labeled
semantic segmentation data causing this approach not flexible
in many application domains.
Geometric consistency Constraint is recently used to
help improving accuracy of pose regression and proved more
effective than that of using Euclidean distance constraint
alone. Valada et al. [7, 8] introduced geometric consistency to
bootstrap loss function by penalizing pose predictions that
contradict the relative motion. MapNet [24] imposed a
constraint on relative pose between image pairs for global
consistency. This method provided stricter constraints
without any additional input information required as relative
pose is easily computable by absolute ground truth pose.
Kendall et al. [4] introduced another geometric loss named
reprojection error defined as the residual of 3D points
projected onto 2D image plane using the ground truth and
predicted pose. All these works are considered to be state-ofthe-art of that time using geometry consistency loss. In our
work, we explore a 3D scene geometry-aware constraint
called photometric error constraint. 3D structure information
is added into this constraint which enforces network not only
align predicted poses to camera motion but also aggregate
scene structure model. Compared with the above image-level
geometry consistency losses, our method makes use of
geometry information of every 3D point of the scene and
provides much stronger pixel-level constraint.
Photometric error constraint is typically used to deal
with relative pose regression, optical flow estimation and
depth prediction with supervised or unsupervised learning.
For instance, Ma et al. [27] explored temporal relations of
video sequences to provide additional photometric
supervisions for depth completion network. Zhou et al. [12]
built CNNs with unsupervised learning of dense depth and
camera pose with photometric error loss to learn the scene
level consistent movement governed by camera motion. Yin
et al. [26] proposed a multitask unsupervised learning method
of dense depth, optical flow and egomotion prediction, where
photometric error constraint played an important role to
enforce consistency between different tasks. Shen et al. [28]
proposed to bridge the gap between geometric loss and
photometric loss by introducing the matching loss constrained
by epipolar geometry. Since photometric error constraint has
been proved effective for relative pose regression and depth
prediction, we introduce this photometric error constraint and
validate its effectiveness on absolute pose prediction. As our
knowledge, this is the first time that photometric error is
imposed to solve absolute pose regression problem.
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III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Our method is dedicated to absolute pose regression. The
ground truth pose and depth information will be used during
training process. Both information are easily available from
sensors like GPS and depth sensors like RGBD cameras or
LIDARs. At any inference time, only one image is imported to
the network to localize the camera itself. In this section, we
will introduce our pose regressing neural network as first.
Then we will explain both training and inference framework
in detail. At training process, three constraints are applied to
help learning process towards a global minimum: a classic
Euclidean error to measure distance from prediction to ground
truth pose as well as two regularization terms formulated as a
photometric loss and a structural similarity loss. Both
regularizations try to lead model to obey photometric
consistency but respectively by pixel-level and image-level.
Finally, a warping process which is an intermediate step for
building both terms is also presented.
A. Network architecture
We build a CNN architecture to predict the corresponding
absolute pose p = [x, q] for a given image, where x denotes
position and q denotes a unit of quaternion representing
orientation. We use the first five residual blocks of ResNet-50
as backbone and modify it by introducing a global average
pooling layer after the last residual block, and subsequently
add three fully connected layers with 2048 neurons, 3 neurons
and 4 neurons respectively. The last two fully connected layers
separately output the absolute position x and orientation q (see
Figure 1(b)). Each convolution layer is followed by batch
normalization and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
At inference process, only current image is applied to the
network for regressing 6DoF pose directly (see Figure 1(b)).
While during training (see Figure 1(a)), two successive images
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 and 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 as well as a depth map of 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 and the
corresponding ground truth poses of 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 and 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 are required.
The network learns weights and predicts absolute pose for both
images by building Euclidean distant constraint as a loss term
for each prediction. For a moving camera, two consecutive
images are usually overlapped and their absolute poses can be
mutually constrained by 3D scene geometry. In this paper, this
3D scene geometry-aware constraint is described as
photometric error and SSIM error. Compared to [24] which
just employs relative transform as geometry constraint to learn
absolute pose, in our work, 3D scene geometry-aware
constraint is employed as a pixel-level loss, exploiting more
information including relative transform, 3D information and
pixel intensity to learn camera localization with a global
optimization directly and efficiently.
B. Warping computation
The warping computation from image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 to 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 is
illustrated in the following:
𝑡𝑡
𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 = 𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡−1 (𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡−1 )𝐾𝐾 −1 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1

(1)

Where 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 is a static pixel in previous image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 , its
warped pixel to current time t is defined as 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 . We can easily
get intrinsic matrix K by camera calibration. The 3D transform
𝑡𝑡
matrix from previous image to the current 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1
can be
computed according to their absolute poses 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1 and 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 :
𝑡𝑡
𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡−1
= 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 ∗ (𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1 )−1

(2)

In warping computation, depth information 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡−1 (𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡−1 ) is
required for reconstructing 3D structure from 2D image pixels.
As we explained in the previous section, dense depth
information is not necessary. So we can extract it from depth
sensors (structural light cameras, Time-of-flight cameras,
stereo sensors and 3D LIDAR) or from stereo like depth
computation algorithms, for example triangulation method of
matched points from two overlapped images with knowing
transform between them. However, to make sure not
introducing extra depth error into our model. We prefer to
choose robust depth information from a sensor.
To facilitate gradient computation for backpropagation, we
create a synthetic image 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1 with the same format of
current image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 by using bilinear interpolation as sampling
mechanism for warping. As the warping is fully differentiable,
we do not need any pre-computation for training and online
running. Furthermore, no learnable weight or additional
overhead is required for training and inference.
C. Loss function
In this section, constraint terms used for training network
will be discussed in detail. In addition to typical Euclidean
distant constraint, we introduce photometric loss term and
structure similar loss term based on the warping results.
Euclidean distant constraint Since we input two
successive images into the model in parallel during training,
the Euclidean distant losses for both images are calculated as:

with

𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 = 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 (𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 ) + 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 (𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 )

𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 (𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 ) = ‖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 ‖2 + 𝛽𝛽‖𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 − 𝑞𝑞̂𝑖𝑖 ‖2 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑖𝑖 ∈ {𝑡𝑡 − 1, 𝑡𝑡}

Where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 are the ground truth position and orientation,
𝑥𝑥̂𝑖𝑖 , 𝑞𝑞̂𝑖𝑖 are the predicted position and orientation, and 𝛽𝛽 is a
weighted parameter to keep the expected values of position
and orientation errors to be nearly equal and to be trained
online. This highly strong supervision signal leads pose
prediction converge to the approximate ground truth.
Photometric error constraint When there is limited
change of viewpoint and the environment is assumed to be
light-invariant, the intensity values of a 3D point in different
images are supposed to be the same. This photometric
consistency is used for solving many problems (both
traditional solution and learning-based solutions) like optical
flow estimation, depth estimation, visual odometry, etc. Here,
we employ it for absolute pose estimation. Here the loss
function is designed as the difference between the 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1
image and current image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 :
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 = ∑𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 𝑀𝑀(𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 ) ‖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) − 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)‖1

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
Where 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 is the pixel with coordinate
𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 , 𝑀𝑀(𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 ) is an image mask. The idea is

(5)

(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) in image
to mask pixels
without depth information and that do not obey photometric
consistency. In our case, we mainly use it to mask two types
of pixels: moving pixels and pixels with invalid depth
information. The depth validity depends on the acquisition
methods. For instance, depth from range sensors like LIDAR
usually has satisfactory accuracy even at a long distance, but
depth from computation algorithms like stereo-like method is
much noisy. And many strategies can be applied to remove
dynamic objects. For example, as long as moving objects are
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Table1: Comparison of median localization error with existing CNN-based models on 7-Scene dataset
Scene

Spatial extent

Chess
Fire
Heads
Office
Pumpkin
RedKitchen
Stairs

3×2×1 m
2.5×1×1 m3
2×0.5×1 m3
2.5×2×1.5 m3
2.5×2×1 m3
4×3×1.5 m3
2.5×2×1.5 m3
3

PoseNet
[2]
0.32, 8.12°
0.47, 14.4°
0.29, 12.0°
0.48, 7.68°
0.47, 8.42°
0.59, 8.64°
0.47, 13.8°

LSTM-Pose
[13]
0.24, 5.77°
0.34, 11.9°
0.21, 13.7°
0.30, 8.08°
0.33, 7.00°
0.37, 8.83°
0.40, 13.7°

VidLoc
[29]
0.18, N/A
0.26, N/A
0.14, N/A
0.26, N/A
0.36, N/A
0.31, N/A
0.26, N/A

usually vehicles or persons, object detection can be applied in
advance to remove these moving objects. Moreover, we can
also ignore the pixels with large photometric errors since these
pixels are suspectable to violate the consistency principle.
Minimizing the photometric error takes effect only when the
warped pixel is very close to the true correspondence. It
requires predicted pose not far from ground truth. At the early
epochs of training, Euclidean loss determines the gradient
direction dominantly as current predicted pose is very different
from ground truth and therefore photometric loss produces
only a weak or even bad effects. To this end, we propose a
self-adaption strategy: a photometric error is used for backpropagation only when the projection point 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 and 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡
satisfies ‖𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 − 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡−1 ‖1 ≤ ℎ (h is a threshold value that highly
depends on scenes, in our case, h is set as 10). The purpose is
to maximize the value of photometric loss for optimizing pose
prediction.
Structural similarity constraint This constraint tries to
extract structural information from scene, like the way of
human visual system. The similarity of two images I_x and I_y
is formulated as:
(2𝜇𝜇 𝜇𝜇 +𝐶𝐶 )(2𝜎𝜎

+𝐶𝐶 )

𝑥𝑥 𝑦𝑦
1
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
2
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = (𝜇𝜇2 +𝜇𝜇
2 +𝐶𝐶 )(𝜎𝜎2 +𝜎𝜎 2 +𝐶𝐶
𝑥𝑥

𝑦𝑦

1

𝑥𝑥

𝑦𝑦

2)

(6)

Where 𝐶𝐶1 and 𝐶𝐶2 are constant to keep SSIM valid. The
SSIM value is [0,1] and high similarity corresponds to a big
value. An auxiliary constraint that differs 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡−1 image
and current image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 is defined by equation (7) in combination
with photometric error.

𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆 =

1−𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 , 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡−1 )
2

(7)

The final loss function is defined in formulate (8). It
contains three loss terms with different weighted parameters
namely 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷 , 𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃 , 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 to balance every loss term, and constrain
the weights update together. Both Euclidean distant loss term
and SSIM loss term are image-level constraints, while
photometric loss term belongs to a pixel-level constraint,
which can lead to a more precise accuracy of prediction.

𝐿𝐿 = 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 + 𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 + 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 𝐿𝐿𝑆𝑆

(8)

IV. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
In this section, we will present experimental results of our
proposed method for camera localization in comparison with
several state-of-the-art works both on indoor and outdoor
datasets. The results demonstrate that our introduced loss
terms as well as self-supervised strategy for absolute camera

Hourglass
Pose[15]
0.15, 6.53°
0.27, 10.84°
0.19, 11.63°
0.21, 8.48°
0.25, 7.01°
0.27, 10.15°
0.29, 12.46°

PoseNet2
[4]
0.13, 4.48°
0.27, 11.3°
0.17, 13.0°
0.19, 5.55°
0.26, 4.75°
0.23, 5.35°
0.35, 12.4°

MapNet
[24]
0.08, 3.25°
0.27, 11.69°
0.18, 13.25°
0.17, 5.15°
0.22, 4.02°
0.23, 4.93°
0.30, 12.08°

Ours
0.09, 4.39°
0.25, 10.79°
0.14, 12.56°
0.17, 6.46°
0.19, 5.91°
0.21, 6.71°
0.26, 11.51°

localization task are outstanding in prediction accuracy as well
as training convergence.
A. Datasets
Our method is evaluated on a well-known public dataset –
Microsoft 7-Scene which is a collection of tracked RGB-D
camera frames [21]. Seven different scenes recorded from a
handheld Kinect RGB-D camera at 640×480 resolution are
proposed for evaluation. The dense depth map is directly
obtained from RGB-D sensors and ground truth camera pose
is provided by KinectFusion algorithm. The existence of
motion blur and weak texture under office environment makes
this 7-scene dataset very challenging and widely evaluated by
localization and tracking algorithms. To facilitate comparison,
we take the same training and testing sequence split of each
scene as other methods did.
Oxford robotcar dataset [39] contains 100 repetitions of a
consistent route through central oxford captured twice a week
over a period of over a year. Different types of data are
available from multiple sensors including monocular cameras,
LIDAR, GPS, INS measurements as well as stereo cameras.
We take sub-dataset LOOP with a total length of 1120m for
our evaluation. Two subsets overlapping the whole path with
the same motion direction are used for training and test
respectively.
B. Implementation details
Since [7, 8] demonstrate that neither synthetic pose
augmentation nor synthetic view augmentation techniques
yield any performance gain. In some cases, they have even
negative impacts on pose accuracy. In our experiments, we
only take proven well-performed preprocessing steps like
resize of input images into 320×240 and normalization.
We use the Adam solver for optimization with 𝛽𝛽1 = 0.9,
𝛽𝛽2 = 0.99, and 𝜀𝜀 = 10−10 . We initialize five residual blocks
with weights of ResNet-50 pre-trained on ImageNet and
remaining layers with Gaussian distribution, then fine-tuning
all layers with mini-batch size of 12 and maximum iterations
of 50 epochs. We apply layers-wise learning rate set that is
initialized as 8e-4 and 2e-4 for five residual blocks and
remaining layers respectively. Polynomial decay for learning
rate is adopt with power = 0.9. The weighted parameters 𝛽𝛽, 𝜆𝜆𝐷𝐷 ,
𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃 , 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 are set as 3, 1, 0.01, 0.1 on all scenes. The work is
implemented based on Tensorflow deep learning library and
all the experiments are performed on a NVIDIA Titan V GPU
with 16GB on-board memory.
C. Comparison with prior methods
Our regression method is tested on all scenes of 7-Scene
dataset to compare with prior CNN-based methods namely
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PoseNet [2], LSTM-Pose [13], VidLoc [29], Hourglass-Pose
[15], PoseNet2 [4] and MapNet [24]. Table 1 shows the
quantitative comparisons of median translation and rotation
errors for each scene in the datasets. Except that MapNet
slightly outperforms on chess scene, our method obtains
better results on most scenes. Moreover, compared to MapNet
[24] that needs 300 epochs and PoseNet [2] needs more, our
method takes only 50 epochs iterations to convergence.
To illustrate our results in detail, several camera pose
trajectories on test sequences of heads, fire, pumpkin and
stairs scenes are shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that
trajectories provided by PoseNet [2] are much noised and
even fail sharply in some places. MapNet [24] has a stable
prediction globally but the accuracy is unsatisfactory. In this
experiment, our method achieves mostly outstanding
performances both on translation and rotation accuracy. From
above experiments, our proposed network architecture
collaborated with introduced photometric error loss term
exhibits much better performances considering accuracyefficiency balance.

Figure 2: camera localization results on Microsoft 7-Scene. From left to right,
the four test sequences are heads-01 sequence, fire-04 sequence, pumpkin-01
sequence and stairs-01 sequence. From top to bottom, the three results are
from PoseNet [2], MapNet [24] and our method respectively (green for the
ground truth, red for the prediction).

D. Ablation studies
In this section, the performance of our proposed geometric
constraint for the absolute camera localization task will be
studied. To this end, we employ ablation experiments that we
train different network architectures including GoogLeNet of
PoseNet and ours with the help of photometric error loss and
SSIM loss and then compare them with that without
geometric constraint. From the quantitative results shown in
Table 2, we can on one hand demonstrate that such 3D scene
geometry-aware constraint described by a photometric loss
and a SSIM loss is always helpful as it leads to a better
performance on prediction accuracy for all scenes. On the
other hand, this improvement from 3D scene geometry-aware
constraint is applicable to different network architectures.
And theoretically we can employ it to any other camera
localization networks to help learning process converge
towards global minimization during training. Besides, even
with one Euclidean loss alone, the results prove that our

proposed method performs better than PoseNet2 [4]
optimized by geometric loss.
Table 2: comparison of median localization error with different network and
loss terms of network on 7-Scene dataset
Network

PoseNet [2]

Ours

Loss
Chess

LD
0.32,
8.12°

LD + LP + LS
0.11,
5.11°

LD
0.10,
5.38°

LD + LP + LS
0.09,
4.39°

Fire

0.47,
14.4°

0.24,
11.0°

0.26,
13.3°

0.25,
10.79°

Heads

0.29,
12.0°

0.16,
11.8°

0.16,
12.6°

0.14,
12.56°

Office

0.48,
7.68°

0.20,
8.11°

0.22,
8.07°

0.17,
6.46°

Pumpkin

0.47,
8.42°

0.18,
4.83°

0.22
6.80°

0.19,
5.91°

RedKitchen

0.59,
8.64°

0.24,
7.19°

0.23,
8.53°

0.21,
6.71°

Stairs

0.47,
13.8°

0.29,
10.2°

0.30,
11.5°

0.26,
11.51°

E. Influence of depth sparsity
In indoor 7-scene dataset, dense depth maps are available
directly from depth sensor. While in an outdoor environment
depth information from other type of depth sensors like
LIDAR or depth computation algorithms like stereo-like
methods is usually sparse. Therefore, we discuss the influence
of depth sparsity on our method and show that the proposed
approach still works well even with a sparsity of only 20%
depth information. We evaluate this property on 7-scene
dataset and the results are shown in Table 3. The original
depth map generated from Kinect sensor are assumed as 100%
depth information. We randomly eliminate 40% of depth and
80% of depth respectively from the initial map, and then test
our method using the remaining depth information without
changing other network settings.
Table3: comparison of median localization error with different levels of
depth sparsity
scene
Chess
Fire
Heads
Office
Pumpkin
RedKitchen
Stairs

20%-depth

60%-depth

100%-depth

0.10, 5.01°
0.25, 12.81°
0.16, 13.31°
0.19, 7.79°
0.21, 4.74°
0.23, 10.76°
0.29, 12.17°

0.10, 4.76°
0.25, 12.38°
0.16, 13.45°
0.17, 6.62°
0.20, 4.84°
0.22, 10.18°
0.28, 12.86°

0.09, 4.39°
0.25, 10.79°
0.14, 12.56°
0.17, 6.46°
0.19, 5.91°
0.21, 6.71°
0.26, 11.51°

Apparently, more depth information means more
constraints that will evidently lead to a more precise
prediction accuracy. But our method slightly outperforms
event with a sparsity of 20% depth information compared to
other methods illustrated in Table 1. In summary, our method
can collaborate with different kinds of depth sensors or any
well-defined depth computation algorithm. and provide more
accurate absolute camera pose estimation.
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F. Self-supervised learning
Different from [27], we apply self-supervised learning
strategy for photometric error and SSIM loss terms at training
process. This means that absolute poses of image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 and 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡
used for building photometric consistency constraint are both
predicted by network (see Figure 1(a)). To compared it, we
change the pose of image 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 directly from ground truth and
use it to compute relative transform between two images for
further warping. From the results shown in Table 4, selfsupervised learning strategy outperforms both on rotation and
translation accuracy. This is partly because we take more
advantages of data at training process with self-supervised
learning by back-propagating it twice when it is considered as
𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡−1 and also when we treat it as 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 . Furthermore, it helps
network to learn in a more natural way because camera poses
are never independent to each other and for more overlapped
images their corresponding poses are highly relevant by the
nature of 3D geometry.

Self-supervised learning
w/o

w

Chess

0.10, 5.26°

0.09, 4.39°

Fire

0.26, 11.5°

0.25, 10.79°

Heads

0.16, 13.3°

0.14, 12.56°

Office

0.18, 7.28°

0.17, 6.46°

Pumpkin

0.25, 6.34°

0.19, 5.91°

RedKitchen

0.23, 7.53°

0.21, 6.71°

Stairs

0.29, 12.8°

0.26, 11.51°

G. Outdoor evaluation on Oxford Robotcar Dataset
Our method is also tested in an outdoor dataset Oxford
robotcar. Although training subset 2014-05-14-13-59-05 and
test subset 2014-05-14-13-53-47 are both captured on the
same day, large illumination change between two sequences
and motion blur make it very challenging for camera
localization.
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outperforms PoseNet (see Table 5) that is learned on training
subset using the same network and hyper-parameters setting
as [2]. Even utilizing Euclidean distant loss term alone, our
method shows an accuracy increase of 15%. After introducing
proposed 3D scene geometry-aware constraint, our approach
provides an accuracy increase of more than 36% compared to
the baseline PoseNet. To be noted that current depth map has
a sparsity of less than 5% and it is also suffered from
alignment noise.
To sum up, our method is not sensible to environments and
it provides an apparent accuracy improvement even with
highly sparse depth information. All these properties make the
proposed approach suitable for many applications including
indoor robots and outdoor autonomous vehicles.
Table 5: comparison of median localization error with different algorithm
Test subset

PoseNet [2]

2014-05-14-13-53-47

25.59,
15.96°

Table 4: comparison of median localization error with different learning
strategy
scene

<

Ours
(LD)
22.09,
10.60°

Ours
(LD+LP+LS)
16.28,
7.17°

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel absolute camera
localization algorithm. Rather than building a map whose size
is linearly proportional to the scene size, we train a neural
network to describe the scene. At the same time, we impose a
novel 3D scene geometry-aware constraint as loss terms to
supervise the network training. We believe that such network
is more representative about 3D scene, motion and image
information. The experimental results also show that our
method outperforms prior works. Besides, our comparison
results illustrate that positive impact is achieved when this 3D
scene geometry-aware constraint is added into different
networks. Therefore, we believe the effectiveness of this
constraint in absolute camera localization algorithms. Last but
not the least, our method is suitable for many applications like
indoor mobile robots or outdoor autonomous driving vehicles.
On these platforms, training data is directly available from
different sensors and no additional manual annotation is
required. In future work, we aim to pursue further fusion
between CNN-based methods and traditional metric-based
methods for camera localization. And an integration of
different sensor modalities may also improve camera
localization.
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Abstract
Trajectory forecasting, or trajectory prediction, of
multiple interacting agents in dynamic scenes, is
an important problem for many applications, such
as robotic systems and autonomous driving. The
problem is a great challenge because of the complex interactions among the agents and their interactions with the surrounding scenes. In this paper, we present a novel method for the robust trajectory forecasting of multiple intelligent agents in
dynamic scenes. The proposed method consists of
three major interrelated components: an interaction
net for global spatiotemporal interactive feature extraction, an environment net for decoding dynamic
scenes (i.e., the surrounding road topology of an
agent), and a prediction net that combines the spatiotemporal feature, the scene feature, the past trajectories of agents and some random noise for the
robust trajectory prediction of agents. Experiments
on pedestrian-walking and vehicle-pedestrian heterogeneous datasets demonstrate that the proposed
method outperforms the state-of-the-art prediction
methods in terms of prediction accuracy.

1

Introduction

Trajectory prediction of agents in dynamic scene is a challenging and essential task in many fields, such as social-aware
robotic systems [Van den Berg et al., 2011], autonomous driving [Ma et al., 2019b] and behavior understanding [Liang et
al., 2019]. Intelligent agents, such as humans, vehicles, and
independent robots, are supposed to be able to understand
and forecast the movement of the others to avoid collisions
and make smarter movement plans. Trajectory prediction
has been studied extensively. Traditional prediction methods, such as the Gaussian process regression [Rasmussen and
Williams, 2005], the kinematic and dynamic method [ToledoMoreo and Zamora-Izquierdo, 2009] and the Bayesian networks method [Lefèvre et al., 2011], ignore the interactions
among the agents and are only able to make short term predictions. Recently, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and its
variants [Alahi et al., 2016], such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), have shown
promising ability in capturing the dynamic interactions of

agents and a great number of trajectory prediction methods
have been proposed based on them.
However, trajectory prediction is still a challenging task
because of the several properties of it: 1) When intelligent
agents move in public, they often interact with other agents
such as human or obstacles in the scene, which is named as
the social behavior. Actions, including collision avoidance
and moving in groups, require the ability to forecast the possible movements or actions of the other agents. The social
interactions may not be confined to nearby agents or obstacles. 2) The movement of agents is not only dependent on
the nearby agents, but is also influenced by the surrounding
physical scene, i.e., the dynamic scene. One important factor of the scene is the road topology, such as intersections,
turns, and slip lanes. Certain road topology can significantly
influence the speed and direction of the moving agents. An
autonomous agent should be always moving on a feasible terrain. 3) The multi-modal motion property illustrates that
the interactive agents may follow several viable trajectories
as there is a rich choice of reasonable movements. When
two independent agents move toward each other, there are
many possible different future trajectories that could avoid
collision, such as moving to the left, to the right, or stop.
In this study, we propose a novel robust trajectory forecasting method for multiple intelligent agents in dynamic scene.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• We model the global spatio-temporal interaction through
an interaction net with a soft agent-tracking module. The
interaction net not only considers the current locations
and interaction of the agents, but also the temporal interactions among the agents by the hidden states of LSTMs
on past trajectories.
• An environmental net is introduced to encode the dynamic scene. The surrounding road topology, such as
interactions, turns and slip lanes, is firstly transformed
into an high-definition map and then the map is encoded
by a pre-trained convolutional neural network.
• Our trajectory prediction net combines the feature of
spatio-temporal interaction, the environment feature,
and the past trajectory to forecast the future trajectory
of all the agent. Attention model is used to adaptively
encode the spatio-temporal interaction of an agent with
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the others.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section
2, some related work is reviewed. The proposed robust trajectory prediction method is introduced in Section 3. Experimental comparisons with the state-of-the-art trajectory prediction methods on benchmark datasets are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2
2.1

Related Work
RNN networks and trajectory prediction

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) and its variants, such as
LSTM and GRU, have been shown very successful in many
sequence forecasting tasks [Chung et al., 2014]. Therefore,
many researches focusing on using RNN and its variants for
trajectory prediction. A simple and scalable RNN architecture for human motion prediction is proposed by [Martinez
et al., 2017]. The CIDNN method [Xu et al., 2018] uses the
inner product of the motion features, which are obtained by
LSTMs, to encode the interactions among agents and feeds
the interaction features into a multi-layer perceptron for prediction. By using separate LSTMs for heterogeneous agents
on road, the VP-LSTM method [Bi et al., 2019] is designed to
learn and predict the trajectories of both pedestrians and vehicles simultaneously. In [Choi and Dariush, 2019], a relation
gate module is proposed to replace the LSTM unit for capturing a more descriptive spatio-temporal interactions, and both
human-human and human-scene interactions from local and
global scales are used for future trajectory forecast. These
studies indicate that RNN alone is unable to handle complex
scenarios, such as interactions, physical scene and road topology. Additional structure and operations are always required
for accurate, robust and long term prediction.

2.2

Social behaviors and interactions

Based on handcraft rules and functions, the social force models [Helbing and Molnár, 1995; Pellegrini et al., 2010] use
attractive and repulsive forces to describe the interactions of
pedestrians in crowd. However, the handcraft rules and functions are unable to generalize for complex interaction scenarios. Instead of handcraft parameters, recent methods use
RNN and its variants to learn the parameters directly from
data. Social-LSTM [Alahi et al., 2016] proposes a social
pooling layer to model interactions among nearby agents,
where the pooling layer uses LSTMs to encode and decode
the trajectories. In [Su et al., 2017], the method uses LSTMs
with social-aware recurrent Gaussian processes to model the
complex transitions and uncertainties of agents in crowd. The
SoPhie method [Sadeghian et al., 2019] uses the information
from both the physical scene context and the social interactions among the agents for prediction. The TraPHic method
[Chandra et al., 2019] proposes to use both the horizonbased and the heterogeneous-based weights to describe interactions among road agents. A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is applied in the social-ways method [Amirian
et al., 2019] to derive plausible future trajectories of agents,
where both generator and discriminator networks of the GAN
are built by LSTMs.

2.3

Graph models for trajectory prediction

Many previous studies formulate interactions of agents as
graphs, where nodes refers to the agents, and edges are used
to represent the pairwise interactions. Edge weights are
used to quantify the importances of the agents to each other.
The social-BiGAT method [Kosaraju et al., 2019] proposes a
graph attention network to encode the interactions among humans in a scene and a recurrent encoder-decoder architecture
to predict the trajectory. A dynamic graph-structured model
for multimodal trajectories prediction, which is named as the
Trajectron, is proposed in [Ivanovic and Pavone, 2019]. Constructed on a 4-D graph, the TrafficPredict method [Ma et
al., 2019a] consists of two main layers, an instance layer to
learn interactions and a category layer to learn the similarities of instance of the same type. TrafficPredict has shown
promising results for trajectory prediction of heterogeneous
road agents such as bicycles, vehicles and pedestrians. The
STGAT method [Huang et al., 2019] first uses an LSTM to
capture the trajectory information of each agent and applies
the graph attention network to model interactions in agents at
every time step. Then STGAT adopts another LSTM to learn
the temporal correlations for interactions explicitly.

3
3.1

The Proposed Method
Problem Formulation

In this study, we consider two types of mobile agents: the
ego-agent and the other agents. The spatial coordinates of
all agents from time step 1 to Tobs are given to predict their
future locations from time step Tobs+1 to Tpred . The general
formulation of trajectory prediction is represented as,


N
Prediction{θ} : {Xi }N
i=1 , Xego , Yego −→ {Yi }i=1 ,

where Xi and Yi denote the past and future trajectories of
the i-th agent, respectively, Xego and Yego stand for the trajectories of the ego-agent, and θ denotes the model parameters. Different from previous studies, we consider the prediction problem on the real autonomous driving system where
the planned trajectory for the ego-agent Yego is given for reference. The planned trajectory can improve the prediction
accuracy because it brings some prior knowledge on the future. Specifically, either an observed or a future trajectory can
be

coordinates
 Xi (or Yi ) =
expressedasa set of temporal
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
(t) (t)
, xi , yi
, · · · , x i , yi
.
We use
xi , y i
T

(t)
(t) (t)
pi = xi , yi
to denote the location of the i-th agent
at time step t, and set the id of the ego-agent be 0.
As is shown in Fig. 1, our proposed approach consists of
three interrelated components: an interaction net for spatiotemporal interactive feature extraction, an environment exploration network for decoding dynamic physical scene (i.e.,
the surrounding road topology), and a trajectory prediction
network. Each component and the implementation details of
the proposed method is described in details as follows.

3.2

Interaction Net

The Agent Interaction Network (AIN) is designed to encode
the interaction feature among all the agents in the dynamic
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method. The proposed method contains three components, a spatio-temporal interaction network, an
environment feature extraction network, and a trajectory prediction network.

scenario. As opposed to the pairwise interactive feature by
attention models in previous studies, our method is able to
capture the collective influence among the agents. Besides,
our method could consider the future movement of the egoagent for reference. The AIN takes three information sources
of all agents as input: the past trajectories, the hidden states
of LSTMs and the planned trajectory of the ego-agent. Given
these data, AIN computes the global spatio-temporal interagents interactions and the future ego-others interaction.

Figure 2: An example to show global interaction with or without
tracking information. The top subfigures present the locations of
two agents at adjacent time steps without tracking information. The
bottom subfigures show the locations of two agents at adjacent time
steps with tracking information.

Global spatio-temporal inter-agents interaction
The past trajectories of all agents contain the latent patterns of
the interactive movement in dynamic scenario. In this module, we intend to learn the latent patterns through a neural network. The learned latent feature represents the global spatio-

temporal interaction of all agents on road.
Given the locations of all agents at a time step t, we utilize
the linear and maxpooling functions to produce the global position feature of size 1 × do , which is given as below:
(t)

o

(t)

(t)

eo,i = Wo pi + bo , ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N } ,


 
(t) T
(t) T
= Maxpool Cat eo,0 , · · · , eo,N , 1
,

(1)

(2)

where Wo ∈ R
and bo ∈ R are the weight matrix and
bias of the embedding layer. Cat ([·] , 1) denotes the concatenation function which joints all the inputs along the first
dimension. The Maxpool (·) function squeezes the spliced
data along the same dimension, i.e., the batch dimension.
Moreover, a key problem for the position feature given in
Eq. (2) is the temporal issue. Process without temporal information ignores the past interaction and may lead to performance drop. As can be seen in top subfigures of Fig. 2,
the locations of two agents (two circles) at two adjacent time
steps are shown. Without tracking information (the agent id),
it is impossible to know which agent and how the agent interacts the blue triangle in the time span. There are two different
possible motion behavior of the agents from time step k to
k + 1, as is shown in the bottom subfigures of Fig. 2. In case
1, both the two agents could interact with the blue triangle.
And in case 2, the blue triangle is more likely to interact with
the agent 2.
To address the temporal issue, we use the hidden states of
the LSTMs in the prediction network to track the locations
of all agents. The global tracking feature r(t) ∈ R1×dr is
obtained as follows,
do ×2

(t)

r(t)

do

(t)

er,i = Wr hi + br , ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N } ,
 


(t) T
(t) T
,
= Maxpool Cat er,0 , · · · , er,N , 1

(3)
(4)
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(t)

where Wr and br are the layer parameters, and hi
(t)
Tobs , hi

(t)

= he,i

(t)
hh,i

when t ≤
=
when t ≥ Tobs + 1.
On real autonomous driving system, one is given the
planned trajectory of ego-agent to address the issue of coordinate system transformation (from the world coordinate system to relative coordinate system where the ego-agent centers
the origin). From ego-perspective, the global inter-agents interaction module can be mathematically expressed as below:


(t)
(t−1)
m(t) = Wm p0 − p0
(5)
+ bm ,


 
(t)
(t) (t)
(t)
hgru = GRU Cat o , r , m
,2 ,
(6)
st(t) = Ws h(t)
gru + bs ,

(7)

where the linear layer with parameter Wm and bm embeds the
displacement of the ego-vehicle at two adjacent times into a
feature in R1×dm . It is worth noting that here we concatenate three kinds of features along the 2nd dimension and produce a comprehensive representation of size 1 × dst . Dimension length dst equals to (do + dr + dm ). GRU is similar to
LSTM except that it uses less parameters and converge faster
with fewer training samples. GRU is used here because the
number of ego-agents is much smaller than the number of
other mobile agents in our problem.
Future ego-trajectory interaction
As the planned trajectory is given, the surrounding agents are
inclined to adjust their future motion for collision avoidance.
Given ego-trajectory Y0 , we first map it into a high-dimension
space using an embedding layer and then pass the obtained
embedded feature through a maxpooling function to generate
the integrated representation f t ∈ R1×df of the ego-agent.
This representation is what we call a future ego-trajectory
feature as it can influence the trajectories of the other on-road
agents. The overall process is formulated as follows.
(k)

f (t)

(k)

ef,0 = Wf p0 + bf , ∀k, k ∈ [t + 1, Tpred ] ,


 
(T
)T
(t+1) T
= Maxpool Cat ef,0
, · · · , ef,0pred
,1
,

Finally, as show in Fig. 1, the output of the AIN f st(t) ∈
R1×(df +dst ) is obtained as below:

 
f st(t) = Cat f (t) , st(t) , 2 .
(10)

3.3

Environment Network

Road topology, such as intersections, turns, and slips, have
significant influence on both the speed and directions of the
agents. Therefore, it is an important factor in predicting the
trajectories of agents. Here we use a network to encode the
road topology, where the network is named as the Environment Network (EN). In our method, EN explicitly extracts the
drivable area from a High Definition (HD) map. The center
lines of the roads are normalized by subtracting the location
of the ego-agent for the ego-perspective. And then, we transform the processed lines of roads into a semantic image I of
the map of resolution H × W . That is to say, the ego-agent
always locates at the center of the image. Besides, to ensure

the consistency of the image and the map, the road areas is
trimmed with a fixed size of h × w meters from the HD map
around the ego-agent. Then, the resolution of the semantic
image is [h/H, w/W ] meters per pixel. At any time step, EN
takes the road image I as input and encodes the environment
through a pre-trained ResNet18 network [He et al., 2016].
The output of the 2nd block of ResNet18 is used as the map
feature. Compare to the size of image I, the map feature is
downsampled by a factor of 8.
Given the location of an agent, we pool the local road representation at its current location from the computed map
feature. The environmental information within Rs meters
around the agent is extracted from the obtained map feature.
Thus, the corresponding Region Of the Interest (ROI) on the
feature maps has a spatial window of [HRs /4h, W Rs /4w].
We apply ROIAlign on the receptive field to generate a fixed
(t)
size representation Gi ∈ RC×K×K , where C is the number
of output channels in the last layer, and K is the pooling size.
(t)
As environment feature Gi is produced, we feed it to an embedding layer for dimension reduction and feature extraction.
The computation of the embedding operation is written as:


(t)
(t)
gi = Reshape Gi , [C × K × K, 1] ,
(8)
(t)

vi

(t)

= Wv gi + bv ,

(9)

where the function Reshape (·) is used to adjust shape size
of the target tensor, Wv and bv are the layer parameters, and
the dimension of the v (t) is dv .

3.4 Trajectory Prediction Network
The global spaio-temporal interaction and the environment
information are encoded by the AIN and the EN, respectively.
Besides, given the location of a moving agent, i.e., the i-th
one, we first compute the local area interaction around the
agent through an attention model. This is because an individual always focuses on the surrounding regions as it moves.
The attention model is presented below:


(t)
(t)
ec,i = σ Wc pi + bc ,
(10)
T

(t)
(t)
(t)
qi = f st
 ec,i ,
(11)

where Wc and bc are the parameters of the embedding layer,
σ (·) is the sigmoid activation function, and  is the elementwise vector-vector or matrix-matrix operation. This layer
(t)
maps the input into an attention weight ec,i which has the
same dimensionality as f st(t) .
Following previous works, we utilize an LSTM-based
sequence-to-sequence model to solve the prediction problem.
For each obstacle, the encoder takes the observed trajectory
as input at the first Tobs time steps:


(t)
(t)
(t−1)
+ bp ,
ep,i = Wp pi − pi
(15)



(t)
(t−1)
(t) (t) (t)
,
(16)
he,i = LSTME he,i , ep,i , vi , qi
(t)

where Wp and bp are the weights and bias respectively. he,i
is the hidden states of the encoder LSTME . Here we set the
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Table 1: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the ETH and UCY datasets.
Method\Dataset
Linear (Single)
LSTM (Single)
Social LSTM
Social GAN (20V-20)
Social GAN (20VP-20)
Social Way
Sophie
Our method

ETH-univ
1.33/2.94
1.09/2.41
1.09/2.35
0.81/1.52
0.87/1.62
0.39/0.64
0.70/1.43
0.39/0.79

ETH-hotel
0.39/0.72
0.86/1.91
0.79/1.76
0.72/1.61
0.67/1.37
0.39/0.66
0.76/1.67
0.51/1.05

hidden state to zero vector at the time step 0. The decoding
process from time step Tobs + 1 to Tpred has a similar flow
with the encoding phase, and we use the predicted coordinates as input:


(t)
(t)
(t−1)
+ bp ,
(17)
ep,i = Wp pi − pi
(T

)

(T

)

In practice, we set pi obs to pi obs . Our approach forecasts
obstacle’s position at each prediction moment using the hidden states of the deocder LSTMD :



(t)
(t−1)
(t) (t) (t)
,
(18)
hd,i = LSTMD hd,i , ep,i , vi , qi
(t+1)

∆
pi

(t)

= Wu hd,i + bu ,

(t+1)
pi

(t)
pi

(19)

∆
pt+1
.
i

=
+
(20)
Furthermore, to capture the multi-modal distribution of
the movement and increase the robustness of the proposed
method, we introduce a gaussian random noise into the decoder to generate multiple plausible trajectories. Specifically,
we initialize the hidden state of the LSTMD using the last
state of the LSTME :

 
(T
)
(T
)
eh,iobs = Cat he,iobs , z , 1 ,
(21)
(T

)

(T

)

hd,iobs = Wφ eh,iobs + bφ ,

(22)

where z is some gaussian random noise.

3.5

Implementation Details

Our network is trained end-to-end by minimizing the mean
square error as below:
L=

1
NT

min

i∈{1...H}

N


Tpred



j=1 t=Tobs +1



(t)

(t)

pj,i − pj

2

,

(23)

where T is the prediction time steps which equals Tpred −
Tobs . H is the number of modalities (predicted trajectories).
We only back propagate the gradient to the modality with the
minimum error.
We set the output dimensions of all the embedding layers
(exclude attention and noise embedding layer in Trajectory
Prediction Network) to be 64. The GRU in the AIN has 128
cells, while the LSTMs in the Trajectory Prediction Network
have 64 cells. In the EN, the local area size Rs and the pool
size K are set as 20 and 3 respectively. Meanwhile, both the
height H and width W of the road semantic image are set to

UCY-univ
0.82/1.59
0.61/1.31
0.67/1.40
0.60/1.26
0.76/1.52
0.55/1.31
0.54/1.24
0.25/0.56

UCY-zara01
0.62/1.21
0.41/0.88
0.47/1.00
0.34/0.69
0.35/0.68
0.44/0.64
0.30/0.63
0.30/0.61

UCY-zara02
0.79/1.59
0.52/1.11
0.56/1.17
0.42/0.84
0.42/0.84
0.51/0.92
0.38/0.78
0.36/0.73

AVG
0.79/1.59
0.70/1.52
0.72/1.54
0.58/1.18
0.61/1.21
0.45/0.83
0.54/1.15
0.36/0.75

224. The road area size h and w are set to be 100 meters.
Our network is trained with a batch size of 8 for 20000 steps
using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.0005.
The entire training process is finished in the platform with an
NVIDIA GeForce RTX2080 GPU.

4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method on four
benchmark datasets for future trajectory prediction and
demonstrate our method performs favorably against state-ofthe-art prediction methods. The codes and pre-trained models
of our method will be released to the public.

4.1

Datasets Description

ETH [Pellegrini et al., 2009] and UCY [Lerner et al., 2007]
are two common benchmarks for pedestrian trajectory prediction. These two datasets consists of 5 scenes, including ETHuniv, ETH-hotel, UCY-zara01, UCY-zara02 and UCY-univ.
There are totally 1536 pedestrians in total with thousands of
nonlinear trajectories. The same leave-one-set-out strategy as
in previous study [Alahi et al., 2016] is used to evaluate the
compared methods.
Besides pedestrian walking datasets, the ApolloScape [Ma
et al., 2019a] and the Argoverse [Chang et al., 2019] datasets
are utilized to demonstrate the performance of the compared
methods. ApolloScape dataset is comprised of different kinds
of traffic agents which include cars, buses, pedestrians and
bicycles. This dataset is very challenging because it is a heterogeneous multi-agent system. On the other hand, Argoverse dataset contains 327790 sequences of different scenarios.
Each sequence follows the trajectory of ego-agent for 5 seconds while keeping track of all other agents (cars, pedestrians
etc.). The dataset is split into a training data with 208272
sequences and a validation data with 79391 sequences. For
ApolloScape, the trajectories of 3 seconds (6 time steps) are
observed and the prediction methods are required to predict
the trajectory in the following 3 seconds (6 time steps). And
for Argoverse, 2 seconds with 20 time steps are observed and
the methods are required to predict the trajectories in the following 3 seconds with 30 time steps.

4.2

Experimental setup

The experimental results are reported in terms of two evaluation metrics, the Average Displacement Error (ADE) and
Final Displacement Error (FDE). ADE is defined as the mean
square error over all prediction points of a trajectory and the
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Table 2: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the ApolloScape Dataset.
Dataset\Method
ApolloScape

Linear
1.95/3.39

KF
2.48/4.33

LSTM
1.63/2.85

Noise-LSTM
1.49/2.58

Social LSTM
1.23/2.11

Social GAN
1.21/2.14

Our method
1.11/1.91

Table 3: Experimental Results (ADE/FDE) on the Argoverse Dataset.
Dataset\Method
Relative coordinate
World coordinate

Linear
1.84/3.91.
1.57/3.31

KF
2.53/5.84
2.56/5.96

LSTM
1.47/3.18
1.24/2.63

Table 4: Ablation Study on the Argoverse Dataset.
Method
Baseline
Our-v1
Our-v2
Our-v3
Our-v4
Our-full

PF






TF





Component
EMF ETF






EF


Metric
ADE FDE
1.48
3.17
1.32
2.70
1.24
2.56
1.22
2.51
1.19
2.47
1.18
2.45

ground truth points of the trajectory, whereas FDE is the distance between the predicted final location and the ground
truth final location at the end of the prediction time period.
We use the the linear regressor, the extended Kalman Filter
(KF), and the vanila-LSTM as the baselines. Moreover, many
state-of-the-art trajectory prediction methods are compared.
Social-LSTM [Alahi et al., 2016] is a prediction method that
combines LSTMs with a social pooling layer. Social-GAN
[Gupta et al., 2018] applies a GAN model to social LSTMs
for prediction. Social-Way [Amirian et al., 2019] utilizes a
GAN model to propose plausible future trajectories and train
the predictor. Sophie [Sadeghian et al., 2019] introduces a
social and physical attention mechanism to a GAN predictor.
Because there is no HD map information and the planned
trajectory for the ego-agent, there is no ego-trajectory feature,
ego-motion feature and environment feature in the proposed
method for the ETH & UCY, and the ApolloScape datasets.
For Argoverse dataset, the proposed method with all the features and components is implemented for comparisons.

4.3

Performance Evaluation

ETH & UCY The experimental results on the ETH and
UCY datasets are presented in Table 1. As expected, the
baselines, the Linear and LSTM, are incapable in capturing the complexity patterns in the trajectories of pedestrians.
Our method outperforms the other methods on the UCY-univ
and UCY-zara02 subsets and shows competitive results on
the ETH-univ and UCY-zara01 subsets. On the ETH-hotel,
both linear and social way methods show lower prediction
errors than other methods. This indicate that the trajectories in ETH-hotel are linearly distributed and thus are simpler
than the other 4 subsets. As the methods are all trained on
the other 4 subsets, these nonlinear predictors, such as Social LSTM, Social-GAN, Sophie, show poor generalization
ability on ETH-hotel. On the other hand, our method still
outperforms Social LSTM, Social-GAN, and Sophie on the
ETH-hotel subset.

Noise-LSTM
1.48/3.17
1.25/2.61

Social LSTM
1.23/2.49
1.22/2.45

Social GAN
1.31/2.63
1.32/2.67

Our method
1.18/2.45
1.15/2.29

AplloScape The performance of the compared methods
on the ApolloScape is shown in Table 2. As can be seen,
the proposed method outperforms the runner-up in term of
ADE/FDE with about 10% improvement in accuracy. It
means that our interaction net has faithfully learn the intrinsic interactive patterns and the attention module could extract
the specialized feature for each category of the heterogeneous
traffic-agents
Argoverse Argoverse provides the HD road map and the
planned path for ego-car. The proposed method with all the
components is implemented. The experimental results are
shown in Table 3. As can be seen, the prediction error of
the proposed method is significantly lower than the other
methods. We observe 11% and 4% improvement in ADE
comparing the Social GAN and Social LSTM methods when
the relative coordinate system (ego-perspective) is used. The
improvement in ADE is 14% and 6% comparing the Social
GAN and the social LSTM methods when the world coordinate system is used.
Ablation Study The proposed method is comprised of
multiple separate components, each with different functions.
To show the effectiveness of the components, we perform ablation study of the components of the proposed method and
the results are presented in Table 4. We use PF, TF, EMF,
ETF, EF to represent the position feature, tracking feature,
ego motion feature, ego trajectory feature, and environment
feature of the proposed method, respectively. The results indicate that PF and TF are contributive to the significant improvement, and the values of the reduction in prediction error
are 0.47 and 0.14, respectively. And EMF, ETF, EF all show
some level of contributions such that the values of the reduction in prediction error are 0.5, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. The
value of the reduction in error is dropping because it is harder
to reduce the prediction error when the error is lower.

5

Conclusion

We propose a new method for trajectory forecasting of multiple agents in dynamic scenes. The method is able to extract
the global spatio-temporal interaction feature from the past
trajectories, and consider the temporal interactions among
agents by soft tracking. An environment net is introduced in
our method to encode the road topology for accurate prediction. And the prediction net combines the features of spatiotemporal interactions and environment to prediction the future trajectories of agents. Experiments on four benchmark
datasets are presented and the ablation study is implemented
to show the effectiveness of each component of the method.
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Abstract— Stereo-vision devices have rigorous requirements
for extrinsic parameter calibration. In Stereo Visual Inertial
Odometry (VIO), inaccuracy in or changes to camera extrinsic
parameters may lead to serious degradation in estimation
performance. In this manuscript, we propose an online calibration method for stereo VIO extrinsic parameters correction.
In particular, we focus on Multi-State Constraint Kalman
Filter (MSCKF [1]) framework to implement our method. The
key component is to formulate stereo extrinsic parameters as
part of the state variables and model the Jacobian of feature
reprojection error with respect to stereo extrinsic parameters
as sub-block of update Jacobian. Therefore we can estimate
stereo extrinsic parameters simultaneously with inertial
measurement unit (IMU) states and camera poses. Experiments on EuRoC dataset and real-world outdoor dataset
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm produce higher positioning accuracy than the original S-MSCKF [2], and the noise
of camera extrinsic parameters are self-corrected within the
system.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, high-precision positioning technologies
have progressed significantly, propelling the advancements
in multiple application scenarios such as autonomous driving, robotics and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and
augmented and virtual reality (AR and VR). In outdoor environments, GNSS such as GPS and RTK can be employed.
In indoor and GPS-denied environments, Lidar and visual
SLAM can be used. For applications that are limited by device size and weight requirements, the applicable positioning
technology is rather limited in the absence of GPS. Since
VIO only requires IMU and one or two camera modules to
estimate ego-motion, it is naturally suitable for such scenarios. It has been reported that stereo-vision VIO system can
improve the overall estimation accuracy over single-vision
VIO system (S-MSCKF [2], VINS-Fusion [3,4]). A good
stereo calibration ensures the epipolar lines of stereo images
being parallel, which is the foundation for most stereo
matching algorithms. However, in stereo VIO systems, the
estimation accuracy heavily depends on camera extrinsic
parameters calibration. With a poor calibration or slight
changes in camera parameters during operation, stereo VIO
positioning accuracy will drop sharply. Even with rigid and
bulky frames, most stereo cameras cannot ensure that extrinsic parameters are unchanged during long course of operations. Within this context, an accurate calibration algorithm
that is robust to changes in camera extrinsic parameters is
highly desired.

Using EuRoC dataset and real-world outdoor dataset, we
compare the proposed scheme with other state-of-the-art
stereo VIO algorithm, specifically S-MSCKF. The experiments show that, without calibration errors, the proposed
method performs similarly to S-MSCKF. Besides, when
artificial noises are involved in the calibrated parameters, the
proposed scheme can achieve rapid self-calibration and outperforms S-MSCKF in position estimation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces related works. Section III introduces system
framework and derives analytical formulations. Section IV
compares experimental results of the proposed scheme with
those of VINS-Fusion [3,4] and S-MSCKF using EuRoC
dataset and real-world outdoor datasets collected by UAVs
as well as by a handheld device. Finally, the conclusions are
summarized in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The current scholarly works in VIO could be roughly divided into loosely-coupled [5,6] and tightly-coupled [1- 4,7]
methods. Tightly-coupled methods put IMU information
into state variables and optimize with vision information
simultaneously, which is a mainstream direction currently.
Tightly-coupled methods can be divided further into filter-based and optimization-based.
VIO methods based on non-linear optimization utilize all
measurements, including IMU measurements and visual
measurements, to find the optimal state variables to minimize the measurement error. Stereo VIO based on non-linear
optimization includes OKVIS [7], VINS-Fusion [3,4], etc.
Both OKVIS and VINS-Fusion perform online estimation of
extrinsic parameters between the IMU and each camera,
separately. However, due to the large number of state variables, even the current mainstream sliding window based
VIO methods using non-linear optimization have a considerable demand for computational resource, and it is still difficult to run in real time on embedded platforms.

In this paper, we propose a stereo VIO algorithm with
online calibration to overcome the above issues. The core

Filter based VIO methods are mainly based on Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) [1]. Generally, IMU is used for prediction, while visual information is used for update. They
achieve almost the same level of accuracy as optimiza-
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method is to formulate stereo camera extrinsic parameters
(rotation and translation) into the set of state variables and
model the relevance between feature reprojection error and
stereo extrinsic parameters in update Jacobian, so that the
stereo extrinsic parameters can be calibrated online as part of
the state estimation. To accelerate the self-calibration process, the initial covariance of stereo extrinsic parameters is
set to a large value. In addition, during the initial phase of
the estimation, the threshold of the outlier rejection rule
based on stereo extrinsic constraint on the algorithm
frontend is relaxed to avoid too many inliers being mistakenly taken out.
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tion-based methods using relatively low computational resources. Thus they can run in real time on embedded platforms. S-MSCKF [2] is one of filter-based stereo VIO
frameworks, which only estimates the extrinsic parameters
between IMU and left camera online. In order to achieve
real-time performance, our method is also based on MSCKF
framework.
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In this paper, different from [1, 2], both extrinsic parameters E3 and E4 of stereo VIO system shown in Fig. 1, are
added into IMU states and calibrated online. The extended
IMU states are defined:
X" =

4 " ,
θE9
L'

B. State Propagation
Similar to EKF state propagation, MSCKF framework
uses IMU data to propagate states. The difference is state
augmentation at the moment of new image arrival. As can be
seen from [1], The time evolution of IMU states are described below:
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III. MSCKF ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
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similarly, the extended additive error of rotation matrix is
defined:

A. State definition
Following the definition of MSCKF in [1], IMU state is
defined below:
& '

89

Except for quaternions, other states can be used with
standard additive error (e.g. x = xG + xC). the extended additive error of quaternion is defined in [10] (in this paper, quaternion error is defined in frame {I} , see details in [11])

P Hansen et al. [8] and Yonggen Ling et al. [9] proposed
approaches to estimate stereo extrinsic parameters online.
They are all based on epipolar geometric constraints for
online self-calibration of stereo extrinsic. However, because
pure vision-based methods cannot self-calibrate the baseline
fully, they can only achieve estimation of stereo extrinsic
parameters with 5-DOF, while the length of the baseline
cannot be estimated. Therefore, we use the IMU and the
cameras jointly, to self-calibrate the 6-DOF stereo extrinsic
parameters online.

'

<

'
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where a represents the body acceleration in frame {G}.
,
ω = $ω\ ω] ω^ 0 represents angular velocity of IMU expressed in frame {I}. And:

(2)

In these expressions, {G} and {I} are the global and inertial frame respectively, {C3 } and {C4 } are frame of C3
and C4 respectively. 'p" and 'v" are position and velocity of IMU expressed in {G}, respectively. 4 × 1 '"q+ represents the rotation from {G} to {I} (in this paper, quaternion
obeys JPL rules). The vectors b/ and b. are the biases of
the measured angular velocity and linear acceleration from
7
the IMU, separately. 6 "q+ represents the rotation from {I}
to {C3 }, and "p67 is the position of C3 based on frame
7
{I} ( 6 "q+ and "p67 are the rotation and translation of ex8
trinsic parameter E3 respectively). Finally, 667q+ represents
7
3}
4 },
{C
{C
to frame
and 6 p68 is
the rotation from frame
7
68
4
3
the position of C based on frame {C } ( 67q+ and 6 p68
are the rotation and translation of stereo extrinsic parameter
8
E4 respectively. We treat stereo extrinsic parameters as 667q+
67
and p68 later).
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ωg and ag are the gyroscope and accelerometer
measurements separately. Ignored the effects of the planet’s
rotation, they are given by [1]:
ωg = ω + b/ + n/

'

ag = RN'"q+ON 'a − 'gO + b. + n.

(8)

where g is gravitational acceleration, expressed in frame
{G}. Applying Eq. (6) in Eq. (8), continuous dynamic model
of IMU states can be obtained:
" K̇
+
'q

The EKF error-state of X" is defined accordingly:

4
= Ω(ω
i ) '"q+K, bK̇/ = 0j×4 ,
L
'

,
vĠ" = RN '"q+KO aG + 'g

bK̇. (t) = 0j×4 ,

'
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moreover, aG = ag − bK. , ω
i = ωg − bK/ , continuous dynamic model of IMU error-state is defined by:
B" + Gn"
B
Ẋ " = FX

Figure 1. Structure diagram of sensor, and definition of extrinsic
parameters
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where n" = $ n,/ n,l/ n,. n,l. 0 is the system noise. It
depends on the IMU noise characteristics. Finally, the matrices F and G that appear in Eq. (10) are given by:

€

P ,
P
…
Px|x
(18)
= z x|x L4 {
PL4 PLL
Note that PL4 = JPx|x , PLL = JPx|x J, are the augmented covariance with respect to jth augmented state, and J is the JaB 7 with respect to the error-state vector.
cobian of X
6

(11)
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Following Euler integration [4] of Eq. (10), discrete-time
system matrix is given by:
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C. State Update
Similar to [2], we can formulate the reprojection of features from stereo. Different from [2], the extrinsic parameters E4 employed in this paper is calibrated online.

(13)
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In this paper, covariance structure is defined as:
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Since the current state of IMU propagation doesn’t
change the pose of sliding window, we can formulate the
covariance propagation method:
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S ê c is the coordinate of jth feature in
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We can formulate least-squares system to optimize the coordinates of features. See details in [13]. Then, the reprojection
error of jth feature observation in ith camera pose in sliding
window is derived as:

(15)
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frame {C } in i camera pose of sliding window (k=0,1 represents left and right camera respectively). Measurement
residual is defined as:
x
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Hence, in Error State Kalman Filter (ESKF [12]) framework,
error-state of system (including augmented cameras) is defined by:
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the pose of augmented camera C3 . It is derived from extrinsic parameter E3 and IMU states:
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When a new image arrives, current state of system
should be augmented (in this paper, we augment the left
camera state similarly to [2]). Including augmented states,
the extended states are defined as:


7

ê

where, P"" x|4|x = ΦP"" x|x Φ, + (ΦG)Q(ΦG), δt , and P""
represents covariance of IMU states. P"6 represents covariance of IMU states with respect to pose of cameras. P66
represents covariance of pose of augmented cameras.
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as:
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pose at the same time instance respectively. Employing the
stereo extrinsic, the pose of the right camera C4 can be easily derived in terms of the left camera augmented( e.g.

Moreover, the propagation of covariance is given by:
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the error of jth augmented camera C3 . Moreover, augmented
covariance is defined by:
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A. Dataset
EuRoC dataset is a visual-inertial dataset [18] produced
by ASL team of ETH. Collected by UAV, the dataset includes stereo images of 20 FPS and IMU data of 200 Hz. It
also provides ground truth trajectories from Leica MS50
lidar and Vicon motion capture system. The dataset consists
of three scenarios and 11 sequences. Five of them are randomly selected for comparison.

f , (k = 0,1)
ê

Similar to original S-MSCKF [2], H Œ represents the
ê

Jacobian with respect to the error of feature coordinate. HŸŒ
represents the Jacobian with respect to error-state. The core
point in this paper is, different with S-MSCKF, in the Jacobian of reprojection error in right camera with respect to
error-state, the sub-Jacobian of the reprojection error in right
camera with respect to the error-state of stereo extrinsic 𝐸𝐸4
is a non-zero block. It just models the reprojection error with
respect to 𝐸𝐸4 . During state update, the 𝐸𝐸4 will be calibrated
ê
online iteratively. nè represents observation noise of jth feature in ith pose. We can stack Eq. (22) of all the observations
with respect to the same feature:
ê
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formed with the stereo extrinsic containing initial noise to
show the robustness and the validity of the proposed algorithm. All of the following algorithms run on Intel i9-9900k
(3.6GHZ) desktop platform.

8

S 5 ª« pG¨ 9 − 𝐽𝐽¢§,4 ª« R
S
𝐻𝐻j = 5 𝐽𝐽¢§,4 667R
' 9
©
×

<

Our large scale dataset includes 30 Hz stereo images and
500 Hz IMU collected by Mynteye S1030 camera shown in
Fig. 2. The cameras is calibrated by Kalibr toolkit [19], and
the ground truth is collected by 5Hz GPS of UBLOX
NEO-M8N.
Our real-world dataset contains two scenes. The first dataset is the outdoor flight scene of UAV at 10m, 25m and
30m altitude. The horizontal trajectory distances are 1km,
1.1km and 2.1km separately, and the trajectories look like
rectangles. The second dataset is an outdoor hand-held scene
with a total distance of 1.5km. Therefore, all sequences are
from large scale scenes. Fig. 3 shows sample images of the
self-collected dataset.

ê

B + H 'pC + nê
r ê = z ê − zG ê ≈ HŸ X
(23)
€
As EKF state variables are formulated regardless of feature coordinates, we can project Eq. (23) into the left null
ê
space of H , and marginalize the formula of feature error
[14]:

B. RMSE comparison
RMSE, root mean square error, is a popular measurement to evaluate estimation accuracy. In the experiment, we
compare proposed method with S-MSCKF and
VINS-Fusion. The former is also based on MSCFK framework which cannot estimate stereo extrinsic online. The
latter is an optimization based stereo VIO, which can estimate extrinsic between IMU and every camera. For fairness,
we turn off the loop closure mode of VINS-Fusion.

êB
ê
ê
r² = V , r ê = V , (z ê − zG ê ) ≈ V , HŸ X
+ n²
(24)
ê
ê
where, V represents the left null space of H , n² = V , nê .
Hence, Eq. (24) becomes the same as standard EKF update,
and QR decomposition can be employed to accelerate the
standard EKF update [1].

Similar to original S-MSCKF [2], the Observability
Constrained EKF [15] is applied in our method for maintaining the consistency of the filter. And the strategy of feature update also comes from S-MSCKF.

In some cases, as the proposed algorithm has a relatively
large initial threshold in frontend, we only compare trajectories after 30s.

D. Vision Frontend
In our implementation, for efficiency, FAST [16] corners
are extracted as landmarks. Similar to [2-4], the KLT optical
flow algorithm [17] is employed in feature matching of front
and rear frames, as well as left and right frames. In stereo
matching, essential matrix constraint is used to eliminate
outliers. Different from [2-4], since stereo extrinsic parameters are calibrated online in this work, the stereo extrinsic
parameters used in the frontend will also be time-varying.
Since the initial extrinsic parameters may be inaccurate, the
outlier rejection algorithm may incorrectly remove inliers
during the initial phase of system start-up. Therefore, the
constraint of outlier rejection using essential matrix relation
should be weakened during the initial period of system
startup to prevent serious errors. After the system runs for a
period of time (i.e. 30 seconds in this paper), the essential
matrix constraint could be set to the normal threshold.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Two experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed
algorithm. Firstly, we compare our method with
state-of-the-art stereo VIO [2-4] on EuRoC dataset and a
large scale dataset. Secondly, another experiment is per-

Figure 2. The device we used for our dataset. It contains oblique
top-down global shutter stereo camera( AR0135, 30Hz) with 752×480
resolution and it contains a build-in IMU ( ICM20602, 500Hz ).
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1) In EuRoC dataset
In Table 1, when the initial stereo extrinsic is normal,
VINS-Fusion performs the best, and our method performs
similarly to original S-MSCKF. Although VINS-Fusion has
higher accuracy, it consumes more computational resource
because of too many variables optimized at the same time
(see the detail comparison in [2]), and the average CPU load
on our machine is about 146%. On the contrary, the proposed method is filter-based. Thus, it has the advantage of
both high efficiency and lightweight. The average CPU load
of our method is only about 57%, which is less than 1/2 of
VINS-Fusion. Our method is similar with S-MSCKF in
terms of CPU load.
In Table 2, as expected, benefited from the online stereo
extrinsic calibration, the estimation results with the initial
noise in stereo extrinsic of our algorithm and VINS-Fusion
are not degraded significantly compared with no noise situations. However, without stereo extrinsic estimation,
S-MSCKF performs badly or even diverges.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Sample images of large scale dataset. (a) and (b) are the images
when the UAV is flying on 30 meters height. (c) and (d) are the images
when the device is held by hand.
TABLE I.
RMSE (m) comparison with normal initial stereo extrinsic.
For EuRoC dataset, only trajectories after 30s were considered.

2) In large scale environment
In large scale environment, the estimation accuracy of
proposed method is similar with VINS-Fusion, both of
which are superior to S-MSCKF. Especially in the handheld
data (Fig. 4), because there is no stereo baseline estimation,
the estimated scale of S-MSCKF has a large error. It indicates that in the large scale environment, online stereo extrinsic estimation is crucial for scale estimation.

Data sequences

VINS-Fusion

S-MSCKF

Our Method

MH_03

0.080

0.211

0.223

MH_04

0.110

0.373

0.315

V1_03

0.129

0.260

0.195

V2_01

0.079

0.110

0.091

V2_02

0.035

0.139

0.163

Similarly, with stereo extrinsic containing initial noise,
the proposed algorithm and VINS-Fusion still work well in
most cases, but S-MSCKF diverges. Hence, the robustness
of our method is validated.

UAV_10m

2.935

4.417

3.737

UAV_25m

4.068

4.674

4.768

C.

UAV_30m

15.976

19.328

13.866

Hand_Held

14.223

41.969

9.480

Stereo extrinsic estimation result
As can be seen from Table 3, with different perturbations
to X and Y direction of the initial stereo extrinsic parameters,
our method can converge to be approximately the same as
the off-line calibration results. Specifically, for errors in
translation in X or Y axis, most of the final errors are limited
to below 0.5 mm. For errors in any direction of rotation, the
final error is controlled under 0.1 degree. It should be noted
that in Z axis of translation, all final errors are around 5 mm,
including the case with normal initial stereo extrinsic parameters. An intuitive explanation is that the Z axis of stereo
camera device is aligned with UAV heading direction in
EuRoC dataset. Almost all the time UAV moves towards the
heading direction, which leads to a bigger error in the estimated offset along the depth direction.
Fig. 5 shows that, with different initial artificial perturbations, the estimated translation in X axis and rotation in yaw
direction between two cameras change with time. The figure
shows that in about 30 seconds the estimated translation in X
axis converges, and in 5 seconds the estimated rotation in
yaw converges. These results indicate that the proposed algorithm can effectively estimate the stereo extrinsic in a
timely manner.

TABLE II.
RMSE (m) comparison with bad initial stereo extrinsic
(added 2 deg. error in Z axis for rotation and 5mm error in baseline for
translation). Only trajectories after 30s were considered, as it took time to
estimate appropriate stereo extrinsic for filter-based method.
Data sequences

VINS-Fusion

S-MSCKF

Our Method

MH_03

0.087

-

0.302

MH_04

0.102

1.659

0.337

V1_03

0.195

0.585

0.235

V2_01

0.154

0.724

0.127

V2_02

0.067

0.454

0.165

UAV_10m

2.950

-

4.930

UAV_25m

4.076

-

11.213

UAV_30m

-

-

Hand_Held

18.610

-

24.861
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Figure 4. The estimated trajectories with good initial stereo extrinsic in
hand held outdoor environment aligned to Google Map. VINS-Fusion (red),
S-MSCKF (blue), our method (yellow) and GPS (green).

V. CONCLUSION

(b)

In this paper, we have presented an approach for online
estimation of stereo extrinsic parameters based on
S-MSCKF framework. The key component of our formulation is that the stereo extrinsic parameter 𝐸𝐸4 is explicitly
included in state variables, and the model between 𝐸𝐸4 error
and feature reprojection error is formulated. The resulting
stereo VIO system significantly reduces the dependency on
accurate offline stereo calibration. At the same time, the
robustness and accuracy of the system are improved. Based
on the experiments using EuRoC and real-world datasets,
our scheme significantly outperforms the original S-MSCKF
when there are perturbations to camera parameters. Especially, given inaccurate extrinsic parameters, our method can
converge to an accurate estimation of extrinsic parameters
over a few dozens of seconds. Since our method is filter-based, the computational requirement is much lower than
those of optimization-based methods (e.g. VINS-Fusion),
without significantly degrading the accuracy and robustness
of the algorithm.

Figure 5. With different initial artifical perturbations, estimated baseline
(translation in X axis) and rotation in yaw between two cameras changing
with time compared with offline calibration results using V2_02_medium
data of EuRoC. (a) shows the translation and (b) shows the rotation.
TABLE III.
Given different artificial initial perturbations, the final
estimation errors of translation (mm) and rotation (Euler Angles in degree)
between two cameras compared to the offine calibration ground truth.
V2_02_medium data sequence of EuRoC is used in this experiment.
Errors in
translation

In future work, we will focus on real-time evaluation of
the certainty of stereo extrinsic parameters.

-10 mm

-7 mm

0 mm

+7 mm

X

0.127

0.295

0.547

0.442

+10 mm
0.838

Y

0.248

-0.026

-0.204

-0.020

-0.040

Z

5.425

5.720

5.253

5.547

5.554

Errors in
rotation

-3 deg

-1.5 deg

0 deg

+1.5 deg

+3 deg

Roll

0.096

0.097

0.093

0.096

0.087

Pitch

-0.078

-0.077

-0.080

-0.080

-0.086

Yaw

0.027

0.026

0.027

0.025

0.026
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Abstract
Weakly supervised machine reading comprehension (MRC) task is practical and promising for
its easily available and massive training data, but inevitablely introduces noise. Existing related
methods usually incorporate extra submodels to help filter noise before the noisy data is input to
main models. However, these multistage methods often make training difficult, and the qualities
of submodels are hard to be controlled. In this paper, we first explore and analyze the essential
characteristics of noise from the perspective of loss distribution, and find that in the early stage
of training, noisy samples usually lead to significantly larger loss values than clean ones. Based
on the observation, we propose a hierarchical loss correction strategy to avoid fitting noise and
enhance clean supervision signals, including using an unsupervisedly fitted Gaussian mixture
model to calculate the weight factors for all losses to correct the loss distribution, and employ
a hard bootstrapping loss to modify loss function. Experimental results on different weakly
supervised MRC datasets show that the proposed methods can help improve models significantly.

1

Introduction

Machine reading comprehension (MRC) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is a well-known NLP task, and has
made significant progress in recent years (Yu et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Gong et al., 2020; Yuan et
al., 2020). To learn a well-performed MRC system, large amount of human annotated data is required.
However, human annotation is high-cost in real-world application, and it is hard to control the quality
for some of hard instances. Recent approach (Joshi et al., 2017) utilized a distantly supervised method to
collect the excerpts for answers. It greatly scales up the dataset and reduces the cost, but introduces more
harmful noisy samples inevitably. There are many of approaches proposed to filter noise for question
answering (QA) recently. Lin et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2019a) adopted a paragraph selector to calculate
confidences of paragraphs to help filter noisy ones before they are input into the main model. Niu et al.
(2020) designed a submodel to generate labels to supervise the training of the selector. Back to MRC,
Lee et al. (2019b) further proposed to generate labels for unlabeled samples, then train an extra Refinery
model to refine the overall labels for multilingual MRC task with limited training data.
Admittedly, these multistage methods have achieved certain improvements, but rely heavily on the selector, retriever or refinery. The qualities of these complementary models are hard to be controlled, and
make training difficult. In fact, we can explore another novel idea that exploits the essential characteristics of noise itself to help alleviate its effect for MRC task. Inspired by the idea of learning with noisy
labels in image classification (Arazo et al., 2019), we explore and find that the loss distribution of weakly
supervised MRC training data has inspiring characteristics. As shown in Figure 1 (a), at the beginning
of training, losses of noisy samples are generally greater than losses of clean samples significantly. And
in Figure 1 (b), during training, the losses of all samples roughly converge into two clusters according to
values. In addition, we have noticed that without correction, noise tends to attract more attention due to
∗
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the produced larger loss, which causes the model optimized into wrong direction easily. We argue that it
is one of the essential reasons why the performance will be hurt by much noise.
In this paper, our main idea for improving original models is to correct the loss distribution based on
the above findings, which reduces losses of noisy samples thus avoiding fitting noise and pushes models
to pay more attention to the supervision signals from clean data, as shown in Figure 2. Specifically,
instead of modifying the original structures of previous well-performing models, we first choose to fit a
2-component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to loss distribution unsupervisedly, then infer the probabilities of samples being clean or noisy through the posterior probability provided by GMM. Note that
we have verified in Section 5.2 that the noise recognition accuracy can even exceed 90% by GMM. Based
on the inferred results of GMM, we then automatically produce weight factors for all losses. Specifically,
we assign larger factors to losses that have higher probabilities of being clean samples by GMM, while
assign lowers ones to losses that are more likely to be noisy. Note that in the traditional case without
correction, the weight factors of all losses can be regarded as an uniform distribution. In addition, we
also propose to use the hard bootstrapping loss to replace standard cross-entropy loss to further correct
loss values of the individual samples to further avoid fitting noise.
Our contributions are summarized as: (1) We explore the essential characteristics of noise in weakly
supervised MRC from the perspective of loss distribution, and offer new ideas for this task and other
related NLP tasks in weakly supervised manner; (2) We propose the hierarchical loss correction method
to avoid fitting noise and strengthen the supervision from clean samples, which uses unsupervisedly
fitted GMM to calculate weight factors for correcting loss distribution, and uses hard bootstrapping loss
to modify loss function; (3) We conduct ample experiments on two types of multiple weakly supervised
datasets, and experimental results show that the proposed method can improve models significantly.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Problem Formulation

The typical machine reading comprehension (MRC) task focuses on learning a model hθ (x) to answer a
question q given the excerpt evidence e derived from excerpt set E. The training set can be formalized
into a set of triple examples D = {(qi , ei , ai )|i = 1, ..., N }, where N is the number of examples in D,
ei } is the excerpt evidence
qi = {w1qi , w2qi , . . . , wnqi } is the question with n tokens, ei = {w1ei , w2ei , . . . , wm
ei
ei
ei
with m tokens, ai = {wi , wi+1 , . . . , wi+s−1 } is a substring from ei , and defines the golden answer to
qi . Following Devlin et al. (2018) and Joshi et al. (2017), this task can be formulated as to predict an
answer span, i.e., the start and end indices of answer ai in excerpt ei .
TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) contains a distantly supervised MRC dataset, whose evidences are gathered automatically, with the assumption of distant supervision that the presence of the answer string
in an evidence document implies that the document does answer the question. Formally, in the distantly supervised MRC task, ei is set to a set of excerpts, and training data is formalized as Dds =
{(qi , {eij }M
j=1 , ai )|i = 1, ..., N }, where M is the number of excerpts. Although all excerpts in the set
contain answer strings, there is no guarantee that answers to questions will be derived from the excerpts.
When aligned to standard MRC data, a sample of distant supervised data (qi , {Di1 , Di2 , . . . , DiM }, ai )
can be expanded into M samples in standard format {(qi , Di1 , ai ), (qi , Di2 , ai ), . . . , (qi , DiM , ai )}. Obviously this automated operation can easily obtain a large number of training data, but inevitably introduces
a lot of noise, which will hurt the model’s performance.
In this paper, we consider such a more common and general weakly supervised MRC scenario, which
extends from the distantly supervised MRC task (Joshi et al., 2017): in the training set D, both the
excerpts and the answer spans may be noisy. That is, not only do the excerpt ei not guaranteed to provide
the evidence to answer the question qi , but the answer span ai itself is likely to be noise. Anyway, xi ∈ D
is a noisy sample when excerpt evidence ei or answer span ai is noisy. We focus on improving the models
on weakly supervised MRC training data.
2625
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Empirical Explorations

Typical MRC models usually learn the model parameters θ by minimizing the following loss function:
L=−

N

i=1

log(Ps1i ) + log(Pe2i ) = −

N

i=1

yiT log(P (ai |ei , qi )) = −

N


yiT log(hθ (xi ))

(1)

i=1

where si and ei of answer ai are the start and end positions in excerpt ei for sample xi . Ps1i and Pe2i are
the probabilities of the starting and ending position, respectively. yi defines the label of the start and end
indices. hθ (x) defines the softmax probability produced by the model.
Taking Eq. (1) as the loss function, we train MRC models on weakly supervised datasets and record
the entire loss convergence process, and collect all samples’ losses computed by a trained model instance,
as shown in Figure 1. From Figure 1(a), we can find that in the early stages of training, noise samples
usually lead to significantly larger losses than clean samples. And from Figure 1(b), the losses of the
entire dataset can be roughly divided into two clusters, we argue that the cluster with larger mean loss
value corresponds to noisy samples, and conversely the other corresponds to clean samples.
These observations intuitively suggest that we can use a 2-component mixture model to unsupervisedly
fit the overall loss distribution, where two independent components correspond to the loss distributions
caused by noise and clean data, respectively. During training, we can reasonably correct the loss distribution before the loss back propagation by using the mixture model to infer whether the losses come
from noise or clean data, thereby reducing disturbance from noise and pushing the model to pay more
attention to the supervision signals from clean data. It is worth noting that the entire process does not
use any additional supervision signals, but it gives the model much additional important information.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Analysis of loss characteristics. (a): Comparison of loss convergence processes when training
on original SQuAD data and noisy SQuAD data with 80% noise; (b): Frequency distribution histogram
of losses obtained by infering all samples of distantly supervised TriviaQA data using a model instance.

3

Methodology

We propose hierarchical loss correction strategy to avoid fitting noise and enhance supervision signals
from clean samples. The overall framework of the proposed methods is shown in Figure 2. We first
model loss by fitting a GMM, then perform loss correction operation before back propagation.
3.1

Modeling Loss

Based on observations in Section 2.2, we can effectively infer whether a sample is more likely to be clean
or noisy by fitting a probability distribution model to the losses of all training data. Intuitively, we argue
that losses corresponding to clean and noisy samples obey two independent probability distributions,
respectively. Therefore, losses of all training samples obey a mixture probability distribution composed
of the above two distributions. We employ the widely used unsupervised GMM to fit the losses, since
2626
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Figure 2: The framework of the proposed methods. Original losses are computed by aligning the predictions with the ground truth. A GMM is fitted to them to give the posterior probabilities to compute the
corrected loss distribution for actual back propagation. original losses are used during pretraining.
loss histogram in Figure 3 shows Gaussian distribution is suitable, which has good mathematical properties. Specifically, we use 2-component GMM to fit the loss distributions of clean and noisy samples,
respectively. Next, we introduce how to fit GMM to losses unsupervisedly and use it to model noise.
We assume that the observed losses l = {li }N
i=1 can be generated by a GMM θG :
P (l|θG ) =

K

i=1

(2)

αk φ(l|θk )

where θG = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αK ; θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK ), θk are parameters of the k-th Gaussian component and αk
are mixing coefficients for the convex combination of each individual probability density function (PDF)
p(l|θk ). We employ the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to fit GMM to the observed losses.
Specifically, we define the latent variables γ̂jk to be the posterior probability of the point lj having
been generated by mixture component θk , where j = 1, 2, . . . , N, k = 1, 2, . . . , K. In the E-step we fix
the parameters αk , θk and update the latent variables using Bayes rule:
αk φ(lj |θk )
γ̂jk = E(γjk |l, θG ) = P (γjk = 1|l, θG ) = K
k=1 αk φ(lj |θk )

(3)

And given fixed γ̂jk , the M-step estimates parameters µ̂k , δ̂k of the Gaussian distribution, and α̂k as:
N

j=1 γ̂jk lj

µ̂k = N

j=1 γ̂jk

; σ̂k =

N

j=1 γ̂jk (lj −
N
j=1 γ̂jk

µk ) 2

; α̂k =

N

j=1 γ̂jk

N

(4)

Repeat the above calculation until convergence or the iterations exceeds the maximum limitation.
Given a fitted GMM, we can effectively model the losses. Specifically, we calculate the probability of
a sample being clean or noisy through the posterior probability as follows:
p(θk |li ) =

p(θk )p(li |θk )
p(li )

(5)

We use the component θk with the smallest mean µk to represent the loss distribution of clean samples.
3.2

Hierarchical Loss Correction

We further consider correcting losses to avoid fitting noise. The correction process includes hierarchical
operations, fine-grained loss function correction and high-level loss distribution correction.
Since standard cross-entropy (CE) in loss Eq. (1) is ill-suited to deal with noisy samples because the
model will exploit wrong knowledge from noisy samples (Zhang et al., 2017), it is replaced with the
hard bootstrapping loss (Reed et al., 2015) to correct the training objective and alleviate the disturbance
of noise, which deals with noisy samples by adding a perception term to CE loss:
Lhard = −

N

i=1

(βyi + (1 − β)zi )T )log(hi )
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where zi := [k = arg max hj , j = 1, . . . , N ], β weights the model prediction zi in the loss function.
Following Reed et al. (2015), we set β = 0.8, ∀i.
We further propose to correct the loss distribution based on the posterior probability by GMM. Generally, neural MRC models are trained by stochastic gradient descend (SGD) approach, in which losses
directly affect the calculation of gradients, which in turn affect the optimization process, so that samples
with larger losses have more influence. Traditional models trained on clean data try to fit all losses with
the intuition that the under-fitting leads to large losses. But when training on noisy data, we argue large
losses are more likely to be caused by noise and need to be corrected. We correct entire loss distribution
by using GMM to infer the possibilities that samples are clean, and adopting a softmax operation to
assign larger weight factors to the samples with higher probabilities and lower ones to others. The loss
distribution correction operation with weight factors is given as:
Lcorrect =

N

i=1

)
1 p(k=kc |lhard
i
T
e
lihard
Z

(7)

p(k=kc |lhard
)

j
T
where Z = N
is the normalization factor, kc = arg min(θG .means) is the Gaussian
j=1 e
component with the smallest value of mean parameter in GMM model θG , indicating that it is clean
component fitted to the clean data, and T is the temperature parameter.

Algorithm 1: Loss correction process for reading comprehension question answering.
Input: Training epoch number K; training data size N ; train triple samples {xi }N
i=1 ; GMM
refitting frequency f ; the size of mini-batch b.
initialize MRC model θ;
Pretrain θ with original losses by standard cross entropy;
for k ← 1 to K do
if k % f == 0 then
Compute all losses l of all samples {xi }N
i=1 by Eq. (6);
Fit GMM θG to all losses l using EM algorithm as Eq. (3) and Eq. (4);
kc ← arg min(θG .means) // choosing the Gaussian component with the smallest mean
value to represent the distribution of clean data;
for mini-batch in batches of epoch do
Compute batch losses lhard of the mini-batch samples {xi }bi by Eq. (6);
Compute posterior probabilities {p(k = kc |li )}bi=1 for lhard ;
c
by Eq. (7);
Compute corrected batch losses lhard
c
and updata θ;
Loss back propagation from lhard
3.3

Overviews

In summary, the framework of the proposed methods is shown in Figure 2, and we train the improved
moels according to Algorithm 1. In practice, we first pretrain the original model using standard CE.
Then, we compute the bootstrapping losses, and fit a 2-component GMM to these losses using EM
algorithm and record the clean Gaussian component with minimum mean value. In each training step,
we compute batch losses of the batch samples and the probabilities of these samples being clean, then
employ a softmax operation to compute the weight factors to further calculate the corrected losses. At
the end of the step, we do back propagation based on the corrected losses.

4
4.1

Experimental Setup
Datasets

SQuAD. SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is a standard and high-quality MRC dataset. The annotators
were asked to write more than 100,000 questions and select a span of arbitrary length from the given
Wikipedia paragraph to answer the question. In practice, we use the SQuAD v1.1, and randomly select
a certain percentage of samples to add noise to them. For each noisy sample, we randomly select a
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continuous sequence of tokens from the evidence paragraph to replace the original label. Note that in
this scenario, the answer is noisy. In order to fully explore the influence of noise, we generate 4 noisy
training data, and their noise ratios are 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.
TriviaQA. TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) is a collection of trivia question-answer pairs that were scraped
from the web. We use their distantly supervised MRC dataset whose excerpt evidences are scraped from
Wikipedia. We convert TriviaQA into a weakly supervised data format that conforms to the definition
in the section 2.1. Note that, in this scenario, the evidence file is noisy. However, unlike the randomly
created noise in squad, noise in TriviaQA is real in natural scenes.
4.2

Setup

Baselines. We use two widely used models (Cui et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019b), and a shrunken model
as the baselines. BERT: We modify a pre-trained uncased BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) model on a masked
language task to MRC task by mapping the features extracted by BERT into the inferencing position
logits to predict answer spans through a dense layer. BiDAF: Seo et al. (2016) proposed a multistage
hierarchical process, which represents context at different levels of granularity, and uses a two-way
attention flow mechanism to obtain query-aware context representation, we follow the implementation
setting of original BiDAF. BiDAFm : To explore the impact of model capacity on the proposed methods,
we build a mini version of BiDAF, denoted BiDAFm, by reducing the amount of parameters; specifically,
we set word dimension to 50 (original 100), char channel size to 20 (original 100), hidden size of LSTM
to 35 (original 100), char channel width to 2 (original 5) and char dimension to 3 (original 8).
Evaluation Metrics. Following Chen et al. (2017) and Lee et al. (2019b), we use these two official
evaluation metrics to evaluate our models, namely ExactMatch (EM) and F1 score. Among them, EM
evaluates the percentage of prediction answers that exactly match one of the ground truth ones and F1
score can measure the average overlap between the prediction and ground truth answer. And we directly
use the official evaluation script provided by SQuAD v1.1 for evaluation.
Settings. We implement the proposed methods by employing the loss correction strategies based on
the above three baselines, including using a mixture probability distribution model to fit to losses of
models, which in turn helps correct the loss distribution, and replacing the cross-entropy loss in Eq. (6)
to the hard bootstrap loss which is more suitable for processing noisy data. Based on these settings, we
retrain these new models in the same experimental environment. In practice, for mixture models, we use
2-component GMM, and its max iteration number is set to 100. We use Glove pretrained embeddings
to initialize word embedding in BiDAF. We set β in hard bootstrapping loss to 0.8, set learning rate in
BERT and BiDAF to 0.0005 and 0.001, respectively, and set temperature T to 1.0. We bounding the loss
observations in [, 1 − ] instead of [0, 1] ( = e − 4 in practice) to sidesteps this issue that EM algorithm
will become numerically unstable when the observations are very near 0 and 1.

5
5.1

Results and Analysis
Experimental Results

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of the baselines and the improved models using the proposed methods on EM and F1 metrics. We can find that our methods make the original well-performed models
achieve a further significant performance improvement on the real distantly supervised TriviaQA dataset.
Among them, the improved model based on BERT improves by 13.9% and 10.0% on the EM and F1
respectively, and the improved model based on BiDAFm improves by 17.4% and 13.2%, respectively.
It shows that the proposed methods can effectively improve the models training on noisy data. On
noisy SQuADs with different ratios of noise, our methods can still significantly improve models. Taking
SQuAD with 60% noise as an example, the improved model based on BiDAF has improved 10.42 percentage points (29.4%) and 9.50 points (21.1%) on EM and F1, respectively. The improved model based
on BERT has improved 8.07 percentage points (20.6%) and 8.20 points (16.6%), respectively. It shows
that the proposed methods can indeed help reduce the disturbance of noise on the model, and this ability
can be clearly reflected on different data sets.
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Model
BiDAFm

BiDAF

BERT

OR
HB
DCE
DHB
OR
HB
DCE
DHB
OR
HB
DCE
DHB

clean
EM
F1
60.19 71.87
64.18 74.70
69.56 79.08
-

noise-0.2
EM
F1
58.13 69.53
58.50 70.23
59.09 70.28
58.61 70.47
60.02 70.62
61.94 72.01
63.25 73.15
63.36 73.89
61.36 72.48
62.37 73.16
63.06 73.73
64.12 74.09

SQuAD
noise-0.4
EM
F1
54.08 65.99
54.47 66.21
55.93 66.94
56.25 67.54
53.42 63.85
57.35 67.58
57.75 68.46
59.13 70.38
53.13 64.10
54.22 64.82
54.99 66.09
56.94 67.34

noise-0.6
EM
F1
38.92 50.79
42.81 52.05
47.23 57.89
43.71 52.95
35.36 44.95
34.91 44.89
45.78 54.45
43.91 53.01
39.08 49.44
43.74 54.03
43.73 53.48
47.15 57.64

noise-0.8
EM
F1
5.07
7.38
6.40
8.92
8.25
10.84
8.52
11.09
10.35 15.35
10.63 15.98
11.14 15.97
12.16 17.12
15.49 24.60
17.75 25.84
17.36 26.62
18.43 26.09
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TriviaQA
EM
17.41
19.22
19.86
20.44
22.92
23.00
23.17
23.14
25.65
26.24
28.28
29.21

F1
22.24
23.32
24.45
25.18
27.23
27.17
27.41
27.28
30.95
31.70
33.34
34.02

Table 1: Evaluation results of different models under different loss correction strategies on two category
of weakly supervised training sets. Among them, OR represents the original methods with cross entropy,
HB represents methods using hard bootstrapping loss only, and DCE and DHB represent strategies of
using loss distribution correction based on cross entropy and hard bootstrap loss, respectively.
Ablation Study. For each group of experiments, we report the experimental results of different models using original cross entropy loss and hard bootstrapping loss, and using high-level loss distribution
correction with the two loss functions, respectively. From Table 1, we can find that: (1) Compared with
using original cross entropy, the strategy of only correcting the loss function with hard bootstrapping
loss can also improve models to a certain extent. (2) Both loss correction combination strategies have
significant impacts on models’ promotions. (3) The models using the loss distribution correction based
on standard cross-entropy strategy has been effectively improved compared to the baselines, and some
models using this strategy perform best in some scenarios, such as the BiDAF-based improved model
trained on SQuAD with 60% noise. (4) But overall, the improved models using loss distribution correction based on hard bootstrap loss strategy will perform better, because the strategy attempts to provide
cleaner loss signals by correcting both the loss values of the samples themselves and the loss distribution.
Since there is no guarantee that adopting the combination strategy based on hard bootstrap loss will be
better, we recommend to try both combination strategies if conditions permit, and choose the one that
performs better, in the practice of applying the proposed methods.
5.2

How does GMM work?

We further analyze GMM’s ability to distinguish between noisy and clean samples based on loss distribution unsupervisedly. First, independent of the noisy SQuAD sets for training, we randomly regenerate
a series of test sets from original training set to evaluate GMM, which contain corresponding proportions
noise and labels used to mark whether the samples are noise. Specifically, we regularly use the model
in normal training process to output the loss corresponding to each sample in the corresponding test set,
and use a new GMM instance to fit this loss distribution. Then use the fitted GMM to infer whether the
sample is clean or noise. Along with training process, we record the best evaluation results of GMM.
From Table 2, we can find that GMM can very effectively identify noise. On data sets with a noise
ratio of 60% or less, BERT-based and BiDAF-based improved models can correctly identify more than
97% and 80% of noisy samples, respectively. And on the noisy data a noise ratio of 80%, the noise
recognition rate still reaches 74%. This means that based on the observations in Section 2.2, GMM can
provide so much extra useful information out of nothing to help improve the models. Specifically, the
posterior probability given by GMM help to correct the loss distribution, thereby reducing the disturbance
of noise, and push the model pay more attention to the supervision signals from clean data. We also note
that the recognition rates of noise and clean data is a trade-off. Noise recognition and clean recognition
are difficult to perform both well at the same time. However, in general, the recognition results of GMM
are very effective in correcting the loss distribution, because as long as the attentions to clean samples are
increased or the to noisy samples are reduced, the model can be optimized in a more correct direction.
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Model
BiDAFm
BiDAF
BERT

OR
DHB
OR
DHB
OR
DHB

all
74.30
54.54
78.64
60.47
72.00
76.71

noise-0.2
noise
99.62
99.77
99.61
99.82
99.35
99.62

clean
67.95
43.21
73.38
50.60
65.14
70.96

all
87.24
87.50
81.27
87.76
67.20
72.78

noise-0.4
noise
79.59
79.23
98.61
80.12
98.97
98.86

clean
92.30
92.96
69.81
92.81
46.24
55.58

all
56.57
72.52
77.94
78.17
68.74
76.23

noise-0.6
noise
81.96
80.20
81.93
81.21
97.02
98.27

clean
18.21
60.91
71.91
73.58
26.08
42.95

all
32.26
33.62
72.33
30.31
71.22
68.07

noise-0.8
noise
17.29
17.20
81.81
17.91
74.16
74.74

clean
92.11
99.31
34.45
79.90
59.45
41.36

Table 2: Accuracy of unsupervisedly identifying the noise in the training data of different noisy SQuAD
with different noise rates by GMM obtained by fitting to the loss observations. Among them, all represents the overall accuracy, noise, and clean respectively are the proportion of noise samples and clean
samples that are correctly identified.
5.3

Fit to Loss Distribution

In addition, we intuitively show how GMM fits the loss distribution, as shown in Figure 3. From Figure
3, we can find that the loss distribution of different models trained on different noisy data sets can be
indeed roughly divided into two clusters, indicates that it makes sense to use a two-component mixture
probability model to fit the loss distribution. Moreover, the Gaussian distribution is very universal,
because it can basically fit loss clusters in various situations. Of course, the operators can explore or
design a special distribution to replace the Gaussian distribution for specific scenarios in practice. Note
that we focus more on the generalization ability of the Gaussian distribution in this paper.

(a) BiDAF on SQuAD with 60% noise

(b) BERT on SQuAD with 60% noise

(c) BiDAF on TriviaQA

(d) BERT on TriviaQA

Figure 3: Analysis of fitting a 2-component Gaussian mixture model to the losses computed by models
(BiDAF and BERT) on different noisy data sets, where two clusters in the histogram correspond to two
Gaussian components depicted by the red and blue curves, respectively.
5.4

Explore Other Mixture Model

From observations in Section 2.2, we can know that as long as a probability model can well fit the loss
distribution, it can be used to participate in the construction of the mixture model. In addition to GMM,
we also explore the Beta Mixture Model (BMM), which performs well in noisy image classification
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Model
BiDAFm
BERT

PDM
BMM
GMM
BMM
GMM

noise-0.2
EM
F1
58.18 69.59
58.61 70.47
62.89 73.75
64.12 74.09

SQuAD
noise-0.4
noise-0.6
EM
F1
EM
F1
53.93 66.63 47.39 57.31
56.25 67.54 47.23 57.89
55.19 65.85 43.27 51.84
56.94 67.34 47.15 57.64

noise-0.8
EM
F1
6.42
9.52
8.52
11.09
18.97 28.93
18.43 26.09
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TriviaQA
EM
19.20
20.44
27.38
29.21

F1
24.77
25.18
32.41
34.02

Table 3: Comparison results of employing different mixture models to improve BiDAFm and BERT on
different noisy data sets.
tasks (Arazo et al., 2019). The beta distribution over a normalized loss l ∈ [0, 1] is defined to have PDF:
Γ(α+β) α−1
p(l|α, β) = Γ(α)Γ(β)
l
(1 − l)β−1 , where Γ(·) is the Gamma function, and α, β > 0 are parameters.
Similarly, the mixture PDF is given by substituting the above into Eq. (5). Based on BiDAFm and
BERT, we conduct comparison experiments on all noisy datasets. The experimental results are shown in
Table 3. From Table 3, we can find that: (1) loss correction based on BMM can also bring a significant
performance improvement, compared with the results in Table 1; (2) in most scenarios, GMM can help
to achieve more significant improvements than BMM, indicating that GMM has obvious advantages in
MRC task, and is very suitable for this task. It enlightens us that when there is no better choice, the
Gaussian mixture model is a good solution, or serves it as a baseline to explore better models.

6

Related Work

Machine Reading Comprehension. Machine reading comprehension (MRC) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
has received increasing attention recently, which requires a model to extract an answer span to a question
from reference documents (Yu et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020;
Yuan et al., 2020). Owing to the rise of pre-training models (Devlin et al., 2018), a machine is able to
achieve highly competitive results on classic datasets (e.g. SQuad (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)), even close
to human performance. However, there is still a huge gap between high performance on the leaderboard and poor practical user experience, due to the noisy dataset, high-cost annotation and low resource
languages. Recently, the more challenging distantly supervised MRC task, TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017)
was proposed, in which the provided evidences are noisy and collected based on the distant supervision.
(Yuan et al., 2020) proposed a multilingual MRC task to facilitate the study on low resource languages.
(Lee et al., 2019b) focused on annotating the unlabeled data with heuristic method and refine the labels
by an extra Refinery model for multilingual MRC task.
Learning with Noisy Labels. Recently, the great progress has been made on learning with noisy labels
in image classification and question answering (QA) domains. Reed et al. (2015) and Ma et al. (2018)
proposed a bootstrapping method to reconstruct loss function for noisy data combined with model predictions. Jiang et al. (2018) and Arazo et al. (2019) put forward an empirical assumption that samples
with lower losses are clean, then separate the clean and noisy samples based on the loss distribution.
For QA task, Lin et al. (2018) and Lee et al. (2019a) utilized an extra paragraph selector to filter noise
by calculating confidences of paragraphs. Niu et al. (2020) further proposed a complementary model to
generate labels to the paragraphs for training selectors supervisedly.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we explore natural characteristics of noise from perspective of loss, and find in early stages
of training, noisy samples usually result in significantly larger losses than clean samples. Based on
the observation, we propose a hierarchical loss correction strategy to avoid fitting noise and strengthen
supervision signals from clean samples by incorporating an unsupervisedly fitted GMM and modifying
original loss funciton to hard bootstrapping loss. We conducted ample experiments on multiple weakly
supervised MRC datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed methods can effectively help
models to achieve significant improvements.
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Abstract
Slot filling and intent detection are two major tasks for spoken language understanding. In most
existing work, these two tasks are built as joint models with multi-task learning with no consideration of prior linguistic knowledge. In this paper, we propose a novel joint model that applies a
graph convolutional network over dependency trees to integrate the syntactic structure for learning slot filling and intent detection jointly. Experimental results show that our proposed model
achieves state-of-the-art performance on two public benchmark datasets and outperforms existing work. At last, we apply the BERT model to further improve the performance on both slot
filling and intent detection.

1

Introduction

Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) plays a vital role in a task-oriented dialogue system. Slot filling
and intent detection (Tur and De Mori, 2011) are two major tasks for SLU as shown in Figure 1(a). Slot
filling aims to obtain the semantic structure for the utterance. Meanwhile, intent detection annotates the
categorical intent of the utterance.
In typical pipeline methods, slot filling and intent detection are built separately. Slot filling is implemented as a standard sequence labeling task (Yao et al., 2014) and intent detection is built as a classification task (Lai et al., 2015), respectively. Essentially, slot filling and intent detection impact mutually.
Therefore, more prior work (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2016; Goo et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a; E et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019) implement two aforementioned tasks jointly as multi-task learning and achieve more promising results than those pipeline
methods. However, most prior work utilize sequential model, such as recurrent neural network, to accumulate the contextual representation for each word to implement SLU with no consideration of prior
linguistic knowledge. Intuitively, slot filling and intent detection rely on indicative contextual words
for disambiguation and suffer from the degradation on wide contexts. Syntactic dependency parse tree
as shown in Figure 1(b), which provides linguistic dependency relation among words, has been shown
generally beneficial in various NLP tasks such as machine reading comprehension (Zhang et al., 2019),
neural machine translation (Chen et al., 2018) and relation extraction (Zhang et al., 2018b). The major
reasons are that the dependency parse tree can capture long-range relations between words and contain
implicit clues for disambiguation.
To access a better SLU, we emphasize that SLU model should utilize the dependency representation
as prior linguistic knowledge. In this paper, we propose a joint SLU model that applies a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) over dependency trees to integrate the syntactic structure for joint learning slot
filling and intent detection, where the GCN can pool information over arbitrary dependency structures
efficiently, which has been proven in (Zhang et al., 2018b). Concretely, our proposed model encode
the utterance and output a contextual word representation via a bi-directional LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), then a GCN over dependency tree take contextual word representation as input to
∗
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(a) An example of slot filling (BIO format) and intent detection for
utterance “What flights travel from las vegas to los angeles”.
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(b) An example of dependency tree over the utterance
“What flights travel from las vegas to los angeles”.

Figure 1: An example of utterance in ATIS dataset.

obtain the syntactic structure representation for utterance. In addition, it is worth noting that existing dependency parsers are impossible to parse all the sentences exactly. Thus, a multi-head attention is utilized
to fuse the syntactic representation with original contextual word representation against the errors caused
by incomplete dependency parser, where the multi-head attention can supplement the syntactic representation with contextual word representation as a self-adaption manner. At last, the fused representation is
applied to implement slot filling and intent detection jointly.
The experiments are conducted on two benchmarks SLU datasets: ATIS (Hemphill et al., 1990) and
Snips (Coucke et al., 2018). The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed model outperforms
the existing state-of-the-art approaches. At last, BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019), as a pre-trained
model, is used to our proposed framework. The experimental results also show that our proposed model
incorporated with BERT model can further improve the performance on both slot filling and intent detection.
The main contributions of this work are therefore include as follows: 1)We introduce a model that utilizes a GCN to integrate the syntactic structure for joint learning slot filling and intent detection, which to
the best of our knowledge is the first work that syntactic structure and GCN are used to implement above
two tasks jointly. 2) We utilize a multi-head attention to fuse the syntactic representation with contextual
word representation against the errors caused by incomplete dependency parser. 3) We conduct our experiments on two public datasets, and our proposed model achieves new the state-of-the-art performance
in overall accuracy metric.

2

Methodology

In this section, we will describe our syntactic graph convolutional network for SLU tasks. The overall architecture of our model is demonstrated in Fig 2. We first use a BiLSTM encoder to obtain the contextual
representation of an utterance. Then we perform multi-hop GCN propagation over the dependency tree
initialized by the hidden states of the BiLSTM encoder to capture syntactic representation. Subsequently,
we integrate the syntactic representation and the contextual hidden states via a feature aggregation layer.
Finally, we pass the fused representation to the output layer for final predictions. Both slot filling and
intent detection are optimized simultaneously via a joint learning scheme.
2.1

Notations

We now formally define the task of slot filling and intent detection. Let X = [x1 , . . . , xn ] denotes a
sentence, where n denotes the sequence length. We first use a syntactic parser to generate a dependency
tree where each word represents a node. After obtaining a tree with n nodes, we can represent the graph
structure with an n ∗ n adjacency matrix A where Aij = 1 if there is an edge going from word xi to
and the corresponding dependency tree, our goal is to predict the
word xj . 1 Given the input sequence

slot labels oS = oS1 , . . . , oSn and the intent label oI .
1
We treat the dependency tree as an undirected graph, i.e.∀i, j, Aij = Aji . We hypothesize that modeling edge directions
and types does not offer additional discriminative power to the network because the GCN can capture adequately informative
syntactic patterns for SLU. Besides, models with high complexity are prone to overfitting.
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(a) the overall architecture of our proposed method

(c) syntactic graph convolutional network

Figure 2: Spoken language understanding with a syntactic graph convolutional network. Fig (a) shows the overall architecture
of our proposed method. Fig (b) displays the syntax-guided self-attention scores. Fig (c) shows one-layer detailed graph
convolution computation for the word ”vegas” and ”angeles” for clarity. For local integration, we only show the computation
of three timesteps. As we describe in the introduction, the syntactic structure lets a word focus more on its dependency
words, such as f rom ← vegas and to ← angeles. These syntactic constraints could enhance contextual representations to
distinguish the departure city from the arrival city.

2.2

Syntactic Graph Convolutional Networks over Dependency Trees

The graph convolutional network(GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2017) has been proved useful for encoding
structural information in graphs. GCNs provide flexibility to represent diverse syntactic and semantic relationships between words. Essentially, GCN operates on a graph structure and compute representations
for the nodes of the graph by looking at the neighborhood of the node. We can stack L layers of GCNs
to account for neighbors that are L-hops away from the current node. Formally, in an L-layer GCN as
(l−1)
(l)
and output vector as hi where i represents the i-th
Fig 2(c) shows, we denote the input vector as hi
node andl represents the l-th layer. Hence,
the one-hop graph convolution operation can be written as

n
(l)
(l) h(l−1) + b(l) , where W (l) is a linear transformation, b(l) a bias term, and σ a
A
W
hi = σ
ij
j=1
j
nonlinear function (e.g., ReLU).
To initialize the first layer input vector h(0) , we first feed the input word vectors into a BiLSTM
network to generate contextualized representations. Note that our method is not limited to cooperate
with BiLSTM, but any contextual encoder like ELMo(Peters et al., 2018), BERT(Devlin et al., 2019).
We also conduct BERT based experiments for comparison. We will show empirically in Section 4.7 that
both encoders substantially improve the performance over the original baselines.
Then, we perform the aforementioned graph convolution operation on dependency trees by converting
each tree into its corresponding adjacency matrix A, where Aij = 1 if there is a dependency edge
between words i and j. Adopted from (Zhang et al., 2018b), we also normalize the activations in the
graph convolution before feeding it through the nonlinearity
and adding self-loops to each node in the

n
(l)
(l) (l−1) /d + b(l) , where Ã = A + I with I being the n ∗ n identity
graph as hi = σ
i
j=1 Ãij W hj

matrix and di = nj=1 Ãij is the degree of token i in the resulting graph.
2.3

Feature Aggregation Mechanism: From Local To Global

(L)

After applying L-layer GCNs over dependency trees, we obtain the syntactic knowledge vector hi of
each token xi . To fuse syntactic representation and contextual representation, we propose the feature
aggregation mechanism comprising of the local integration layer and global matching layer. The former
builds strong interactions between syntactic vector and contextual vector of one word while the latter
models connections at the overall utterance-level. The aggregation mechanism aims to integrate syntactic
graph information and contextual representation and enable our model more robust to potential noise
from the dependency parser.
(L)
(0)
Local Integration Given the syntactic representation hi and contextual representation hi of word
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(0)

xi , local integration intends to control how much information in hi and hi should be passed down.
We employ a multi-head attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) to capture the relation between syntax and
(L) (0)
= {hi , hi } into the distinct key, value, and query
semantics. For the i-th word, we project Hlocal
i
each head j. Then we perform the scaled dot product attention
representations, denoted Kj , Qj and Vj for 
T

√
as Attention (Q, K, V ) = softmax QK
V.
dk
Then the outputs of all heads are concatenated and passed through a feed-forward layer followed by
GeLU activations (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2017) and a layer normalization. And we perform average
pooling on the final outputs of local integration for each word, denoted as H = {h1 , . . . , hn }, where
the syntactic representation and original contextual word representation are fused. Note that all the
parameters of the local integration layer are shared for all the words. In Fig 2(a), we only show three
network blocks for clarity.
Global Matching After local integration captures the relationship between syntax and semantics of
each word, we propose a global matching layer to model connections between fused representations at the
overall utterance-level. Similar to the local integration, we use another multi-head attention layer where
we project Hglobal = H = {h1 , . . . , hn } into the the distinct key, value, and query representations.
The syntactic information from GCN will guide a word to other words of syntactic importance in a
sentence. To reduce the overall parameters and computational cost, we do not employ a stack of multiple
identical blocks but only one multi-head attention layer for both local integration and global matching.
The outputs of global matching will be forwarded into the final output layer.

2.4

Joint Optimization

Finally, we use the output hidden vectors of global matching to predict the slot types and intent. For
slot types, we directly perform softmax operation over the hidden vector at each timestep. For intent
prediction, we perform max pooling over all the words to obtain a fixed-length vector. Then the final
vector is fed to the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier, with one hidden layer, tanh activation, and
softmax output layer. The entire model is trained by minimizing
losses
 the sum of two cross-entropy
 n
 S in

an end-to-end manner. The overall objective is formulated as p y S , y I |X = p y I |X
t=1 p yt |X ,
where y S , y I are the softmax output probability of slots and intent respectively.

3
3.1

Experiments
Settings

To evaluate the proposed model, we conduct experiments on two public benchmark datasets, ATIS
(Hemphill et al., 1990) and Snips (Coucke et al., 2018). ATIS contains audio recordings of flight reservations, and Snips is collected from the Snips personal voice assistant. For the syntactic parser, we adopt
the Stanford parser from (Chen and Manning, 2014). The parser is not updated with our SLU model. For
the SLU model, we use the glove embedding with the dimension of 300 and set the dropout rate as 0.1.
L2 regularization is used with a rate of 1 × 10−3 . We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
with the learning rate of 0.001. For the GCN model, we set the propagation layer num as 2 and treat the
dependency tree as an undirected graph. All the results are reported on the test set after early stopping
on the dev set.
3.2

Baselines

We compare our model with the existing baselines including: Joint Seq(Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016) proposes an RNN-based multi-task modeling approach for jointly modeling domain detection, intent detection, and slot filling. Attention BiRNN(Liu and Lane, 2016) leverages the attention mechanism to learn
the relationship between slot and intent. Slot-Gated Atten(Goo et al., 2018) proposes the slot-gate to
model the correlation of slot filling and intent detection. Self-Attentive Model(Li et al., 2018) proposes a
novel self-attentive model with the intent augmented gate mechanism to utilize the semantic correlation
between slot and intent. Bi-Model(Wang et al., 2018) proposes the Bi-model to consider the intent and
slot filling cross-impact to each other. CAPSULE-NLU(Zhang et al., 2018a) proposes a capsule-based
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Model
Joint Seq (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016)
Attention BiRNN (Liu and Lane, 2016)
Slot-Gated Full Atten (Goo et al., 2018)
Slot-Gated Intent Atten (Goo et al., 2018)
Self-Attentive Model (Li et al., 2018)
Bi-Model (Wang et al., 2018)
CAPSULE-NLU (Zhang et al., 2018a)
SF-ID Network (E et al., 2019)
Stack-Propagation (Qin et al., 2019)
Our model

Slot (F1)
87.3
87.8
88.8
88.3
90.0
93.5
91.8
90.5
94.2
94.8*

SNIPS
Intent (Acc)
96.9
96.7
97.0
96.8
97.5
97.2
97.3
97.0
98.0
98.2*

Overall (Acc)
73.2
74.1
75.5
74.6
81.0
83.8
80.9
78.4
86.9
87.6*

Slot (F1)
94.3
94.2
94.8
95.2
95.1
95.5
95.2
95.6
95.9
95.7

ATIS
Intent (Acc)
92.6
91.1
93.6
94.1
96.8
96.4
95.0
96.6
96.9
97.2*

Overall (Acc)
80.7
78.9
82.2
82.6
82.2
85.7
83.4
86.0
86.5
86.9*

Table 1: Slot filling and intent detection results on two datasets. The numbers with * indicate that the improvement of our
model over all baselines is statistically significant with p < 0.05 under t-test.

model with a dynamic routing-by-agreement schema to accomplish slot filling and intent detection. SFID Network(E et al., 2019) introduces an SF-ID network to establish multiple direct connections for the
slot filling and intent detection to help them promote each other mutually. Stack-Propagation(Qin et al.,
2019) proposes a Stack-Propagation framework that can directly use the intent information as input for
slot filling, thus to capture the intent semantic knowledge. We report the experiment results of these
models adopted from (Qin et al., 2019).
3.3

Overall Results

We evaluate the SLU performance about slot filling using F1 score, intent prediction using accuracy, and
sentence-level semantic frame parsing using overall frame accuracy. We take the overall accuracy as the
main evaluation metric since the metric considers the joint performance of both slot filling task and intent
detection task. Table 1 displays the performance of our proposed model and baseline models on ATIS and
Snips dataset. As shown in Table 1, we observe that our model outperforms all the baselines obviously
on Overall (Acc). Specially, compared with the best prior joint work Stack-Propagation, we achieve
0.7% improvement on Overall (Acc) in the Snips dataset. Meanwhile, we achieve 0.4% improvement
on Overall (Acc) in the ATIS dataset. In Snips dataset, our model outperforms the baseline models on
all the evaluation metric. Although our model achieve 0.2% lower performance than Stack-Propagation
on Slot (F1) in ATIS dataset, our model still outperforms Stack-Propagation on main evaluation metric,
i.e. Overall (Acc), obviously. Above results indicate that our proposed model can improve the SLU
performance significantly by integrating the syntactic structure with contextual information.

4

Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we present a detailed qualitative analysis on each component of our proposed model and
provide certain typical cases to show the effectiveness of incorporating syntactic information. We first
perform an ablation study to validate the effect of different modules of our model. Then we explore
more methods of feature aggregation and demonstrate the superiority of our proposed local-to-global
multi-head attention mechanism. Next, we give some typical cases of our model and baseline to show
the effect of syntactic structure. Finally, we conduct experiment with BERT to verify that our model is
more effective with pre-trained model.
4.1

Effect of Syntactic GCN

To verify the effectiveness of syntactic information delivered by the dependency tree, we conduct comparison experiments with the same architecture except for the way of constructing the adjacency matrix
A. As Table 2.1 shows, we experiment with two distinct adjacency matrices of all 0s and all 1s. The
Adj=0 model which fills the adjacency matrix with all 0s aims to disentangle GCN from our proposed
model as a baseline. And the Adj=1 model which fills the adjacency matrix with all 1s demonstrates the
effect of the dependency tree.
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Model
Adj=0*
Adj=1**
Syntax GCN

Slot (F1)
93.3
92.9
94.8

SNIPS
Intent (Acc)
97.7
97.7
98.2

Overall (Acc)
84.6
83.5
87.6

Slot (F1)
94.9
90.8
95.7

ATIS
Intent (Acc)
96.5
95.5
97.2

<

111

Overall (Acc)
84.9
79.8
86.9

Table 2: Effect of Syntactic GCN. * indicates that the Adj=0 model fills the adjacency matrix with all 0s. By contrast, **
indicates that the Adj=1 model fills the adjacency matrix with all 1s. Syntax GCN represents our proposed syntactic GCN
model where the adjacency matrix is filled with the dependency tree as described in Section 2.1.

(a) Split by sentence length in the ATIS test dataset

(b) Split by sentence length in the Snips test dataset

Figure 3: Test set performance with regard to sentence length for our proposed model, Stack-Propagation (Qin et al., 2019) and
our model w/o GCN which fills the adjacency matrix with all 0s.

In the Snips dataset, compared to the Adj=0 model, Adj=1 gets a drop of 1.1% on Overall (Acc) while
our model get 3.0% improvements. The similar results are also shown in the ATIS dataset. We hypothesize that this is because filling the adjacency matrix with all 1s essentially builds a fully-connected
graph, which induces tremendous noise to the model. By contrast, integrating the syntactic information
makes a word focus more on its dependency words as constraints. The experiment results confirm that
incorporating syntactic dependency benefits the understanding of natural language.
4.2

Effect of Sentence Length

To understand what our syntax GCN model captures and how it differs from the previous baselines such
as Stack-Propagation, we compare their performance over examples with different ranges of sentence
length in the Fig 3. Specifically, for each model, we train it on the same training set and report their
overall accuracy on examples with different sentence lengths of the test set.
Fig 3 shows that our proposed syntax GCN model outperforms Stack-Propagation with notable improvements at handling long sentences. We believe our model can better resolve issues of long-term
dependencies via the explicit syntactic information. Besides, compared to the model w/o GCN, our
model consistently achieves superior performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the feature
aggregation layer.
4.3

Effect of Feature Aggregation

We further explore the benefits of our feature aggregation mechanism in our model. We conduct comparison experiments with the same architecture except for the feature aggregation layer. Table 3 shows
the overall results of different feature aggregation methods, including Add, Concat, Gate, Full and our
(L)
local-to-global multi-head attention mechanism. Given the syntactic representation hi and contextual
(0)
(L)
(0)
representation hi of the i-th word, we define the Gate as oi = α ∗ hi + (1 − α) ∗ hi where α =
(L)
(0)
(L) (0)
(L)
(0)
(L)
(0)
W1 hi + W2 hi , and the Full as oi = Concat([hi ; hi ; |hi − hi |; hi ∗ hi ]).
Compared to the base RNN, all the aggregation methods, Add, Concat, Gate, Full, achieve 1% ∼ 2%
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Model
RNN
Add
Concat
Gate
Full
Local Integration
Global Matching
Our model

Slot (F1)
90.7
91.7
91.5
92.0
91.5
93.4
94.1
94.8

SNIPS
Intent (Acc)
96.9
97.4
98.1
97.7
97.9
97.9
98.0
98.2

Overall (Acc)
80.7
82.3
82.1
82.6
81.6
85.9
86.7
87.6

ATIS
Intent (Acc)
95.3
95.6
94.4
95.3
94.2
96.1
97.1
97.2

Slot (F1)
94.3
94.8
94.9
94.9
94.9
95.2
95.3
95.7

Overall (Acc)
82.5
84.4
83.5
83.9
83.5
85.1
86.2
86.9

Table 3: Effect of Feature Aggregation.
Utterance
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Figure 4: Case study of RNN and our model. The [GREEN] ([RED]) highlight indicates a correct (incorrect) tag.

improvements in both datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating syntactic structure
via GCN. Further, our proposed local-to-global aggregation layer outperforms these methods with a
statistically significant margin. The results confirm feature aggregation mechanism plays a vital role in
the integration of contextual representation and syntactic information.
4.4

Case Study

We display two samples from basic RNN and our model in Fig 4. Given the same input ”find flights
arriving new york city next saturday”, RNN can not distinguish the from loc from to loc because it
can not explicitly model the relationships between new york city and arriving. By contrast, our model
leverages the syntactic structure to make new york city focus more on its dependency word arriving.
This example illustrates the syntactic structure could enhance the contextual representation to facilitate
the SLU tasks by modeling direct relations between words.
4.5

Visualization Analysis

(a) The model without syntactic GCN

(b) Our proposed model

Figure 5: Visualization of attention distributions of the self-attention layer of global matching in our syntactic GCN model(right)
and the variant without GCN(left).

To have a quick grasp of how syntactic information works, we perform visualization analysis of at2734
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tention distributions of the self-attention layer of global matching in our syntactic GCN model and the
variant without GCN, as shown in Fig 5. Weights of attention are selected from the first head of the
self-attention layer. After integrating syntactic knowledge, the word ”city” focuses more on its dependency word ”arriving”, which convincingly indicates that ”new york city” is an entity of arrival city but
departure city. The visualization confirms that syntactic knowledge makes a word attentively select the
relevant words and enhance contextual representations to distinguish subtle differences. Compared to
(Zhang et al., 2019) which restrains the scope of attention only between word and all of its ancestor
head words, we incorporate the syntactic dependency tree as a soft mask. We believe this soft mask can
alleviate errors caused by incomplete dependency parser.
4.6

Ablation Study
Model
RNN
GCN*
RNN+GCN**
RNN+GCN+Local Integration
RNN+GCN+Global Matching
Our model

Slot (F1)
90.7
83.6
91.7
93.4
94.1
94.8

SNIPS
Intent (Acc)
96.9
97.4
97.4
97.9
98.0
98.2

Overall (Acc)
80.7
66.8
82.3
85.9
86.7
87.6

Slot (F1)
94.3
81.9
94.8
95.2
95.3
95.7

ATIS
Intent (Acc)
95.3
95.1
95.6
96.1
97.1
97.2

Overall (Acc)
82.5
54.5
84.4
85.1
86.2
86.9

Table 4: Performance of different model variants. * indicates that the GCN model initializes the first GCN layer inputs h(0)
with word embeddings. ** indicates that the RNN+GCN model simply sums contextual embeddings and GCN outputs.

To study the effect of each component of our method, we conduct ablation analysis (Table 4). In the
ATIS and Snips dataset, the basic RNN model achieves 82.5 and 80.7 on overall accuracy respectively,
which are much higher performance than vanilla GCN, 54.6 and 66.8. These results indicate that SLU
tasks need contextual word representation, especially for slot filling task, while the syntactic structure
could enhance the RNN model as supplementary knowledge. We can see that the simple RNN+GCN
achieves 1.9% improvements in the ATIS dataset and 1.6% improvements in the Snips dataset.
On the other hand, although simply inducing syntactic structure(RNN+GCN) helps improve the basic RNN model, both Local Integration and Global Matching further improve the whole performance.
We can see that Local Integration and Global Matching achieve 0.7% and 1.8% improvements in the
ATIS dataset, 2.4% and 4.4% improvements in the Snips dataset, compared to the RNN+GCN. The
full local-to-global aggregation further achieves 2.5% and 5.3% improvements respectively. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the feature aggregation mechanism since the syntactic representation
and contextual word representation can complement each other. Hence, our proposed local-to-global
multi-head attention achieves the best performance.
4.7

Effect of BERT
Model
Our model
Intent detection (BERT)
Slot filling (BERT)
BERT SLU (Chen et al., 2019)
Stack-Propagation + BERT (Qin et al., 2019)
Our model + BERT

Slot (F1)
94.8
95.8
97.0
97.0
97.1

SNIPS
Intent (Acc)
98.2
97.8
98.6
99.0
99.0

Overall (Acc)
87.6
92.8
92.9
93.0

Slot (F1)
95.7
95.6
96.1
96.1
96.2

ATIS
Intent (Acc)
97.2
96.5
97.5
97.5
97.8

Overall (Acc)
86.9
88.2
88.6
88.7

Table 5: The SLU performance on BERT-based model on two datasets.

Considering the performance with the fine-tuning approach, we also conduct experiments that we replace the contextualized BiLSTM by the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) in our framework and keep the same
architecture in rest of our model. The results of BERT model on ATIS and SNIPS datasets are shown
in Table 5. From the Table 5, we can observe our model utilizing BERT achieves a new state-of-the-art
performance. These results indicate a strong pre-trained model can further improve the performance for
our model on SLU tasks. Our model + BERT outperforms Stack-Propagation + BERT which indicate
that our framework is more effective with BERT than baseline models.
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Related work

Slot filling and intent detection are two major tasks for SLU. Recently, the typical pipeline methods
build slot filling and intent detection separately, where slot filling is implemented as a standard sequence
labeling task (Yao et al., 2014) and intent detection is built as a classification task (Lai et al., 2015),
respectively. More recent work (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2016; Liu and Lane, 2016; Goo et al., 2018; Li et
al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018a; E et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019) implement slot filling
and intent detection as a joint model to eliminate the error propagation without any linguistic knowledge.
Instead, our work apply the linguistic knowledge (i.e. dependency tree) as a prior to guide the learning
slot filling and intent detection jointly.
Dependency tree, as a important linguistic knowledge, is applied to recent natural language processing
tasks. In relation extraction and machine translation, many studies (Xu et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015;
Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Chen et al., 2018) have show that the dependency trees can capture long-distance
relations effectively. In machine reading comprehension, (Zhang et al., 2019) use syntax to guide the text
modeling by incorporating explicit syntactic constraints into attention mechanism for better linguistically
motivated word representations and achieve promising results on both SQuAD 2.0 and RACE datasets.
Inspired by (Zhang et al., 2019), our work utilize the dependency tree to guide the joint model for slot
filling and intent detection. Different from (Zhang et al., 2019), our work apply the representation over
dependency tree as a inner feature instead of syntactic constraints into attention mechanism.
Graph Convolution Network (GCN) also have been utilized for many natural language processing
tasks. (Vashishth et al., 2019) propose a flexible graph convolution based method for learning word
embeddings. (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) apply a GCN as sentence encoders to produce latent feature
representations of words in a sentence for semantic role labeling task. (Bastings et al., 2017) present a
simple and effective approach to incorporate syntactic structure by the way of GCN into the encoderdecoder model for machine translation. (Yao et al., 2019) build a single text graph for a corpus based on
word co-occurrence and document word relations, then learn a text GCN for the corpus to classify the
text. Different from above work, our work propose a model that applies a GCN over dependency trees to
integrate the syntactic structure for joint learning slot filling and intent detection.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel joint model that applies a graph convolution network over dependency
trees to integrate the syntactic structure for learning slot filling and intent detection jointly. In addition,
we utilize multi-head attention to fuse syntactic representation with contextual word representation to
access complementary representation for SLU task. Experimental results show that our proposed model
outperforms strong baseline models and achieves state-of-the-art performance on both ATIS and Snips
datasets in overall accuracy metric. Finally, we apply the BERT model to our framework and experiments
demonstrate that our proposed model integrating BERT model can improve the performance on both slot
filling and intent detection more obviously.
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Abstract

the table contents via horizontal scan. However,
this would destroy structural information within
tables, i.e. the alignments between table cells. In
Figure 1, the value “533” and “733” is meaningless digits without the column name “core clock”,
and it is hard for the model to recover the alignments from the flattened word sequence. Therefore,
Table-BERT (Wenhu et al., 2020) includes the column name into cell representation using natural
language templates during the linearization. However, comparing or counting column contents of
different rows over the flattened word sequence
remains a hard task, and simply duplicating the
column name multiple times does not achieve satisfying results.

Verifying fact on semi-structured evidence like
tables requires the ability to encode structural
information and perform symbolic reasoning.
Pre-trained language models trained on natural language could not be directly applied to
encode tables, because simply linearizing tables into sequences will lose the cell alignment
information. To better utilize pre-trained transformers for table representation, we propose
a Structure-Aware Transformer (SAT), which
injects the table structural information into the
mask of the self-attention layer. A method to
combine symbolic and linguistic reasoning is
also explored for this task. Our method outperforms baseline with 4.93% on TabFact, a large
scale table verification dataset.

1

Introduction

Table fact verification aims at classifying whether
a textual hypothesis is entailed or refuted by the
given table. It could benefit downstream tasks
such as fake news detection, misinformation detection, etc. Compared to fact verification over textual evidence (Dagan et al., 2006; Bowman et al.,
2015), verification on semi-structured data further
requires 1) the ability to encode and understand
structural information of tables, and 2) the ability to perform symbolic reasoning over structured
data, such as counting, comparing, and numerical calculation. Although large-scale pre-trained
language models (Devlin et al., 2019; Yang et al.,
2019) achieved dominant results on textual entailment datasets (Wang et al., 2019), they could not be
directly used to encode semi-structured data as they
are pre-trained on unstructured natural language.
Wenhu et al. (2020) eliminate the discrepancy
by serializing tables into word sequences, and then
table fact verification could be processed as a natural language inference task. The most straightforward method for table serialization is linearizing
∗

The first two authors contribute equally to this work.

To better utilize the transformer architecture for
table representation, we propose to inject the table’s structural information into the mask of the
self-attention layer. Figure 2 illustrates the pattern
commonly adopted when human read or write a
table. Usually, each table row describes a record,
and cell c1,2 describes a record property with the attribute name clarified in the corresponding column
name c0,2 . Besides, values of the same column are
usually compared or aggregated for analysis. So,
the colored row and column are most crucial to
the representation of cell c1,2 . In the long flattened
sequence obtained by horizontal/vertical scan, the
alignments between table cells would be disturbed
by other unimportant words. To tackle this problem, we have the representation of cell c1,2 only
depend on the colored cells in Figure 2 by zeroing the attention weights to other ones. Figure 3
illustrates the representation of cell c1,2 utilizing
transformer. Through masking, only two pseudo
sentences, i.e. the corresponding row and column,
that share some common words are considered in
the representation of each cell. That is, the flattened
word sequence is implicitly decomposed into a series of small readable sentences so as to unleashes
the power of large pre-trained language model.
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Comparison of intel graphics processing units

cpu

market

celeron g1101
pentiumg69xx

core clock
(mhz)

execution
units

memory
bandwidth

desktop

533

12

17 gb/s

desktop

733

12

21.3 gb/s

mobile

266-566

12

17.1 gb/s

core i3 - 5x0
core i5 - 655k

core i7 - 620le
core i7 - 6x0lm

Entailed Statement
1. each cpu have 12 execution unit
2. core i3 – 5x0 have faster core clock than core i7 -620le
Refuted Statement
1. core i7 - 620le is designed for mobile market and its
memory bandwidth is 21.3 gb/s.
2. There are three series of cpu designed for desktop market.

Figure 1: Examples of table fact verification, the right boxes provide entailed and refuted statements respectively.
statement

table caption
c0,0

c0,1

c0,2

c0,3

statement

c1,0

c1,1

c1,2

c1,3

Lower layer

c2,0

c2,1

c2,2

c2,3

Figure 2: Illustration of table understanding. The colored row and column
are crucial to understanding cell c1,2 .

c0,0 c0,1 c0,2 c0,3 c1,0 c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c2,0 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3

[SEP] table caption

c0,0 c0,1 c0,2 c0,3 c1,0 c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c2,0 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3

statement

[SEP] table caption

c0,0 c0,1 c0,2 c0,3 c1,0 c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c2,0 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3

Figure 3: Illustration of masked self-attention for representation of
cell c1,2 . Attentions among cells of the same column are enabled in
upper layers to support cross-row reasoning, e.g. c1,2 ∼ c2,2 .

Pre-trained transformers are good at semanticlevel understanding, i.e. capturing the identical
meaning between different expressions. However,
one limitation is that they are not doing perfectly in
symbolic reasoning (Asai and Hajishirzi, 2020). To
tackle this, we perform first-order aggregation over
each column and append the result as a special row
into the table. An improvement of 1% is achieved,
indicating that the ability of hard symbolic reasoning requires further studying.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• A Structure-Aware Transformer (SAT) is devised to better represent semi-structured tables, which injects structural information into
attention mask of pre-trained transformers.
• For statements that require symbolic reasoning, we explore a method to combine symbolic reasoning and semantic matching.
• Experimental results show that our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art method by
4.93%. Our code is available at https://
github.com/zhhongzhi/sat.

2

[SEP] table caption

Upper layer

Methodology

As the examples shown in Figure 1, given a statement S, table fact verification aims to classify
whether the statement is entailed or refuted by the
evidence table T . The table T consists of a caption
t and cells {ci,j } of m × n, where m and n are the
numbers of rows and columns. Since pre-trained

transformer could only take word sequences as input, we feed it with a concatenation of the statement
S, the [SEP] token, the table caption t, and the flattened table Tf . The table could be serialized by
the horizontal or vertical scan. Figure 3 shows an
example of horizontal scanning.
The representation of the word sequence follows
the general encoding procedure of the pre-trained
transformers (Devlin et al., 2019), so we only describe the self-attention layer in which an attention
mask is introduced for table representation. As
illustrated in Figure 2, understanding the table requires both horizontal and vertical views. That is,
if the table is flattened by a horizontal scan, the vertical alignment information will be lost, and vise
versa. For example, the column name c0,2 is crucial
to the representation of c1,2 , but its signal could be
perturbed by other cells in grey, since all c0,∗ and
c2,∗ cells are far from c1,2 in the flattened sequence
and are processed equally.
Therefore, we propose to recover the alignment
information by masking signals of unimportant
cells during self-attention. The attention mask
M ∈ RL×L is defined as:

0
wi ∼ w j
(1)
Mi,j =
−∞ wi ∼ wj
where L is the sequence length, and wi ∼ wj denotes that wj is attended to when generating representation of wi , while wj ∼ wi means the opposite. Denote the input of l-th self-attention layer
as H l ∈ RL×d , where d is the hidden size. The
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Test

attention mask is then applied to the self-attention
layer as follows:
Q l , K l , V l = H l Wq , H l Wk , H l Wv
T

Al = softmax(

Ql K l + M
√
)
dk

(2)

where W∗ ∈ Rd×dk are trainable parameters. The
output of self-attention layer is then calculated as:
H l+1 = Al V l

(3)

It could be observed that if wj ∼ wi , then Ai,j
is reset to zero and Hjl will not contribute to the
representation of wi , i.e. Hil+1 .
Figure 3 sketches the representation learning
of tokens in cell c1,2 leveraging the masked selfattention. In the lower layers, the token representation of each cell considers information from four
aspects: a) tokens of the same row that describe
the same entry, b) its column title that clarifies the
attribute name, c) the table caption which provides
global background, and d) the statement for verification. In the upper layers, cross row attention
among cells of the same column is further enabled.
In this manner, lower layers focus on capturing
low-level lexical information and upper layers are
capable of simple cross-row reasoning. Note that
tokens of the statement S and the table caption
receive information from all cells.
Another preferred ability of SAT is to perform
symbolic reasoning such as counting, comparing,
and numerical calculation. Pre-trained models like
BERT are good at semantic-level understanding,
but not symbolic reasoning (Geva et al., 2020; Asai
and Hajishirzi, 2020). We explore to enhance the
performance of counting verification by converting the counting problem into a semantic matching
problem. Specifically, for every column, the frequency of duplicate cell contents is counted as a
summary cell, leading to a summary row which
is then appended to the table. For example, the
summary cell of the second column in Figure 1 is
“count desktop:2”, so the second refuted statement
could be verified via semantic matching.

3
3.1

Experiments
Dataset

Experiments are carried out using TabFact1 (Wenhu
et al., 2020), a large scale table fact verification
1
https://github.com/wenhuchen/
Table-Fact-Checking

#Statement
92,238
12,792
12,779

#Table
13,182
1,696
1,695
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Simple/Complex
–
–
4,230/8,609

Table 1: Basic statistics of TabFact.

dataset. The basic statistics of TabFact are listed in
Table 1. The dataset contains both simple and complex statements. Simple statements only involve a
single row/record, while the complex ones require
higher-order semantics (argmax, count, etc.), and
the statements are rephrased so more ability on
linguistic reasoning is required.
3.2

Experimental Settings

Model weights are initialized using BERT-base
model trained on English corpus. The first 6 layers
are regarded as lower layers, and the other 6 layers
are taken as upper layers. We finetune the model
with a batch size of 10 and a learning rate of 2e-5.
It usually takes 15-18 epochs until convergence.
The flatten sequence is usually longer than the
sequence limit of BERT, which requires more memory and training time. Hence, we only retain the
top 5 table rows according to the number of words
shared with the statement. During experiments, the
maximum sequence length is set to 256.
3.3

Results and Ablation Study

The experimental results on TabFact are listed in Table 2. Our method achieves an accuracy of 73.23%
on the test set and outperforms Table-BERT by
4.93%. The improvement on complex statements
is even larger, which achieves 5.75%.
Effect of Attention Mask Without the attention
mask, test accuracy is 67.67% and 64.27% for horizontal and vertical scans respectively, namely a
decrease of 5.15% and 8.96% compared to the
complete SAT. An interesting finding is that the
horizontal scan outperforms the vertical scan when
removing the mask, which is consistent with our
intuition that each row describes an entry and thus
horizontal alignment information is more important. With the cell alignment information recovered
by the attention mask, the gap is rather small when
using SAT, demonstrating its robustness towards
different scan directions.
The last two rows of Table 2 present two variants
of the masks, where we adopt an identical mask
matrix for all transformer layers instead of using
different ones for low/high layers. Results indicate
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Model
LPA(Wenhu et al., 2020)†
Table-BERT(Wenhu et al., 2020)†
Table-BERT tuned*
BERT with cell position encoding
SAT with Horizontal scan
- w/o visible matrix
- w/o summary row
- w/o visible matrix w/o summary row
SAT with Vertical scan
- w/o visible matrix
- w/o summary row
- w/o summary row and w/o visible matrix
- all layers w/o cross row attention
- all layers w cross row attention

Val
65.1
66.1
68.38
59.31
72.96
68.41
72.00
66.84
73.31
64.21
71.71
63.03
72.83
72.02

Test
65.3
65.1
68.30
59.44
72.82
67.67
72.09
66.01
73.23
64.27
71.59
62.34
72.26
71.82

Test(simple)
78.7
79.1
82.35
63.24
85.44
75.93
85.53
74.37
85.46
68.77
84.70
66.71
84.61
83.45

Test(complex)
58.5
58.2
61.48
57.58
66.62
63.61
65.49
61.90
67.23
62.06
65.15
60.19
66.11
66.10

Table 2: The accuracy (%) of different models. The results annotated with † are cited from literature, and TableBERT tuned* denotes results obtained by changing the leaning rate from 5e-5 to 1e-5.

that designing different mask matrix for low/high
layers, with the intention to model low-level lexical
information and high-level cross-row reasoning,
has indeed achieved better performance.
Essentially, by masking signals of unimportant cells, SAT implicitly segments the unnatural long sequence into a series of meaningful subsequences. Such sub-sequences are more friendly
to pre-trained language models, so the power of
large pre-trained transformer can be unleashed.
The Summary Row Appending a summary row
to the table brings a stable improvement of 1%,
which mainly contributes to the complex test set.
This indicates that although pre-trained transformer
is dominant on semantic understanding, its ability on symbolic reasoning is limited. With the
counting problem in scope, experimental results
show that it is promising to combine both symbolic
reasoning and semantic understanding abilities by
feeding symbolic reasoning results into SAT.
SAT vs Table Position Embeddings Experiments are further carried out to identify whether
the table position encoding method introduced in
TaPaS(Herzig et al., 2020) is better than the proposed SAT on table encoding. Row and column
positional embeddings are added to the original positional embeddings of BERT to identify the table
alignment information. The experimental results
are listed in the fourth row of Table 2. An accuracy of 59.8% is observed while the accuracy of
the BERT baseline is 68.30%. The results show
that BERT is perturbed by the additional table positional embeddings and the model did not converge

well. Though the table position information is appended to the inputs, the following transformer
layers are not ready to accept and propagate the
signal without pre-training. It is demonstrated that
simply providing positional information without
pre-training is not sufficient for Transformer to encode tables.
3.4

Case study

We analyzed samples that are fixed by SAT compared to baselines. It is observed that a large portion (43/80) of them are statements involve multiple
facts/table cells that do not requires logic reasoning.
Besides, several problems (9/80) that requires simple count and comparison are fixed. The model
both fixed (the other 38) and failed on some samples that require complex symbolic logical reasoning, such as argument sort, conditional aggregation
and then comparison. The behavior is most likely
random guess for both SAT and baselines. The
results show that SAT mainly contributes to the
general table representation and enhance the linguistic reasoning, and the summary row appended
helps to solve some count problems.

4

Related Work

To encourage the study on table fact verification,
Wenhu et al. (2020) construct a large scale table
fact checking dataset and study two promising approaches, Table-BERT and Latent Program Algorithm (LPA) respectively. Table-BERT transforms
the problem into a natural language inference task
to leverage the power of the pre-trained language
models. LPA formulates the task as a program
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synthesis problem and it is good at symbolic reasoning. Our work aligns with the direction of
Table-BERT. Inspired by existing work Weijie et al.
(2020); Nguyen et al. (2020); Dong et al. (2019);
Yang et al. (2019) that manipulates self-attention
masks, we devise a structure-aware transformer to
attain better table representation.
There are several recent works that table fact verification could benefit from. Geva et al. (2020) and
Asai and Hajishirzi (2020) study to improve the
pre-trained model in numerical reasoning and logical comparisons. The enhanced pre-trained model
could be directly used in our approach. Herzig et al.
(2020) extend BERT’s architecture to encode tables
for the table question answering task (Iyyer et al.,
2017), where additional embeddings identifying
the row and column number are added. The proposed architecture is potentially applicable to table
fact checking but requires expensive pre-training.

5

Conclusion

We propose SAT to enhance the pre-trained transformer’s ability on table representation by injecting structural information into the mask of selfattention layers. Significant improvements on TabFact demonstrate its effectiveness. We further enhance SAT by appending a summary row to the
table, the results show that it is promising to solve
the fact verification that requires both symbolic
reasoning and semantic understanding by feeding
symbolic reasoning results into SAT. Overall, an
improvement of 4.93% is achieved compared to
the state-of-the-art method. The proposed method
can further contribute to other semi-structured data
(table, graph, etc.) related tasks, e.g. WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat and Liang, 2015) and CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2019). There still exists
plenty of potentials that require future studies in
this direction.
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ABSTRACT
In the development of science and technology, the public scientific
theses have played an important role and greatly promoted the
development of society. The vast majority scientific progress was
announced in the form of papers in past centuries, and impactful
contributions were often recognized by the research community
with a great number of citations. However, inappropriate citation
of papers still occurs from time to time and hinders the progress of
human civilization. In this paper, we proposed an effective framework to address the citation intent recognition challenge in ACM
WSDM Cup 20201 . Our team name is ferryman and in our solution,
we regarded this problem as the Information Retrieve (IR) task and
proposed a framework with two stages of recall and ranking and
finally our team won the 1st place with a Mean Average Precision
@ 3 (MAP@3) score of 0.42583 on the final leaderboard2 .

KEYWORDS
Citation Intent Recognition, Information Retrieve, Nature Language
Processing

1

INTRODUCTION

WSDM Cup is a competition-style event co-located with the leading
WSDM conference. This paper describes our solution for Citation
Intent Recognition, one of WSDM Cup 2020 tasks, and we won
the 1st place in the final leaderboard. Science has emerged as a
dominant engine of innovation for modern society. Moreover, its
rich published traces allow us to understand, predict and guide
its advance and utility like never before. Research papers are the
dominant media for state-of-art knowledge. Therefore, if we can
develop models that understand research papers, we can greatly
enhance the ability of computers to understand knowledge.
The competition provided a large paper dataset, which contains
roughly 800K papers, along with paragraphs or sentences which
describe the research papers. These pieces of description are mainly
from paper text which introduces citations. The participants are
required to recognize the paper cited in the describe texts. This
competition uses Mean Average Precision @3 (MAP@3) as the
evaluation metric which is described by the following function:
∗ Both
† All

authors contributed equally to this research.
the corresponding to Huixing Jiang.

1 http://www.wsdm-conference.org/2020/wsdm-cup-2020.php

2 https://biendata.com/competition/wsdm2020/final-leaderboard/

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀@3 =

|𝑈𝑈 | 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (3,𝑛𝑛))
1  
𝑃𝑃 (𝑘𝑘))
|𝑈𝑈 | 𝑢𝑢=1

(1)

𝑘𝑘=1

Where |U| is the number of press_id in the test set, P(k) is the
precision at cutoff k, n is the number of predicted papers.
After analyzing the challenge, we regard it as an Information
Retrieve (IR) task[11], The IR focuses on the problem of finding
the most matched Top N documents with a query from a massive
number of candidate documents. In this challenge, the description
text is the query and the candidate papers are the documents to
be retrieved. To handle this challenge, we made a plan with two
stages including recall and ranking. In recall stage, several unsupervised methods like Axiomatic F1EXP[5], DFI Similarity[7], Okapi
BM25[14] are built to reduce the scope of candidates, then we draw
learning to rank models such as BERT[4][10] and lightGBM[6] to
ranking the candidate papers which is selected in the recalling
stage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
our solution which contains the model details. In Section 3, we show
the experiments and results of our model. Finally, we conclude our
analysis of the challenge, as well as some additional discussions of
the future directions in Section 4.

2

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce our framework for Citation Intent
Recognition. Firstly, we introduce the recall strategy. Secondly, we
introduce the rank strategy based BERT and lightGBM, Finally
We introduce how to integrate the models.An overall framework
and processing pipeline of our solution is showed in Figure 1. Our
trained models and source code are publicly available on GitHub3 .

2.1

Recall Strategy

In the recall stage, candidate papers and descriptions were represented as a vector using vector space model and bag-of-N-gram
model, in practice, the max N is set to 2 owing to the huge computational space. Then we use several similarity measurement to
reduce the retrieve scope, including TFIDF, BM25, LM Dirichlet, Axiomatic F3EXP, DFI Similarity, Axiomatic F1EXP, Axiomatic F2EXP,
Axiomatic F1LOG, Axiomatic F2LOG, Axiomatic F3LOG, Boolean
Similarity, LM Jelinek Mercer Similarity, DFR Similarity, IB Similarity and so on[2][11]. And we apply the structure introduced above
3 https://github.com/myeclipse/wsdm_cup_2020_solution
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2.2.1 Data Preprocessing. The better preprocessing of the input
can get better performance. Firstly, we removed the excess whitespace and some stop words, and we did some word segmentation
and did part-of-speech tagging. Secondly, we normalized the word
form for the different tags of the sentence and lowercased all letters.
We compared the input without preprocessing and the input with
preprocessing, finding that the input with preprocessing is better
than another one.

Figure 1: An overall framework and pipeline of our solution
for citation intent recognition
on different scales of a paper, such as title, abstract, keywords and
full text. In our practice, the F1EXP has the highest recall score and
BM25 get the highest MAP score. The recall results is not only used
to reduce the retrieve scope but all as a part of features used in the
LGB ranking stage.

2.2

BERT Model

The BERT[4][10] model architecture is based on a multilayer bidirectional Transformer[15] As Fig. 2. Instead of the traditional leftto-right language modeling objective, BERT is trained on two tasks:
predicting randomly masked tokens and predicting whether two
sentences follow each other. BERT model gets a lot of state of the
arts in many tasks, and we also use the BERT model in our strategy.
There are two types of BERT models following the same architecture as BERT but instead pre-trained on the different scientific
texts: SciBERT[1] and BioBERT[9]. Also, we trained the pre-trained
model in two ways: The Point-Wise model and the Pair-Wise model.

2.2.2 Bert with Point-Wise. We trained the BERT with Point-Wise
way which means we defined the task as the binary classification.
We preprocessed the two sentences (the description sentence and
the paper-described sentence). We joined them in one sentence
with [SEP] token and put them into the BERT model. We trained
the token of the sentence with binary cross-entropy loss to dig
the difference between description sentence and paper-described
sentence As Figure 3. The probability can measure how well the two
sentences match. However, too much negative samples can destroy
the performance of the BERT model and the Point-Wise way didn’t
take into account the internal dependencies between the documents
corresponding to the same query. On the one hand, the samples in
the input space are not independently identically distribution. On
the other hand, the structure between these samples was not fully
utilized. When different queries correspond to different numbers of
documents, the overall loss will be dominated by the query group
with a large number of documents. Each group of queries should be
equivalent. We need to have another way to get better performance
of the model. We tried the Pair-Wise model.

Figure 3: Ranking with BERT

Figure 2: Bidirectional transformer architectures of BERT

2.2.3 Bert with Pair-Wise. Learning2Rank applies machine learning technology to the ranking problem and trains the ranking model.
Usually, the discriminant supervised machine learning algorithm
is applied. Learning2Rank task seeks ranking results and does not
require precise scoring, as long as there is a relative scoring. Learning2Rank framework has the following characteristics:
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• The samples in the input space are two feature vectors (corresponding to the same query) composed of two documents
(and corresponding query).
• The samples in the output space are pairwise preference.
• The samples in the space are two-variable functions and the
loss function evaluates the difference between the predicted
preference and the true preference of the document pair.
We did the same preprocessing to the input sentence as the way
described in the above. We used the margin ranking loss as our
loss function and trained several triplet samples with the same
description text and different paper-described sentences. It not only
helped to get a better ranking of similarity but also compared the
differences between each description text. We got a higher score
than the BERT model with Point-Wise.

2.3

Lightgbm Model

In order to increase the diversity of the model, in addition to Bert,
we choose LightGBM for modeling, and for simplicity, it is called
lgb here. lgb model is a gradient boosting framework that uses
tree based learning algorithms. LightGBM builds the tree in a leafwise way, as shown in Figure 4, which makes the model converge
faster.LightGBM is not sensitive to outliers and can achieve high
accuracy, which is widely used in industry. And in this work, compared with Bert, the effect of LightGBM is better, the LightGBM
single-model can reach 0.413 in the leaderboard. Total number
of features is 1684, this contains of semantic features, statistical
features and so on, which will be explained later.

similarities, such as bm25, tfidf, f1exp and various length
and proportion features. Among these word frequency features, we find that the similarity obtained through the bm25
method is very important. At the same time, compared with
the semantic features, the word frequency features bring
greater benefits to the model as a whole. We believe this is
due to the large number of specialized terms in the corpus.
• Rank features. In order to make our model easier to “know”
the essential purpose of ranking, we sort the various similarity values according to description_id (or paper_id), and
divide the ranking value by the number of description_id (or
paper_id) to get the relative ranking ratio. This part of can
bring a 3% boosting. In detail, suppose we have m correlation
features. Then through our grouping and sorting operation,
since we can group according to description_id or paper_id,
we can get another 2m new sorting features, and divide by
the corresponding number in the group, we can also get
another 2m new sorting scale feature.

2.3.2 Modeling Methodology. Since the same description can recall
multiple paper abstracts, from the perspective of a classification
problem, this is an imbalance of positive and negative samples,
so the number of samples cannot be too large. However, in the
composition of the training set, we found that the positive sample
coverage ratio of the recall samples is also very important, so we
chose a higher number of recall samples. At the same time, in the
training set, because some descriptions cannot recall the positive
samples through our recall strategy, we artificially added the positive samples to the training set in order to ensure the coverage of
the positive samples. Through the above data preprocessing steps,
the amount of training data for lgb model is about 5 million.
Learning to Rank is one of the most commonly used algorithms
to implement ranking through machine learning. It mainly includes
three types of single document method (pointwise), document
pair method (pairwise) and document list (listwise). The pointFigure 4: LightGBM’s leaf growth strategy
wise single-document method means it will judge the relevance of
each document to this query, and converting the documents rankIn this work, the training method of LightGBM is lambdarank(pairwise ing problem into a classification (such as related, irrelevant) or a
regression problem. However, the pointwise method does not learn
strategy), which is about 0.5% higher than the traditional binary clasother document as features when modeling, so it cannot consider
sification model(pointwise strategy). The following will be carried
the order relationship between different documents. The purpose of
out from two aspects of feature engineering and model construcrank learning is mainly to sort the documents in the search results
tion.
according to the magnitude of relevance, so pointwise is bound to
2.3.1 feature engineering. Our feature engineering mainly consists
have some defects.
of the following 3 aspects:
Aiming at the problem of pointwise, the pairwise document
method does not care about the specific value of the correlation
• Semantic feature. Semantic features include various pre-trained
word vector models such as fasttext[3], glove[13], word2vec[12], between a document and a query, but converts the ranking problem
into any two different documents related to the relative order of the
doc2vec[8] etc. And we retrain them to calculate the similarity between description and abstract. Specifically, we
current query. In order to be relevant and irrelevant, the two caterepresent the vector of a sentence as the average of the word
gories are recorded as +1, 0, and then transformed into classification
vectors of each word in it. Then we use the cosine distance
problems. Listwise treats all related documents corresponding to a
formula and the Manhattan distance formula to measure the
query as a single training sample.
correlation between the two sentences, and the correlation
In total, Our Lgb model is trained using a 5-fold cross-validation
value is used as our semantic feature.
method. The training target is lambdarank, and the offline verifica• Statistical features and word frequency features. In this section,
tion indicators are MAP @ 3 and MAP @ 5. The model score can
we use various word frequency-based methods to capture
reach 0.413.
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2.4

Ensemble Methodology

In the model ensemble stage, we adopted a simple and efficient
way and get 1.2% boosting. We group the model prediction results
of LightGBM and BERT by description id, and then add the the
ranking values with weighting operation, the weights of which are
6 and 4, respectively. The details are shown in Figure 5.

are trained using pairwise methods. At the same time, we won the
first place in the Citation Intent Recognition competition (WSDM
Cup 2020 track1).
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